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9.1

Dezső Jakab and Marcell Komor,
The synagogue in Szabadka (Subotica,
Serbia), 1901-1903

Preface
This book invites the reader to follow a remarkable voyage of the Jews from the onset of the
siècle de lumières, the Enlightenment, up to the darker times of World War I in the lands
of Habsburg Hungary. This two-century-long voyage started in the remote shtetls in the
northern parts of the Habsburg Empire and continued to its majors centres with sojourns
in the villages and townships of Felvidék or Northern Hungary (now Slovakia), the market
towns of the Dunántúl (Transdanubia), Erdély, or Transylvania, and Partium (both now part
of Romania), the major county towns of Nagy-Alföld, or the Great Hungarian Plain (today
Hungary proper and also partly Croatia and Serbia), and in Budapest, nicknamed Judapest
by Karl Lueger, Vienna’s famous anti-Semitic mayor.
This journey of the Jews was far from being a pleasure trip in a homogeneous nation
state. To begin with, Habsburg Hungary, just like the rest of the empire, was a kind of commonwealth of different ethnicities, and of regions varying enormously in regard to culture,
and geography as well as economically. Jews increasingly represented the unifying element, particularly from the Vormärz period when they joined the ranks of the partisans of
Hungarian independence and national unity, who promised the Jews civil rights. Secondly,
Jews felt spurred on to move away from their heartlands in the north and to settle in the vast
expanse of the Habsburg Lands, where they encountered different regions, with sometimes
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more and sometimes less tolerant environments. Yet they were always impelled to change
and adapt themselves to local circumstances. At the same time, they nurtured their ancient
traditions, which helped them to bridge these distinct episodes into a ‘viewable ﬁlm,’ in the
framework of time, the leading thread of Jewish existence from its very beginnings.
Assimilating to Hungarian culture offered the Jews the chance to stop, if not terminate,
this constant wandering for a while, and to cast anchor. Hundreds and hundreds of synagogues played the architectural role of these anchors, and were an attempt to express the
concept of the Jews belonging to a place. Domes and turrets rendered synagogues as landmarks in the villages, towns and cities of Habsburg Hungary and its successor states until
the Holocaust, reinforcing a Jewish presence in architectural-urban form. Ironically, many
of these landmarks have survived, but the original intention failed: they no longer bear witness to Jewish existence.
The focus of this book is the synagogue, as a pivot of Jewish spiritual and communal life,
which itself underwent fundamental change from the 1760s to World War II. While the book
is primarily about architecture, buildings serve as vehicles for conveying values, identity,
dreams and the indescribable, which formed the core of Jewish existence in the Diaspora.
***
In the last hundred years or so, numerous books have been published that have described,
analysed and presented synagogues and synagogue architecture as a genre in certain cities,
regions, countries or even major historic periods. However, a comprehensive genealogy and
typology of Post-Enlightenment synagogues represents a topic that has been largely avoided or
merely touched upon, except by a handful of art- or architectural historians. This is because
synagogue architecture did not lend itself to traditional genealogical and typological methods.
Nineteenth-century synagogues generally gave up earlier architectural traditions, their
functional scheme and urban appearance. Most importantly for art historians, these synagogues gave up traditional styles, with which they had accorded, albeit not fully, during
previous epochs – Gothic, Renaissance, Baroque, Neo-classical. Hence the popular notion
that they lack style, that they are devoid of roots, that they were created out of nothing, arbitrarily out of the whims of an architect or the leadership of a given community. Therefore,
it was frequently believed that no reliable typology could be achieved, except through size
or some vague architectural or stylistic features.
This book advocates a different approach to synagogue architecture. It is not art history
oriented based on stylistic elements. It goes far beyond styles and their evolution, tackling
interrelations between the synagogue building itself and its architectural context. Neither is
it a community history oriented and inductive work that accumulates numerous individual
examples in order to establish general rules, but rather the other way around: it searches for
common ground, and the templates that served each and every community to create a local
variation. It demonstrates that the main nineteenth-century synagogue types did not evolve
from grass-roots: they were created ‘from above’ and later became part of folklore. Master
builders from the Habsburg Lands and inﬂuential Viennese architects created emblematic
buildings that quickly became templates, because architectural traditions before the Haskala
or Jewish Enlightenment seemed to have become obsolete. In searching for new patterns
these creative professionals adopted templates that followed Gentile architectural types – initially the ones with fewer Christian religious connotations and later, as acculturation went
on, more and more Christian types through which they were able to convey the message of
Jewish sacred building to the Gentiles.
The book comprises of data on several hundred synagogues and establishes a matrix
of eight criteria for typology. According to this matrix each of these criteria may serve as a
starting point for typologies. Then, it takes up the most important criterion from an urbanformal aspect – exterior mass composition – and analyses each type with the set of other
criteria too. In these endeavours the previous pivotal element, style, is accorded special care
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and reservation, because style, understood in the traditional Gentile sense as a system of
elements and their syntax, does not exist in synagogues. In synagogue architecture there
is no ﬁrm set of stylistic elements, nor is there a solid syntax. These notions were ‘deconstructed’ as early as the late 1830s. Yet the concept of a template does exist, and this will be
demonstrated, although describing it is no easy task.
When dealing with synagogue architecture one should bear in mind that after emancipation – and to a certain degree even before it – Jewish existence in the Diaspora presumes the
notion of difference – being different from others, even if this difference was small and visible
only in the context. Therefore, synagogues are also analysed vis-à-vis Gentile architectural
types ﬁltered through the Jewish tradition. Templates are intertwined in a differential relationship with each other and with the original Gentile archetype.
The analysis of a great number of synagogues in a relatively narrow area, as Habsburg
Hungary was, has shown that nineteenth-century synagogues did have architectural roots
and they did lend themselves to a typology, given that one can ﬁnd the appropriate criteria.
The point is, that they relied not so much on their own intrinsic world – synagogue traditions
and closed communities – but increasingly on Gentile architectural templates: factory halls,
Catholic churches, Byzantine churches, and so on. Therefore, no single criterion can lead to
a comprehensive typology, but only a system of criteria. Thus, this book sets out to establish
a system of typologies, creating a matrix of criteria that will help in an understanding of the
major trends of nineteenth-century synagogue architecture and the thinking of communities
and their architects who created these places of worship.

1

Milan Kundera: The Tragedy of Central
Europe. In: The New York Review of Books,
Vol. 31, No. 7, (April 26, 1984), http://www.
scribd.com/doc/38747497/Milan-KunderaThe-Tragedy-of-Central-Europe. Kundera
counts Poland, Czechoslovakia and Hungary
as part of Central Europe, sometimes
referred to as Central Eastern Europe. From
our historic point of view, however, his
point coincides with ours about the variety
in the region and Jewish contribution to it.

2

In many respects, especially economic, not
all Jews were on the fringes: some of them
played significant roles in the economy or
medicine of host nations or cultures. Yet
Jews as a group, particularly in terms of
general social and political acceptance had
been underrated until the emancipation.
Consequently, their architectural and urban
presence were understated – shtetl or
ghetto in urban terms, relatively small and
often hidden synagogues in architectural
terms.

3

Jewish emancipation is a legal, spiritual
and cultural term for the integration of
Jews as citizens into European societies.
Jews were granted civil rights first in
France in 1791 and finally in Romania in
1923. An emancipated Jew did not live in
a shtetl or ghetto, but in Christian towns,
either among fellow Jews or completely
scattered among the Gentile population.
He or she was integrated fully into the
economic and cultural life of the host
country. However, an emancipated Jew can
retain Jewish confessional identity, which
however becomes increasingly complex
and multi-layered. In Hungary Jewish
emancipation occurred in three major
stages: In 1840 Jews were allowed to settle
in towns and cities (except mining towns),
in 1867 they were granted civil rights, and
in 1895 they were granted full religious
rights (Law of Reception).

4

For a significant part of the period
the middle classes opposed Jewish
advancement, but this sentiment was
not unanimous. Some people were more
open to Jewish emancipation, and by this
time even mixed marriages had become
common place – sometimes just as a sign
of liberalism, sometimes out of economic
necessity in the great capitalist reshaping
during the nineteenth century.

Introduction: Jewish Cultural Presence in
Nineteenth-century Central Europe
“Indeed, no other part of the world has been so deeply marked by the influence of Jewish
genius. Aliens everywhere and everywhere at home, lifted above national quarrels, the Jews
in the twentieth century were the principal cosmopolitan, integrating element in Central
Europe: they were its intellectual cement, a condensed version of its spirit, creators of its
spiritual unity.” 1 (Milan Kundera)
After living on the fringes of Gentile societies for almost a thousand years,2 the Jews came
to the fore in high numbers in nineteenth-century continental Europe, as it began to liberalize politically and open up culturally. This was the time when the West began to broaden
its culture, hitherto based on Greco-Roman and Christian cultural paradigms, with outside
inﬂuences: Muslim, Chinese, Indian, Japanese and its ‘own’ national Jewish variety.
Emancipated Jews3 wholeheartedly embraced these changes since after the French
Revolution it seemed that discrimination would end. Jews, they thought, would take
an active part in the grandiose reshaping of what they termed the ‘civilised world’, i.e.
the West. And Jews did indeed make inroads in almost every ﬁeld, ﬁrst in their traditional domain of trade, banking and ﬁnance, but very quickly, as constructors and
urban developers. Within a couple of generations, they emerged as journalists, writers,
musicians and cabaret artists; some even got involved in politics. The Gentile reaction
was ambiguous. The middle classes thought that the Jewish advance was too fast and a
threat to Gentile interests.4 Nevertheless, Jewish emancipation became part and parcel
of the emerging capitalist economy, the unstoppable change and historical acceleration
of the nineteenth century.
In the days of feudal societies and a Central Eastern Europe based on land ownership, Jews
were regarded with suspicion, despised and marginalised as foreigners who could not aspire to
a visible role in Gentile societies. However, the economic development and social transformation
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5

Gründerzeit means the age of founding,
i.e. founding modern bourgeois society
in German speaking lands, i.e. Germany
before unification and Austria. While
the beginning of this period is disputed
– most scholars date it to the 1840s
– its termination is more distinct: the
great stock exchanges crashes in 1873
(Gründerkrach). This is the period of
classical liberalism that brought about the
great economic booms, the reshaping of
traditional societies. The stock exchange
crashes led to rethinking political and
social positions, and the unlimited
liberalism of Gründerzeit, but by and large
in the arts and architecture its spirit
survived until 1900, and sometimes even
beyond.

6

Kulturnation, a German term that
permeated nineteenth century Central
European thinking, divided mankind
into a more advanced, civilized part of
enlightened and cultured nations and a
rather backward, traditionally living and
thinking part, often labelled Naturvölker,
or people living in a natural, i.e. uncivilised
way. Emancipated Jews saw themselves
as part, if not the vanguard of the
former group and their non-emancipated
brethren, the Orthodox, were often
relegated to the second group during the
greater part of the nineteenth century.
Later, Orthodox Jews were seen in a
romantic way and a real understanding of
their culture by the (Jewish) mainstream
culture followed with the general
availability of the work of Martin Buber and
Gershom Scholem.

of Central European countries accelerated in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. A free
economy and government investment in the infrastructure created demand for ﬁnancial capital
which could be met by the involvement of well-off and highly educated Jews in the economy.
Leading Jewish families supplied this capital and in return, gained important social positions. As demand for capital increased, Jews were given further opportunities to participate
in social life, though not yet as equals. Soon the capitalist economy led to the great social
restructuring of the nineteenth century: feudal relationships were replaced by bourgeois
ones, universal suffrage was introduced, religious discrimination was abolished, and with
this came the emancipation of the Jews, who had made a signiﬁcant contribution to realising all these achievements.
Traditional Jews often remained sceptical about the long-term effects of this evolution,
but the optimistic reformists considered them to be permanent. The most assimilated secular
Jews, carried away by the idea of progress, saw the hustle and bustle of the Gründerzeit 5 as
the birth of the Messianic age and started to erect grandiose ‘temples’ in Paris, Vienna, PestBuda, Berlin and other fashionable or would-be fashionable cities. These temples marked a
signiﬁcant departure from Jewish tradition. Their congregants had discarded the traditional
Jewish way of life, of which religion formed an organic part, in order to prove their loyalty
and willingness to integrate into the brave new world of Kulturnation.6 In their opinion, even
the very heart of the religious service, the traditional sermon, required radical reform since
it might be incomprehensible and appear suspicious to Gentiles.
The traditional unity of text and music as well as the individualism of the Jewish sermon were transformed. Western solemnity, ‘discipline’ and Christian type music permeated the Jewish house of worship. This is not surprising in view of the fact that outside
the walls of these ‘temples’, Jews had already crossed into the hitherto closed world of
western music. This music was highlighted by the God fearing piety of Johann Sebastian
Bach and his contemporaries, or later, by the closed, Neo-classical perfection of Joseph
Haydn, who intended his magniﬁcent string quartets mainly for his prince and his entourage at Eszterháza.
In Paris, on the contrary, it was the bourgeois culture that enabled Jews, such as Giacomo
Meyerbeer and Jacques François Fromental Halévy, to create their grand operas and – more
importantly – Jacques Offenbach to compose his light-hearted operettas, which drew audiences in their thousands. Offenbach, while producing entertainment for the masses, also
promoted Jewish irony and self-irony, embedded in popular musical idiom, slowly undermining traditional solemnity and, in the event, any existing canon related to it.
Composers of Jewish origin (Felix Mendelssohn Bartholdy, Gustav Mahler) in their turn
made their own contributions to abolishing traditions in Classical music. Later, a Jewish
composer of the Second Viennese School, Arnold Schönberg, worked on the dissolution of
diatonic music via extreme chromatics and dodecaphony.
But Western music – so important for the Jews – was not the only thing to ﬁnd its way
into the ‘temples’. The spoken word, particularly rhetoric, was also subject to Gentile inﬂuences. The prayers and Torah readings were increasingly supplemented and supplanted by
addresses by rabbis steeped in secular learning. Again, this may be related to the success
achieved in secular Gentile literary culture by Jews who had entered the arena of literature
and philosophy outside the ‘temple’ walls. Moses Mendelssohn, nicknamed the ‘German
Socrates’, was a friend of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing. Mendelssohn is often regarded as one
of the founding fathers of modern German literature. He not only advocated Jewish emancipation, but also revived Hebrew literature, turning emancipation into a kind of amalgam in
the spirit of the Enlightenment rather than a mere abnegation of Jewish traditions.
After all these changes, Jewish involvement in politics became inevitable. Whereas formerly in the days of the ghettos, Jews lived in a self-sufﬁcient world of their own with an
autonomous political life, this splendid isolation could no longer be maintained in the great
nineteenth-century cities. Jews even became MPs and ministers in some European countries.
Sermons often acquired new elements in the process. On ceremonial occasions, such as the
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inauguration of the Dohány Temple in Pest, the biggest synagogue in the world in the mid
nineteenth century, it became common practice to refer to the ruling political establishment.
In the presence of numerous Gentile dignitaries, rabbis concluded proceedings by asking the
Lord to bless the tolerant and benevolent emperor, Franz-Joseph I, and the whole “glorious
Habsburg dynasty”.7
Probably the only facet of western culture that remained largely outside the walls of the
synagogues was art based on explicit visual representation. But this exclusion was only temporary. With the onset of modern art later in the twentieth century, the antagonism between
Judaism and the visual arts disappeared. The work of Marc Chagall, based on Cubism and
Expressionism, the grotesque, surrealism and the subconscious, created a whole fashion for
stained glass windows in synagogues in the twentieth century.
Interestingly, the other giant of Russian Jewish art, Eliezer Lissitzky, took the opposite
approach. Through the traditional grotesque of Jewish art and free association, he reached
the universalism of abstract modern art. Both he and the Jewish-born Hungarian Bauhaus
teacher, László Moholy-Nagy, made signiﬁcant contributions to modern art and architecture.
Architecture and the city have ever since been exempt from the ban on direct representation of living beings. Furthermore, the nineteenth-century city with its pluralism, fragmentation and brute force fascinated the emancipated Jews, who were both newcomers to it and
genuine admirers of it. In Vienna, for instance, for some assimilated Jews, the Ringstrasse
was much more than just a ring around the heart of the erstwhile feudal city or a lucrative
urban development. They called it the Zionstrasse of Neu Jerusalem! (Zion Street of a New
Jerusalem, after the arrival of the Messiah.)
The overall long-term effect was that along with the decline of feudalism the closed
canons governing works of art slowly gave way to more complex and open-ended genres
almost everywhere in Europe in the nineteenth century. Gone were the Neo-classical portico,
symmetrical organisation and enclosed space in architecture; the sonata form and other conventional musical templates, naturalist representation in the visual arts, and geometricallydesigned gardens. To replace them came twentieth-century abstraction in the arts, chromatics and atonality in music, and the dominance of the space-time concept in architecture.
All were more compatible with Jewish traditions than the Greco-Roman (Classical) or
Aristotelian aesthetics hitherto dominant in western culture. The shift began in the Romantic
period and it was then that the Jewish presence in architecture emerged in the form of
major urban synagogues. The magniﬁcent, Oriental style synagogues pioneered these artistic developments in the second half of the nineteenth century in Central Europe.
The Jews were by no means the sole motive force behind this turbulent nineteenthcentury economic and cultural activity. But the vertiginous changes brought leading Jewish
families who had accumulated wealth over preceding centuries to the surface. Now, after a
long period of relative isolation, they became active participants in reshaping a traditionally
conservative Central Europe. More importantly, these changes in some way ﬁtted in with the
essential historical experience of the Jews: the frequent changes of habitat, their existential
insecurity, the relativity of traditional social hierarchies and societal values. Perhaps, as
Arnold Toynbee suggests, there is a certain similarity between nineteenth-century modern
Western culture and the historical experience of the Jews.
Not every part of Central Europe was affected in the same way and to the same extent.
The situation in the Habsburg Empire was amenable for the Jews: economically it allowed
them free movement and trade while spiritually it offered a certain degree of cosmopolitism.8
Austria-Hungary, with a population of well over 50 million and a steadily developing economy, offered splendid opportunities for almost every stratum of the Israelites9 – peddlers,
rural mill owners and landowners, urban industrialists and bankers, and even the multimillionaire railway-development metropolitan families, the Rothschilds and the Pereiras.10
The fate of the Jews became increasingly intertwined with the history of the empire as a
whole, for they contributed substantially to the modernization of this relatively backward
part of continental Europe,11 which lacked a middle class. Another factor for Jewish accept-
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This tradition goes back to ancient times,
and ever since this may have been a
standard part of the Shabbat service,
prior to the age of emancipation, but
emancipation lent it special weight and
meaning.

8

It is known that imperial conditions had
suited the Jews from the times of Alexander
the Great and the Ottoman Empire up to
the Soviet Union or Yugoslavia. Anecdotes
testify that after Yugoslavia had fallen
apart, its Jews remained the ‘last
Yugoslavs.’

9

‘Israelite’ had gradually replaced the term
‘Jew’ in official usage throughout the
Habsburg Empire, pointing to the concept
of a religious minority, which implied that
Jews were Germans, Hungarians, or Czechs
of the Jewish faith.

10

See Fredric Bedoire, “Wien – un goût
juif,” in idem, Ett judiskt Europa – Kring
uppkomsten av en modern arkitektur
1830–1930 (Swedish), [English title: Modern
Architecture and Jewish Patronage – The
genesis of a modern architecture, 18301930.] (Stockholm, 1998), 281–324.

11

The new constitution of Austria-Hungary
of 21 December 1867 forbade all
discrimination on the basis of religion
and also abolished the former limitations
placed on the Jews in the choice of place of
residence or in connection with ownership
of houses, shops, industrial installations, or
arable land.
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12

Judenkaiser means Jewish Emperor, a
reference to philo-Semitism of the Austrian,
and after 1867, the Austro-Hungarian ruler.
This philo-Semitism was probably not so
much an element of liberalism and genuine
enthusiasm for modernity spearheaded by
the Jews, on the emperor’s side, as much
as a recognition of the usefulness of the
Jewish presence in Habsburg lands.

13

Hofmansthal and Wittgenstein were only
partly Jewish; Mahler, Schoenberg and
Lukács were baptized, but this did not
matter in terms of spirit. Schoenberg later
formally returned to Judaism, in 1933 in
Paris, after fleeing from Nazi Germany and
before immigrating to America.

14

15

Eventually, the period of Jewry’s
adoption of Central European culture
in the framework of the Enlightenment
would be brought to an abrupt end by
totalitarianism, the deportation of Jews
and their mass slaughter in the Endlösung,
the “Final Solution” of the “Jewish
Question”. Some historians also see the
termination of the Enlightenment project
in this, of which the modern part was the
‘Jewish Renaissance’ in Central Europe,
which lasted for roughly a century, from
the 1830s to the 1930s, represents the final
stage.
Immánuel, Löw: Az új zsinagóga [The New
Synagogue], booklet published for the
inauguration of the great synagogue in
Szeged, 1903, 5.

ance was the heterogeneity of Austria in ethnic and confessional terms, which increasingly
threatened its unity, particularly after 1848. Such a political entity may have been stable
in pre-industrial times, but its commonwealth character was at odds with the tenor of the
nineteenth-century European ideology of the nation state. In this starkly divided state, the
Jewish economic, cultural and to a certain extent political presence, worked as a cementing factor. The hitherto none too pan Jewish Habsburg dynasty – it is sufﬁcient to allude to
the anti-Semitic sentiment of the paradigmatic ruler Maria Theresa – became philo-Semitic.
Francis Joseph (Franz Joseph) was often nicknamed as the Judenkaiser,12 because he knew,
that besides his beloved German speaking bureaucracy, it was the informal Jewish network
and economic infrastructure that tied together the patchwork of this utterly heterogeneous political entity from Czernowitz to Kronstadt, from Lemberg to Trieste, from Fiume to
Budapest in the age of capitalism. Moreover, it was not only an economic issue, but a cultural
one as well: the media of the time, much of which was in Jewish hands, levelled differences
and facilitated the achievement of a common discourse in the vast economic and cultural
space. Furthermore, it went beyond everyday journalism, hitting the heights of the literary,
artistic, musical and philosophical/psychological world in Vienna, Budapest and Prague:
Franz Kafka, Arthur Schnitzler, Stephan Zweig, Franz Werfel, Hugo von Hofmannsthal, Max
Reinhardt, Gustav Mahler, Alexander von Zemlinsky, Arnold Schönberg Georg Lukács and
Ludwig Wittgenstein,13 Sigmund Freud and many others.
Thus, it was not the strength, but the political weakness of the empire that brought
Habsburg Jews to the fore, and in exchange, they supported the central political establishment. While their economic contribution remains unchallenged, historically the Jewish
presence is perhaps equally signiﬁcant in the area of culture, where, as patrons, artists,
or critics they facilitated the Avant-garde in what was a rather conservative empire. Both
the famous Viennese Sezession, and the Wiener Werkstätte enjoyed substantial funding by
Jewish industrialists. In Hungary, as will be shown later, the Jewish contribution would
be substantial from both artists and architects. The Jewish contribution characterised the
ﬂedging architectural modernism in Central Europe.
Time proved all of this nineteenth-century, ﬁn-de-siècle and early twentieth-century
Jewish enthusiasm over-optimistic. The hundred or so years of European modernity were
not the beginning but the end of an era. “Faustian” culture waned; its supremacy gradually
dissipated; its transformation through globalisation began. In other words, the emancipated
Jews of Central Europe had come aboard a culture at a late and declining phase.14

Jews in Nineteenth-century Hungary
“Jewry is like salt: a pinch of it should be added to all meals,
but too much of it spoils the food.” (Ferenc Deák)15
This quotation makes both Jews and Gentiles uneasy. The Jews saw it as covert antiSemitism; the Gentiles are displeased with the implication that they needed Jews in order
to ‘spice them up’. Yet, Deák, Minister of Justice and architect of the Austro-Hungarian
Agreement (Ausgleich, 1867), was only voicing the contemporary view of the social advance
of the Jews and the controversies it created. These controversies, absurd as they sometimes
were, quickly found their way into rapidly changing nineteenth-century architecture, a very
sensitive seismograph of social and political tremors.
Lacking proper architectural codiﬁcation and established formal roots, synagogues were
at the forefront of these tremors after the Enlightenment and its Jewish counterpart, the
Haskala. Synagogues genuinely embodied the economic and cultural ascent of the Jews,
their acculturation and assimilation, and their eventual eclipse in many Central European
countries in the twentieth century. Conversely, there has seldom been such a strong and
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lasting link between architecture, ethnic, religious and cultural identity as there was in the
synagogues that the emancipated Jews erected.
Hungary had one of the largest Jewish communities of the nineteenth century. Moreover,
Hungary’s capital city, Budapest, had been the second largest “Jewish city” in the world after
Warsaw. In Budapest practically every fourth inhabitant was Jewish by the end of the nineteenth
century.16 Jewish contribution to trade and commerce facilitated the industrialization of the
country; the Jewish cultural presence played a crucial role in establishing modern literature,
art, music and architecture in particular. In terms of emancipation, however, Hungarian Jews
lagged behind their German counterparts. Yet this backwardness, or faithful adherence to Jewish
traditions, contributed to the immense cultural variety of Hungarian Jewry, ranging from highly
secular haute bourgeoisie to Orthodox and Hasidic populations, with many intermediate stages.
The nineteenth century in Hungary also saw a major shift from traditional Judaism to
modern Jewish life, visible on synagogue architecture of the period. During this long century,
which practically lasted from the French Revolution to World War I, a good many Hungarian
Jews reinvented themselves replacing their East European shtetl culture with the modern
German ideal of Bildung, education and self-reﬁnement. Actually, shtetl culture and German
Bildung did not contradict each other so much in terms of basic Jewish values relating to
education and self-reﬁnement, and shtetl culture merely changed its framework and external
manifestation. This similarity explains the rapid shift and the relatively smooth transition
between these two paradigms during Jewish emancipation. However, in the visual realm, and
in architecture in particular, this paradigm shift was spectacular: It destroyed the organic
and harmonious ‘shtetl universe’ and created monumental synagogues, elegant avenues with
urban palaces for upper middle class Jews in the hearts of Vienna and Budapest, as well as
grand gravestones and mausoleums in Jewish cemeteries all over the Habsburg Empire. As a
matter of fact, these architectural achievements are perceivable more in the context of modern
European culture than in the framework of Jewish tradition, even though a Jewish subtext is
present behind the broad and fashionable artistic and architectural statements of the period.
In the context of Habsburg Lands Hungarian synagogues slightly differed from their more
German, Cisleithanian17 counterparts, particularly in terms of urban placing due to the social
context. Historic or greater Hungary was never a homogeneous nation state like France, but it
was still more homogeneous and compact than the Cisleithanian or Austrian part of the empire,
which was a patchwork of highly diverse regions, exempliﬁed best in the Italian/Croatian/
Slovenian speaking Adriatic seashore and Polish, Ukrainian, Yiddish and German speaking
Galicia. In historic Hungary or the Hungarian Kingdom, in principle at least, ethnic Hungarians
were present in every part, albeit in many of them only as a minority, embedded into Slovakian,
Romanian, Croatian, etc. majorities. More importantly, in the Kingdom of Hungary as a whole,
ethnic Hungarians constituted less than 50% of the population, sharing their lands with Slavs,
Germans, Jews and many others. However, when the Jews declared themselves as Hungarians,
this percentage surpassed the magical number of 50%. Thus, although on average making
up some 5% of the whole population, the Jews played a disproportionately signiﬁcant role in
Hungarian politics. Jews signiﬁcantly contributed to the project of Magyarisation not only by
declaring themselves as Hungarians, but by contributing to the economic and cultural ascent
of Hungarian lands. They could do so, as the country badly lacked middle classes, and therefore missed out on the trading and industrial infrastructure that they provided. But, as a consequence, they pervaded other ﬁelds of Hungarian life too, most notably culture. Subsequently
they adopted the Hungarian language as their mother tongue and became active in journalism,
literature and culture in general.
By changing the economic basis and impacting the cultural landscape, they seriously
threatened the thin, but already established middle classes and to some extent the upper
classes too, and covert anti-Semitism started to take hold.18 Anti-Semitism on a massive
scale or even pogroms were highly untypical in Habsburg times, partly due to the general
political framework, and partly to the national fragmentation of the Hungarian Lands,
and the presence of Slavonic, Romanian, Ruthenian minorities. Yet, when Hungary was
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Moreover, there were a great number
of baptized Jews, and mixed marriages
between Jews and Gentiles. Although
halachically they did not count as Jews,
their social impact was equal to that of
‘real Jews’. It is not being overly optimistic
to surmise that counting these groups
Jewish involvement may have amounted to
30% or even more in late-nineteenth and
early-twentieth-century Budapest.

17

Cisleithania was the name of the Austrian
part of Austria-Hungary, the Dual Monarchy
created in 1867 and dissolved in 1918.
The name was used by politicians and
bureaucrats, without official status. The
somewhat cumbersome official name was
Die im Reichsrat vertretenen Königreiche
und Länder (The Kingdoms and States
Represented in the Imperial Council).

18

Covert anti-Semitism sometimes became
blatant, as in the case of Blood Libel of
Tiszaeszlár (1882-83).
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truncated after World War I, and Jewish services in national terms were not needed any
more, the ‘entente cordiale’ of Magyar Hungarians and ‘Jewish Hungarians’ vanished: the
Hungarian majority cancelled its validity through harsh attacks on the Jews whom they
labelled Communists, Cosmopolites and destroyers of the Hungarian Kingdom. At ﬁrst,
the Jews could not come to terms with the new circumstances; they could not believe that
half a century of relatively peaceful co-existence had been a mere marriage of convenience.
Eventually, they accepted the new reality with some withdrawing into Zionism and others
ﬁnding solace in the more universalistic tenets of Communism. The majority, however, just
tried to survive hoping for a better future.
Thus, in Hungary, the modern Jewish Renaissance was shorter lived than in other parts
of the old continent, lasting roughly from 1867 to the 1920s, that is to say, from the time of
the Ausgleich to the implementation of the ﬁrst laws that gradually deprived the Jews of their
civil rights on the territory of present-day Hungary. These included the numerus clausus
(1920) which limited the number of Jews admitted to the universities and, later, the much
harsher so-called ‘Jewish Laws’ in the late 1930s restricting economic activities and freedom
of movement. (In the pan-Slavonic successor states, e.g. Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia Jews
were far better off for some two decades, until Nazi expansion.)
Many historians consider the aforementioned half century as the most constructive
period in Hungary’s history in terms of catching up economically and culturally with the
more developed western regions of Europe. The vast majority of synagogues were erected
in Hungary in this ﬁfty-year period, along with industrial buildings, market halls and railway stations. This book mainly deals with the synagogue architecture of these intense ﬁve
decades, but also takes into consideration the preceding period, early emancipation from the
Edict of Tolerance passed by Joseph II of Austria (1782) and the period after, to post-World
War I Hungary until the Holocaust.

The Intrinsic Controversy of
Synagogue Architecture
as a Genre and its Special Nature
Synagogue architecture basically differs from any other genre of architectural history, particularly in the Diaspora. The reason is internal and external to Judaism. Internally, architecture in a
Jewish context was impacted by the image ban, and synagogue architecture was further played
down by the status of the synagogue as ersatz, i.e. a replacement for the Temple. Externally synagogue architecture suffered from the subordinated status of the Jews to the majority population
under the conditions of the Diaspora. This condition prompted a permanent negotiation with the
environment, a long standing dialogue. Eventually, dialogue, as will be shown later, represented
a key notion of synagogue architecture in Habsburg Hungary as well.
The Image Ban
Every work of art is an uncommitted crime. (Theodor Adorno)19
19

20

Theodor Wiesengrund Adorno, Minima
Moralia http://www.notable-quotes.com/a/
art_quotes.html
Emmanuel Levinas Totality and Infinity.
Duquesne University Press 1961, in:
Emmanuel Levinas Basic Philosophical
Writings, eds: Adrian T. Peperzak, Simon
Critchley, Robert Berlasconi. Indiana
University Press, 1996.

If the world preoccupies us, it is because it is not de-sacralised enough… (Emmanuel Lévinas)20
These two quotations are modern interpretations of the image ban, originating from
the Decalogue, and spoken by prominent post-Holocaust thinkers. However, historically Judaic/Jewish tradition was usually more forgiving to the visual, albeit keeping it
low key most of the time. Thus, the image ban did not prevent Jewish art, or the arts
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among Jews, from emerging but merely rendered it different from artistic expression in
other monotheistic, polytheistic or animistic traditions and assigned it a lower status
than other cultures.
The arts were prevented from manifesting the divine in Jewish tradition, which was
in many other cases the very raison d’être of the arts to come into being and their cultural
role, from Greek Antiquity to the conceptions of German idealism.21 But the arts were not
banished altogether from synagogues, neither along the lines of ofﬁcial Judaism, nor along
the line of Jewish mysticism, during the past two millennia. If art could avoid the pitfalls
of idolatry and even facilitate synagogue service, it became acceptable and in some cases
even desirable. The Jewish tradition developed numerous techniques through which idolism was successfully averted – grotesque, ‘surrealistic representations’ (birds with human
eyes, for instance), etc. – and therefore in many pre-emancipation synagogues there were
rich wall paintings.
Architecture represents a special case in this context. One may argue that the image ban
had little relevance to architecture, as it does not ‘depict’ concrete contents or turn concepts
– such as the idea of God – into limited material/form, and it is therefore free of the danger
of idolatry. However, this argument is questionable because of three reasons:
1.

Architecture, i.e. the act of building, repeats God’s creation on a small scale. Its ritual
character is reinforced by the topping-out ceremony (German Richtfest), a sacriﬁce, often
performed even today after the roof is constructed. Man plays God on a small scale. This
rivalry with God and playing it down constitutes an important feature in the Jewish
architectural heritage.22 There are tricks deployed by Jewish builders to ensure an imperfection in their work in order to differentiate it from God’s creation, or from the Temple.
However, neither these tricks, nor any other theoretical explanation/justiﬁcation can
play down completely the element of the sacred in creating architecture, which has been
interpreted as a kind of re-creation of the universe by almost all cultures.

2. Architecture locates, breaches the indifference of space, creating place, and differentiates between places and spaces. Thus, architecture challenges the universality of space
– the idea of the unhindered ubiquity of God –, modulating space, creating ‘sub-spaces.’
There are numerous bans in Jewish tradition of erecting free standing columns or other
place-markers, land markers that intervene in the natural ﬂow of space. Interestingly,
modern architecture is the one, which brings back the universality of space; modernism,
a phase of art/architectural history in which Jewish type monotheism re-emerges and
destroys centres, opens walls, and lets space ﬂow in an unhindered manner, in and out
from and to buildings. Thus, architecture’s capacity to locate lends it cosmic/cosmologic
relevance and touches upon elements of religion. Later, it will be demonstrated how the
synagogue interior combated the realization of a static cosmic disposition in its bi-focal
interior through which this ideal could have been attained.
3. Architecture does depict, it is not completely free of meaning, it gives building material
form; it endows it with content, which manifests itself as a three-dimensional entity. In
architecture certain ideas become visible, and visible in three dimensions.23 Architecture
also expresses its own discourse – tectonics, traditional elements with anthropomorphic
references (column=human body, capital=head), and therefore it is not ‘image-free’.
Furthermore, architecture is built from material – matter, mater (as mother, Latin) – it
represents and even sometimes celebrates materiality, challenging the primacy of space,
the Spirit, the One. This materiality was also played down during synagogue history,
particularly after the Renaissance, peaking in Oriental style synagogues.
Thus, historically architecture can hardly be considered a ‘Jewish discipline’ as it unwittingly
visualizes the sacred, either programmatically, as in some monotheistic systems24 or in the sense
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21

Both Hegel and Winckelmann gave such a
quasi-religious interpretation to art, at
odds with the Jewish tradition. This was
partly a consequence of the Romantic
influence but, more importantly, of a new
alliance of philosophy not with science
but with religion. (Great German idealists
were university professors whose fathers
were either Protestant pastors or men who
had themselves studied theology – Fichte,
Schelling and Hegel.

22

This problem is elaborated in detail in
chapter 1.

23

Jewish heritage distinguishes between 2D
and 3D representation in which 3D is more
dangerous, as it is closer to the natural
state. Furthermore, convex representation
is more dangerous than concave as it is
more bodily.

24

For instance, the longitudinal plan of
Western Christian churches until the
Renaissance exemplified the via sacra and
via vitae, actually the comprehension of the
universe in time, from creation to the end
of days.

25

Some twentieth-century architectural
theoreticians, such as the influential
Christian Norberg-Schulz, based their
systems in the 1970s on Heidegger’s lecture
and essay titled Bauen, Wohnen, Denken.
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26

There are indications that synagogue
service already existed during the
Babylonian captivity in the absence of
Solomon’s Temple, and there is even some
speculation that there may have even been
some synagogues during the first temple
period.

27

There were few exemptions from this
rule. Rachel Wischnitzer argues that the
Great Portuguese Synagogue did show
some elements from Jacob Judah Leon’s
reproduction of Solomon’s Temple (Rachel
Wischnitzer, The Architecture of the
European Synagogue (Philadelphia, 1964),
94–95. Sergey Kravtsov argues that Juan
Bautista Villalpando’s Temple reproduction
influenced the nine-bay synagogue interior
in Eastern Europe (Sergey R. Kravtsov,
“Juan Bautista Villalpando and Sacred
Architecture in the Seventeenth Century,”
Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians 3 (2005), 312–39. However,
setting a landmark was not the goal as
these buildings stood either in a courtyard,
as in Amsterdam, or in other not very
conspicuous places.

28

Some styles acquired some national(ist)
overtones—Neo-gothic in Austria-Hungary
was related to German sentiments, Neorenaissance to liberalism, folklore-inspired
Secession was considered Hungarian in
Hungary, so-called Czech Cubism was
regarded as Czech or Slavonic, etc.

29

Some identification occurred with a given
location even earlier, in pre-Emancipation
times, as in the case of the shtetl Olyka,
as Sergey R. Kravtsov argues. (Sergey
R. Kravtsov, “The Synagogue in Olyka:
Architecture and Legends,” in Jewishness—
Expression, Identity, and Representation,
Jewish Cultural Studies, ed. Simon J.
Bronner (Oxford, 2008), 58–84. However, it
was limited and did not prompt the Jews to
surpass the boundaries of their traditional
life in terms of space and habits.

of the Heideggerian das Heilige, the undeﬁned sacred that preceded poly- and monotheism.25
Such a concept of architecture contrasts sharply with the Judaic strivings to avoid visual representation and its potential threat of idolatry. In other words, it remains ‘an uncommitted crime’
to use Adorno’s deﬁnition. From an extreme Judaic point of view, the interest in architecture
– as suggested by Lévinas – attests to poor de-sacralisation of anything visible, or to put it more
explicitly, to some level of idolism on the part of the artist/architect and the beholder.
As Jews could hardly avoid constructing ediﬁces; their synagogues, similarly to other
pieces of architecture, were affected by the aforementioned predicaments. In order to avoid
the sin, as mentioned by Adorno, they rendered architectural elements borrowed from other
cultures harmless and made them ‘kosher’. This endeavour sometimes extended even to
structural elements, as for instance, to the ribbed cross-vault of which the keystone was covered in order to omit the form of the cross. Thus, alien inﬂuences were gradually integrated
into Jewish genres – Roman, Byzantine, Romanesque, Gothic, and Renaissance or Baroque
period synagogues. This required long periods of development, which brought about well
discernable Jewish genres: Galilean and Judean synagogues, two-nave medieval synagogues,
nine-bay early modern synagogues, etc. While in the Land of Israel Judaic tradition was more
forgiving to the visual, even to some pagan elements – often the depiction of Helios on the
decorated mosaic ﬂoors of Galilean synagogues – at a later point alien elements came under
close scrutiny. Thus, the status of visual representation in synagogues has been special and
undergoing change since the beginnings of synagogue architecture, the Babylonian captivity,
586 B.C.E.,26 particularly in the post-Temple and exile period.
Furthermore, the avoidance of imagery has a functional aspect to it too. As Jewish worshippers are supposed to be literate — the synagogue service was based on individual reading/
singing — there was little need to convey religious contents visually, as in the case in some
churches before modernity. No wonder, then, that architecture built for Jews, or built by Jews
in exile up until the nineteenth century, and this also holds true for sculpture and painting,
remains in the shadow of literature and music, those main expressions of the Jewish creative spirit. Numerous synagogues were built in this ‘shadow’ as non-conspicuous buildings
in regard to scale and architectural prominence. This does not mean, however, that some
relatively large scale synagogues were not built, such as the two major synagogues in Toledo,
the Great Synagogue (later known as the Santa Maria La Blanca Church) and the Ha-Levi
Synagogue (later known as El Transito), or the Great Portuguese Synagogue in Amsterdam.
But in all these cases there was little desire to make them urban landmarks or to create an
architectural language that would convey a particularly Jewish religious distinctiveness.27
Local building customs were followed and the exteriors were far from being conspicuous.
In the nineteenth century, however, synagogue architecture needed expressivity as
Jewish emancipation required a clear statement for the Gentiles, a visual manifestation
of Jewish social advance in the urban context. This necessitated the quest for style, large
scale and some (forged) new iconography in the manner of Gentile iconographies. Assumed
‘Jewishness’ in synagogue architecture was attained by the use of special styles — mainly
Oriental in the second half of the nineteenth century — and later some other fashionable
idioms or ‘national styles’ of the host nation.28
Although synagogue style as a special genre was broadly discussed during the nineteenth
century, it never came into being — there were several surrogate styles, but nothing comparable
to the integrity and scope of the great (Christian) historic styles or even their nineteenth-century
revivals. Had the Jews succeeded in creating a style, they would have contradicted Judaism, and
its reluctance to establish links between idea and form, identity and architectural idiom.
Eventually Jewish interest in architecture surpassed the construction of synagogues
outside closed Jewish neighbourhoods – ghettos and shtetls – and extended to secular constructions too in fashionable places of major cities, a logical outcome of emancipation and
modernity. Namely, in modernity, brought forward by the Enlightenment and the French
Revolution, many Jews saw a historic fulﬁlment, a kind of ‘Jerusalemisation’ of the whole
civilized world, including their present location in the Diaspora.29 The most assimilated Jews
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relinquished the idea of a return to the Holy Land and instead wanted to turn the whole
world into Jerusalems. This explains the zeal many assimilated Jews displayed towards
modernization, modern arts and architecture before the Holocaust. Well-off Jews embarked
on grandiose construction activities in major European cities that went beyond lucrative
entrepreneurship and expressed their changing, optimistic world view. Late-nineteenthcentury synagogues sometimes became elements of city beautiﬁcation besides Jewish land
marking, as testiﬁed to by the wish to construct a super synagogue, the Temple in Lipótváros,
Budapest, dealt with in chapter 4. Emancipated Jews sometimes resorted to speciﬁc architectonic idioms even in secular construction, which reﬂected some desired values, supposedly
historic parallels, to which emancipated Jews referred to. A very rich and eclectic Neorenaissance style, sometimes even including Jewish symbols, popular during the second half
of the nineteenth century in large European cities, conveyed the message that Jews were
the Medicis and Sforzas of the European Gründerzeit: the Ringstraße in Vienna (called by
some Zionstraße), Andrassy Avenue in Budapest (mocked as Judapest) and somewhat later
3DŉLåNDXOLFD in Prague, as well as many others. Interestingly, as Fredric Bedoire has shown,
this nineteenth-century idiom characteristic for interiors of Jewish haute bourgeoisie was
sometimes so rich that it mocked the idea of codiﬁed style, and therefore it actually remained
faithful to the un-iconic Jewish heritage.30
Around 1900, the Jews backed national styles in several countries, in an effort to prove their
loyalty to the host nation as in the case of the folklore inspired and Orientalizing Hungarian
art nouveau, the so-called Lechnerian31 style. In numerous instances, however, this idiom
was also driven to such extremes that it became a bearer of the grotesque, and also became
Jewish, at least in the eyes of anti-Semitic critics (see later). In some other cases, Jews cultivated early modernism, which corresponded to the idea of the Jews spearheading progress –
both economic and spiritual. Modernism and its abstract character, its freedom from concrete
meaning, offered a safe haven for the Jews to cultivate the arts without being exposed to the
perils of idolism.
In architecture, as in many other ﬁelds, twentieth century modernism brought Jews to
the forefront, because of some concurrences between the spirit of modernity and Jewish
tradition and experience. Modernism, the artistic expression of modernity, questioned traditional values, authorities, and truths of Western civilisation — elements which had kept
Jews away from mainstream society in the past – and advocated relativity and fragmentation.
The Jews saw in twentieth-century modernism the resolution of the conﬂict between their
heritage and the arts of the Gentile world. Jews preferred the Bauhaus and the so-called
International Style, mainly because of its abstract language, modernity and pronounced
Messianism. Erich Mendelsohn, László Moholy-Nagy, Marcel Breuer, Fred Forbát, Oskar
Kaufmann, Richard Neutra, Louis Kahn are just a few on this long list of Jewish architects.
The most spectacular Jewish contribution to architecture occurred in the period of
Deconstruction, when the ﬁrmly formulated tenets of the craft were challenged or entirely
abandoned and the way was cleared for free play, pure individualism and Jewish hutzpa
(insolence). Jewish architects excelled, Jews became the leading ﬁgures of so-called architectural Deconstruction: Peter Eisenman, Daniel Libeskind, Frank O. Gehry.32 Deconstruction
seemed to have achieved the highest degree of compliance to the image ban, while still
remaining a more or less functioning architecture.33

30

See Fredric Bedoire, The Jewish
Contribution to Modern Architecture 1830–
1930 (New Jersey, 2004).

31

Ödön Lechner (1845-1914) was the most
significant architect of the art nouveau
period in Hungary, who attempted to
create a genuine Hungarian style of
architecture, based on a liberal concept of
identity – basically cultural and not racial
– which can be attained by the liberal
use of folklore ornamentation and other
sources, if the architect is committed to the
cause and skilfully synthesises the source
material. At the same time, he was also a
modernist, who introduced new materials
and aesthetic principles. While his concept
was fiercely opposed by traditionalists,
many Jews enthusiastically supported him
as clients and followers.

32

Frank O. Gehry, born Goldberg in 1929,
theoretically does not belong to the
philosophically tuned Deconstruction,
which is based on some thoughts of Jacques
Derrida. However, from the onset of his
long career he has been deconstructing
Western architecture, first in the vein of as
found, later more explicitly in his sculptural
buildings that challenge traditional
architectural tectonics.

33

See: György Kunszt, Rudolf Klein, Peter
Eisenman – From Deconstruction to Folding,
Akadémiai Kiadó, 1999.

34

Joseph Roth, Juden auf Wanderschaft,
Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 2006.

Dialogue
The great contribution of Judaism is not Monotheism, the Lord who is the beginning
and purpose of all things, but addressing him with ‘thou’ – the conception of life as address
and answer… (Joseph Roth)34
The dialogue is not only an element of communication between the Lord and his chosen
people, as stated above, since it also characterizes the man-to-man relationship in Jewish
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35

The principle of dialogue reappears in the
twentieth century through the Jewish
philosophers, Franz Rosenzweig and Martin
Buber.

36

This encounter may be on a daily basis in
synagogues in the case of religious Jews,
encompassing many other aspects of life,
or more seldom in the case of less religious
Jews with fewer strictures regarding their
way of life. However, even the most secular
Jews carry these elements in their hearts
and minds.

37

In some shorter periods, in shtetles of
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
Jewish carpenters and synagogue painters
emerged who created genuine Jewish-built
synagogues.

38

Sergey Kravtsov has shown how schemes
of Villalpando Ioannis Baptista titled In
Ezechielem Explanationes et Apparatus Urbis
ac Templi Hierosolimitani Commentariis
et Imaginibus Illustratus opus … I-III
(Rome, 1596-1604) impacted synagogue
architecture in the Pale of Settlements in
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.
See: ǁǐǓǟǐǡ©ΌǓǏǞǧǑǞ ©ƾ©ǒǓǑǡǔǖǑΎǠǐǤǡǡ©
ǠǐǞΐǥǡǒǑǲǬǖ©ΏǏǣǐǤǡǬǖ©ǔǡǤǏǟǑǟ In: ƸǞǓǐǡǔΏǑǐ©
ƺǔΏǕǔǔǥǞǑ ©ƼǑǔΏǞǏ 2002, 191-204; Sergey
R. Kravtsov: Juan Bautista Villalpando and
Sacred Architecture in the Seventeenth
Century, The Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians, Vol. 64, No. 3 (Sep.,
2005), 312-339.

39

However, period nine-bay synagogues and
domed churches with central plans differed
essentially. While the central Renaissance
church had an empty space in the middle,
the centre of the synagogue was marked by
a dense structure, an emphasised spatial
focus, the bimah.

40

Jews succeeded in improving their status by
earning money and becoming indispensible
to the Hungarian economy (and later
culture). Interestingly, Jews overplayed
the significance of their participation in
the Revolution of 1848 when describing
their success to prove their loyalty to the
Hungarian cause, while actually Hungarian
Jews served in the federal K.K. Armee as in
the secessionist Honvéd army.

41

The Dohány Street synagogue with its three
thousand seats is smaller than its New York
rival in terms of square metres, but not in
terms of seating capacity.

culture, and even beyond: Jews vis-à-vis others, Jews and their built environment, Jewish
and Gentile architecture.35
There is a double dialogue at work during synagogue history: ﬁrst and foremost the dialogue that results from the encounter of Jews with their ancient tradition, which deﬁned interior
arrangement and some outside features of synagogues.36 Second, the dialogue of Jews with their
present environment in the Diaspora via the synagogue, which may be less intense in the case
of closed Jewish communities, or more intense in the economically better integrated and socially
more accepted Jewish population. Both dialogues impacted architecture on the level of space
and architectural language. The spatial aspect comprised articulation and proportions of interior,
limitation of space, number and disposition of spatial foci. The language aspect concerns all
non-spatial elements, such as bearing structure, building materials, details, decoration and the
applied arts. As space was not directly visible and adhered to synagogue service it was less perilous than architectural language which due to its direct visuality may have posed the threat of
idolatry. Therefore, language was seldom codiﬁed in synagogue history and became an element
of ephemeral dialogue with the non-Jewish environment, often under strict scrutiny. The dialogue
character of architectural language resulted from the fact that synagogues were usually constructed by Gentile master builders who followed the rules of the craft, which often clashed with
the Jewish image ban.37 The conﬂict was resolved through negotiation and unique, witty details.
The double dialogue deprives architecture of its basic intrinsic spatial and structural
order and unity, introducing hybridity into the system. This hybridity started at the very
beginning of synagogue architecture, as early as in antiquity. Moreover, Solomon’s Temple
was also hybrid to a certain degree: it followed Phoenician customs, but due to the image
ban it abolished the custom of setting a god-ﬁgure in the midst of its interior. With that the
raison d’être and character of such a Phoenician interior has been challenged.
Hybridity became more obvious in so deeply harmonious, spiritually and formally
closed/compact periods as Gothic, when using Christian construction technique synagogues
adopted a radically different space in terms of proportions and spirituality. Moreover, even
structural details have been affected by the Judaic function, so dialogue unfolded on spatial
and language levels.
Dialogue with Gentiles went on in early modernity, when the Gothic period six- or eightbay synagogue interior was transformed into the nine-bay arrangement through Renaissance
inﬂuence,38 when dialogue was at work on the spatial level, rendering synagogues strictly
central as Renaissance churches.39 Later, the dialogue between Jews and Gentiles intensiﬁed
even more in Ashkenazi territories on both levels and synagogues slowly started to lose their
compact character from the outside, communicating intensely with their environs. The interior gave up former codiﬁcation – internal Jewish-Judaic dialogue – and yielded to dialogue
with Christian architecture in terms of space and architectural language.
Thus, historically in this double dialogue the pendulum went from one extreme to the
other, from the more dominant internal Jewish dialogue to the more expressed JewishGentile dialogue and vice versa.
***
The dialogue between the Jews and Gentiles intensiﬁed in Hungary too, from the late eighteenth century, i.e. during and after emancipation and consequently synagogue architecture
increasingly became an outcome of successful or unsuccessful dialogue with Gentile techniques and types.
Jews succeeded in improving their status even before equal rights were granted to them
ofﬁcially in 1867,40 as attested to by the erection of the Dohány Street synagogue, the largest
place of Jewish worship of its time, and relegated today to the fourth place after the Belz
Great Synagogue, in Jerusalem, Israel (6,000 seats), followed by Satmar synagogue in Kiryas
Joel, New York, and the newly constructed Bratzlav Synagogue in the Ukraine (5,000 seats)
as well as Temple Emanuel in New York is of similar size.41
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The intensiﬁcation of Jewish-Gentile dialogue, in mid-nineteenth-century Hungary
weakened the internal dialogue bringing organic synagogue evolution to an abrupt end: following the spectacular Jewish social advance, the former Moravian-Galician architectural
traditions were replaced by modern German specimens, which eventually also acquired a
speciﬁcally Hungarian, or Hungarian-Jewish ﬂavour. However, some sort of the internal
Jewish dialogue with Judaic tradition concerning the image ban continued unabated during
a good part of the nineteenth century in the so-called Oriental style, to be discussed in detail
in the closing part of this summary.
This is the period when emancipated Jews started to feel the need to break away from
the tradition of inconspicuous synagogues and to embark on grandiose temple constructions.
During the emancipation period, almost all synagogue traditions were abandoned: the ﬂoor
plan changed radically due to the rise in scale, the bimah was shifted to the east, interior
decoration became more luxurious, structure started to use modern materials and technical solutions, and most important of all, the exterior became a built manifesto of Jewish
economic and social success. Orthodox Jews, who split away ofﬁcially from the reformists
in 1868, lagged behind to some degree.42 However, they soon began to compete with their
Reform counterparts, called Neologue in Hungary, a somewhat milder version of the Reform
Movement in Germany. This is the period in which a feverish search started to ﬁnd an
adequate architectural expression for synagogues.
New types of synagogues emerged as simulacra of existing Gentile building templates
or of Solomon’s Temple. During this period, German inﬂuence dominated not only in terms
of service, but also in terms of architecture. Thus, for example, the Dohány Street synagogue can be interpreted as a descendant of Albert Riegel’s synagogue plan taken from the
Monatskonkurrenzen43 of the 1840s (image 4.377.) and the late medieval Frauenkirche in
Munich (image 4.378.), while hardly referring to local architecture, either Jewish or Gentile.44
To sum up, because of the lack of strict visual guidelines from Judaic heritage, synagogue
architecture may be analysed and interpreted with a method that takes into consideration
the dialogue as a principle. Therefore the architectural history of synagogues is more open
than, for example, Christian Orthodox church tradition.45 In order to depict a more ﬂexible and interactive genre for which traditional methods of architectural history cannot be
applied, a more inclusive approach would be needed.

Typology and Genealogy of Synagogues in
Nineteenth-century Hungary

42

The Orthodox were only allowed to set up
a separate national organization in 1871,
three years after the Jewish Congress of
1868.

43

Monatskokurrenzen were competitions for
finding the ideal solution for synagogue
buildings.

44

See, Rudolf Klein, The Great Synagogue in
Budapest, Terc, Budapest, 2009.

45

Orthodox churches seem to be the most
constant genre in this respect. Unlike
Catholic and Protestant churches that
adopted architectural modernity in
some respects, orthodox churches mainly
repeat the age old disposition and often
architectural language in the Ukraine,
Romania and Serbia.

46

In: József Katona, A 90 éves Dohány utcai
templom [The Dohány Temple is 90 Years
Old] Az Országos Magyar Zsidó Múzeum
Kiadása (Budapest, 1949), p. 5.
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Published by the World Federation of
Hungarian Jews (New York, 1968).

48

Anikó Gazda’s work was incorporated in
the book, Gerő László, ed., Magyarországi
zsinagógák [Hungarian Synagogues]
(Budapest, 1989).

former at tempts and the novelt y of this book
The ﬁrst comprehensive research study of the synagogue architecture of Hungary was initiated by Manó (Emmanuel) Pollák during the 1930s, but due to his early death his endeavours
remained a torso. His collection of synagogue postcards in Hungary forms the core of the
present postcard and photograph collection at the Hungarian Jewish Museum and Archives
in the complex of the Great Synagogue in Dohány Street. Pollák’s activities were related to
the establishment of the Hungarian Jewish Museum in the 1930s, the purpose of which was
to improve the standing and image of Jews in an increasingly hostile pre-Holocaust Hungary.
A shorter comprehensive chapter on Hungarian synagogue architecture was written by
Ernő Naményi, in a booklet published for the ninetieth anniversary of the inauguration of
the Dohány Street synagogue.46 Imre Heller and Zsigmond Vajda published an illustrated
album, practically without any text, entitled Synagogues of Hungary.47 Anikó Gazda carried
out the ﬁrst ground-breaking research of synagogue architecture48 in the 1970s and 1980s,
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Dénes Komarik, “A pesti Dohány utcai
zsinagóga építése” [Building of the Dohány
Street Synagogue], Művészettörténeti
értesítő XV, 1991, nos. 1–2, 3.

50

József Sisa, “Historizmus” [Historicism], in:
Magyarország Építészetének Története [The
History of Hungarian Architecture], eds.
József Sisa and Dora Wiebenson (Budapest,
1998), 201.

51

Ines Müller, Die Otto Wagner-Synagoge in
Budapest (Vienna, 1992).

52

Maroš Borský, Synagogue architecture in
Slovakia, A Memorial Landscape of a Lost
Community, Jewish Heritage Foundation –
Menorah, (Bratislava, 2007), 64-75.
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This is based on the previous research
work carried out in the framework of
projects for the Getty Grant Program and
Israel Science Foundation and partially
published in the following issues: Rudolf
Klein, The Evolution of Synagogue Space
in Central and Eastern Europe from the
11th to the 19th Century, ICOMOS Journal
Scientifique, Vol. 2.; Rudolf Klein, Meaning
and Transformation of Ashkenazi Synagogue
Architecture, In: Jewish Studies in a New
Europe, Proceedings of the Fifth Congress
of Jewish Studies in Copenhagen in 1994
under the auspices of the European
Association for Jewish Studies, C.A.
Reitzel A/S International Publishers —
Det Kongelike Bibliotek, Copenhagen,
1998., pp. 433-452. 1997; Rudolf Klein,
“A Dohánytemplom, a ‘Rombach’ és a
Kazinczy utcai zsinagóga—Út a keleties
stílustól a modernizmusig/The Three Large
Synagogues of Pest—Three Stages of Jewish
Identity,” in: Az Új Magyar Építőművészet
melléklete, Budapest, 2002/6, pp. 10–24.;
Rudolf Klein, “A debreceni zsinagógák”
[The Synagogues in Debrecen], Múlt és Jövő,
1994, no. 1.; Rudolf Klein, The Synagogue
of Subotica, The Municipality of Subotica,
Subotica, 2003; Rudolf Klein, “Oriental
Style Synagogues in Austria-Hungary:
Philosophy and Historical Significance,”
Ars Judaica 2 (2006), 117–34.; Rudolf Klein,
“The Hungarian Jews and Architectural
Style,” in: In the Land of Hagar—Jews of
Hungary: History, Society and Culture, Beth
Hatefutsoth, The Nachum Goldman Museum
of the Jewish Diaspora, Tel Aviv, 2002, 165–
72.; Rudolf Klein, “Synagogues in Hungary:
A Short Survey from the Middle Ages to
Modern Times,” in: In the Land of Hagar,
93–101.; Rudolf Klein, Secession: un goût
juif? – Art Nouveau Buildings and the Jews
in some Habsburg Lands, Jewish Studies
at the CEU V, 2005-2007, 2009, 91-124;
Rudolf Klein, A szecesszió: zsidó(s) stílus?
– A szecessziós építészet és a zsidóság
kapcsolata a Monarchiában, Múlt és Jövő,
2008/6, 4-32; Rudolf Klein, Juden und
die Sezession Ein kurzer Überblick über
Architektur und Gesellschaft in Kakanien,
100-112, in: Aliza Cohen-Mushlin, Hermann
Simon und Harmen H. Thies (Hg.): Beiträge
zur jüdischen Architektur in Berlin, Kleine
Schriften der Bet Tfila-Forschungsstelle
für jüdische Architektur in Europa, Band 2;
Rudolf Klein, Nineteenth-century Synagogue
Typology in Historic Hungary, In: Jewish
Architecture in Europe, Proceedings of the
International Congress in Braunschweig

during the era of liberalizing Communism, dealing with present day Hungary alone, i.e.,
30% of the territory encompassed by the research of the present author.
Anikó Gazda distinguished ﬁve types: (1) basic type; (2) Oriental type; (3) eclectic type;
(4) art nouveau synagogue; (5) proto-modern synagogue. This typology follows in part the
traditional stylistic approach, but the ﬁrst type has no stylistic connotation. Type number
four has little relevance, as art nouveau synagogues are relatively rare. Probably not more
than 60% of Hungary’s synagogues can be classiﬁed using this simple scheme. Its main
drawback is, however, that synagogue types are not necessary reﬂected in the aforementioned stylistic categories, i.e., there is no obligatory link between the composition of mass,
ﬂoor plan and interior/exterior decoration, usually called synagogue style. Even the external
architectural language does not necessary correspond to its interior counterpart. Due to her
premature death in 1989, Gazda’s research did not include the pre-World War I Hungarian
territories.
Some interesting case studies on major nineteenth-century synagogues were written
by Dénes Komárik49 and József Sisa50 in the early 1990s. Ines Müller published her book on
the Rumbach Street synagogue in 1993.51 Dóra and György Szegő and Ilona Brestyánszky
produced comprehensive books on synagogues in Budapest.
More recently, Maroš Borský, classifying Slovakian synagogue architecture, i.e. the
northern territories of former Hungary, identiﬁes in his seminal book pre-emancipation
period synagogues, emancipation period synagogues, synagogues prior to World War I,
and synagogue architecture between the World Wars. Based on this historical framework
he gives a short evolutional sketch and typological hints for each period centred on concrete examples.52
The present book, however, differs from its predecessors most importantly in its scope
and method.53 This is the ﬁrst book to analyse synagogues of historic Hungary in their
entirety,54 the whole country before its partition following World War I, treating this country
not as a homogeneous ethnic entity – a nationalistic approach –, but rather as a commonwealth or assemblage of regions, different in history and ethnic/cultural makeup. Indeed,
Jewish positions largely differed in Felvidék, or Upper Hungary (today Slovakia), Kárpátalja
(Zakarpatie, today Ukraine), Erdély, or Transylvania (today Romania), Slavonia (today
Croatia), Vajdaság, or Vojvodina55 (today Serbia) and Hungary proper, due to regional history
and ethnic and confessional makeup. However, there was a great deal of common ground –
jurisdiction, language, culture – as there was also common ground in the Habsburg Empire
as a whole – common architectural tradition and urban patterns as well as many elements
responsible for the ‘Habsburg urban look’. Thus, the Jewish history of the region and its
synagogue architecture is comprehensible only in the context of the Habsburg Empire and
Mitteleuropa or Central Europe as an economic and cultural framework.
research method
The method of research and presentation in this book is unusual. For the ﬁrst time, a comprehensive work does not concentrate on a complete inventory, nor does it deploy a (social)
historic method, linking synagogues mainly to their respective communities, but instead
approaches the problem ‘from above’: based on the formal analysis of hundreds of synagogues, regardless of their local background. This research identiﬁes main synagogue types,
and maps their evolution and integration into the urban context of Hungarian towns and
cities. This is a truly architectural approach, based on architectural form and its genesis that
brought about new assumptions regarding interrelations of functional, urban and stylistic
elements of synagogue architecture.
This work assumes that during the nineteenth century, synagogues ceased to be a welldeﬁned package and a codiﬁed system of form, and became a relatively free assemblage
of stylistic, compositional elements, use of different structural materials and systems, size,
placement, response to the neighbouring Jewish community buildings and the Gentile archi-
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tectural milieu and heritage, etc. Each and every synagogue building in the nineteenth century is a voluntary/arbitrary combination of the abovementioned elements. This open ended
approach explains the extraordinary formal richness of the genre. Any relevant typology may
be based only on recognition of these elements and created along each of them: typology
after the ﬂoor plan, typology according to the composition of masses, and so on.
In other words this book deconstructs the traditional idea of synagogue style and introduces a matrix of formal/functional elements that constitute a synagogue. With that the
main obstacle for creating a typology, the supposed ‘stylistic impurity’ of synagogue architecture, has been put aside, and the subject and method of analysis synchronized for investigation. The method which uses a system of different criteria for classifying synagogues
will be called the matrix method.
The matrix method takes into account the ‘buffet lunch character’ of post-emancipation
synagogue architecture – free picking and combination of elements – vis-à-vis the more traditional ‘culinary course’ of period Gentile, sacred or often profane architecture too. Jewish
communities were free to make their own choices, to create a cocktail that reﬂected their
preferences, aspirations and economic might, bearing in mind the tolerance and expectations of the Gentile population.
Similarly to the building typology, urban location is also thoroughly studied in terms
of the immediate surroundings of the synagogue – its relation to the street, neighbouring
buildings – and the wider urban context, ranging up to the land-marking function of the
synagogue. Both in terms of synagogue element (plan, structure, architectural language,
composition of masses) and environmental combinations the book deals with the most common combinations and ramiﬁcations from the standard solution.
In order to provide a complete picture of nineteenth-century synagogue architecture,
two detailed case studies are supplemented in this book, in which historic method is used
as a supplement to the architectural/morphological matrix approach: the Jewish quarter in
Pest (Budapest) with its synagogues and the Jewish urban presence with its synagogue in
the provincial town of Szabadka (today Subotica, Serbia).

8th 11th October 2007, Schriftenreihe der
Bet Tfila-Forschungsstelle für jüdische
Architektur in Europa, Band 1, 2010; Rudolf
Klein, The Great Synagogue of Budapest,
Terc Publishers, Budapest, 2008.
54

The present author follows Gazda’s method
of analysing synagogues within their urban
context, extending it to its Judaic aspects
and links to the general architectural
history of the region.
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Vajdaság, or Vojvodina, a Slavonic term
frequently used today to signify the region
in Serbia that once belonged to Habsburg
Hungary, is historically problematic. This
region consists of three slightly reshaped
counties of the former Habsburg Empire
that did not present any unity, apart
from the short period after 1848, when
this region was granted a certain level of
autonomy from the Hungarian Crown under
rule of the Serbian minority as retaliation
for the Hungarian rebellion against the
Habsburg dynasty.

method of presentation
Structuring the eight chapters of the book follows a deductive approach, ranging from general theoretical topics up to the increasingly tangible, architectural questions. The ﬁrst
chapter deals with Judaism and architecture; the second narrows the topic down to the
question of general and Ashkenazi synagogue building history; the third comprises of a
short Hungarian synagogue architectural history until the investigated period; the fourth
is the actual centre of gravity of the book that deals with synagogue typologies of the nineteenth century, subdivided into eight subsections; the ﬁfth chapter investigates the relationship between the synagogue and its urban context; the sixth and seventh chapters contain
two case studies, the Pest Jewish quarter and the provincial town of Szabadka/Subotica;
and ﬁnally the eighth chapter returns to the theoretical level, analysing the signiﬁcance of
nineteenth-century synagogue architecture for the general architectural history of the region
and even wider European context.
criteria for t ypologies
The complex or matrix method of typifying nineteenth-century synagogues is based on eight
key criteria (scheme 1) with which it is possible to classify over 90% of the synagogues:
(A) exterior mass composition; (B) interior space—proportions, articulation, limitation, foci
(number and placement), scale; (C) architectural language (decoration) of the interior; (D)
architectural language (decoration) of the exterior; (E) bearing structure and building materials in general; (F) size (number of seats); (G) location of the synagogue in the context of its
immediate surroundings; (H) location of the synagogue in the context of the town.
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9.2

A

B

C

E

F

1

PUDDLE / ADOBE
WALL, TIMBER
CEILING

50 SEATS >

2

TIMBER-FRAME
WALL, TIMBER
CEILING

50–100

STONE / BRICK
WALL, TIMBER
CEILING

100-200

STONE / BRICK
WALL, VAULT

200–400

3

4

9.2

D

5

STONE /
BRICK WALL,
METAL / TIMBER
INNER STRUCTURE

6

METAL / TIMBER
WALLS, CEILINGS

800–1500

7

BRICK WALL,
CONCENTRETE
CEILING

1500–3000

8

CONCENTRETE
SKELETON
WITH INFILL

3000<

Correlations in Synagogue Architecture
Each and every synagogue is a specific and
relatively free combination of the following
factors, icons on the scheme: compositional
type, plan type, architectural language of
the exterior, architectural language of the
interior, bearing structure, size (capacity),
urban micro- and macro context. From the
immense number of combinations there are
only five marked with colour lines on the
scheme. A. Compositional type (1) peasant
cottage, (2) burgher house, (3) Protestant
church, (4) Solomon’s Temple, (5) Factory
hall with minarets, (6) Palace, (7) Catholic
Church, (8) Byzantine church B.Plan type:
(1) undivided – cage bimah, Western gallery
(Tarcal, Albertirsa, Várpalota), (2) nine-bay
– structurally anchored bimah (Bonyhád,
Hunfalva, Mád, Stomfa, Huszt) (3) three
naved – free Bimah, vault of nave and
aisles bound together, interrupted U-plan
gallery (first version of Liptószentmiklós,
Óbuda and Baja); (4) three-naved – free
bimah, ceiling of the nave and aisles are
independent, continuous U-plan gallery,

H

400–800

Each and every synagogue is a specific and relatively free combination of the aforementioned factors, icons on scheme 1. For instance, a burgher house type synagogue
(A2) may have an undivided elongated rectangle plan (B1) or a nine-bay arrangement
(B2); it may have on the exterior Baroque (C1), Neo-classical (C2), Rundbogenstil 56
(C3), or sometimes Neo-gothic (C4) decoration; it may have on the exterior Baroque
(D1), Neo-classical (D2), Rundbogenstil (D3), Oriental (D5) stylistic elements; it may be
built of brick/stone walls with a timber ceiling (E3), rarely timber-frame walls, timber
ceiling (E2), or brick/stone walls with vaulted ceiling (E4); it may have a capacity of
50-100 seats (F2) or 100-200 seats (F3) or sometimes even 200-400 seats (F3); it may be
located in the centre of a Jewish courtyard (G1) or on its street-side (G2) or frontally
(G3); it may be located on the outskirts of a major town (H1) or in the central area of
a smaller settlement (H3).
However, about 5–10% of the synagogues do not ﬁt into the framework created by
this method. Even though it is theoretically possible to introduce more categories or subcategories, a certain percentage will always remain beyond any system. Yet if too many
criteria and categories are introduced one loses the overview of so many parameters.
Therefore in the following paragraphs the eight criteria and their categories are listed.
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(A) Ex terior mass composition
Composition of volumes/masses is the most important feature of nineteenth and early twentieth-century synagogues from an urban point of view, and at the same time the most appropriate in regard to classiﬁcation. In this regard synagogues could be categorized into eight
basic types: (A1) peasant cottage type, (A2) burgher house type, (A3) Protestant church type,
(A4) Solomon’s Temple type, (A5) factory hall with minarets type, (A6) palace type, (A7)
Catholic church type, (A8) Byzantine church type.
In terms of composition synagogue exteriors underwent little change up until the 1848
revolution. They remained compact and their decoration merely mutated from a restrained
Baroque to a solemn Neo-classicist style. The synagogues’ compactness reﬂected the
compactness of Jewish communities, but both began to undergo rapid changes after the
Hungarian Revolution and the War of Independence in 1848–49. Until then, few synagogues
surpassed the unwritten code, which included types A1-A2-A3, (images 4.5, 4.31, 4.133). The
choice depended on the size and ﬁnancial standing of the community.
After the revolution, types A4-A5-A6-A7-A8, (images 4.214, 4.345, 4.375, 4.444, 4.609)
emerged, as free-choice templates for the community and its leadership. With this, onechannel evolution ended and a pluralistic development set in. The choice depended on
numerous considerations, starting with the available location, micro- and macro positioning
of the synagogue in its urban context as well as its land-marking function, cost, etc. This
research is the ﬁrst to introduce this aspect of classiﬁcation.
(B) Interior Space —proportions, articulation,
limitation, foci (number and placement)
The following types characterised the period from the late eighteenth century to the early twentieth century: (B1) undivided – cage bimah, Western gallery (Tarcal, Albertirsa, Várpalota),
(B2) nine-bay – structurally anchored bimah (Bonyhád, Hunfalva, Mád, Stomfa, Huszt) (B3)
three-naved – free Bimah, vault of nave and aisles bound together, interrupted U-plan gallery
(Liptószentmiklós ﬁrst version, Óbuda current version, Baja); (B4) three-naved – free bimah,
ceiling of the nave and aisles is independent, continuous U-plan gallery, two western staircases
(Vác, Szentes, Tokaj, Debrecen-Pásti Street); (B5) three-naved – free bimah, ceiling of the nave
and aisles is independent, discontinuous U-plan gallery, four staircases (Miskolc, Kecskemét,
Pécs); (B6) Central Octagonal – free Bimah, continuous ring gallery, emphasized central
dome (Győr, Budapest-Rumbach Street, Budapest-Kőbánya); (B7) Central, (nearly) square plan,
emphasized central dome, four staircases (Szeged, Szabadka, Újvidék); (B8) Proto-modern –
explicit structure, (almost) square plan, free Bimah, freely ﬂowing, united interior space.
The two most frequent ﬂoor plan types during the early nineteenth century were inherited from
the past: the undivided, slightly elongated space (B1) and the similarly slightly elongated nine-bay
arrangement (B2), the latter for the major and more prominent synagogues in such larger Jewish
centres as Óbuda (old version), 1767; 57 Bonyhád, 1795; Gyöngyös, 1790s; Apostag, 1768, 1822; Mád,
1789; Stomfa (Stupava/Slovakia), 1803; Csejte (ÿDKWLFH/Slovakia); Paks, (mid-eighteenth century);
Trencsén (7UHQĀtQ/Slovakia), 1804; Hunfalva (Huncovce/Slovakia), 1821; Bartfa (Bardejov/Slovakia),
1836; and Zsámbék, Szécheny, Huszt (ǪȧȥȦ/Ukraine), all probably mid- nineteenth century.
The nine-bay arrangement survived some three centuries, spanning stylistic periods of
Renaissance,58 Baroque, Neo-classicism and in part Romanticism, as in the case of Huszt,
which clearly demonstrates that European stylistic periods can hardly substantiate synagogues in terms of space conception and plan in general.59
The nineteenth century produced the most dramatic changes in interior arrangement (ﬂoor
plans) — it terminated the spatial duality of synagogues. Three stages can be distinguished:
(1) In the traditional nine-bay arrangement (B2) both in space conception and bearing
the structure of synagogues emphasized the bimah, with the proportion of the sides varying
between 1:1–1:1,7, roughly until the 1820s. (images 4.69, 4.85, 4.99, 4.107)
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two western staircases (Vác, Szentes,
Tokaj, Debrecen-Pásti Street); (5) threenaved – free bimah, ceiling of the nave
and aisles is independent, discontinuous
U-plan gallery, four staircases (Miskolc,
Kecskemét, Pécs); (6) Central Octagonal
– free Bimah, continuous ring gallery,
emphasized central dome (Győr, Budapest
Rumbach Street, Budapest-Kőbánya); (7)
Central, (almost) square plan, emphasized
central dome, four staircases (Szeged,
Szabadka, Újvidék); (8) Proto-Modern –
explicit structure, (almost) square plan,
free Bimah, freely flowing, united interior
space. C. Architectural language of the
interior: (1) Baroque, (2) neo-Classical, (3)
neo-Romanesque/Rundbogenstil, (4) neoGothic, (5) oriental-Arabic, (6) Eclectic
or Free Style, (7) (Hungarian) Secession,
(8) Wiener Werkstätte, proto-modern.
D. Architectural language of the exterior
(1) Baroque, (2) neo-Classical, (3) neoRomanesque/Rundbogenstil, (4) neo-Gothic,
(5) oriental-Arabic, (6) Eclectic or Free
Style, (7) (Hungarian) Secession, (8) Wiener
Werkstätte, proto-modern. E. Bearing
structure: (1) puddle wall, timber ceiling (2)
timber-frame walls, timber ceiling (3) brick/
stone walls, timber ceiling (4) brick/stone
walls, vaulted ceiling for undivided space,
nine-bay structure, three-naved structure;
(5) brick/stone walls, cast iron/steel columns,
timber/steel ceiling; (6) metal/timber
completely (7) brick walls, concrete ceiling;
(8) (visible) concrete skeleton, fill-in. F.
Capacity/size (seats for men and women): (1)
50>, (2) 50-100, (3) 100-200, (4) 200-400,
(5) 400-800, (6) 800-1500, (7) 1500-3000,
(8) 3000< G. Urban/rural micro-context
(immediate surroundings of the synagogue):
(1) rural/urban synagogue in the middle of
the plot; (2) rural/urban synagogue turned
with its longer side to the street, either on
the streetline or recessed (3) rural/urban/
suburban synagogue in the courtyard, visible
from the street (4) urban/metropolitan
synagogue composed with auxiliary
buildings into a representative ensemble; (5)
clearly visible urban/metropolitan synagogue
on a corner plot, (6) urban/metropolitan
synagogue on its own plot surrounded by
streets or as closing façade of a major public
square; (7) urban/metropolitan synagogue
on riverside (8) metropolitan synagogue in
a courtyard of apartment block, occupying
the complete ground floor or ground floor
and mezzanine. H. Urban macro context
(synagogue/synagogues in the context of the
whole town) around 1900: (1) outside the
continuous urban fabric of the settlement;
(2) somewhere halfway between external
perimeter and the main square, on outer
side of the city wall in the case of walled
towns; (3) closer than halfway between the
external perimeter and the main square,
on the inner side of the city wall in the case
of walled towns; (4) somewhere halfway
between the periphery and the centre towns
or on the perimeter of densely built central
area of village towns; (5) on the perimeter
of dense central part of village towns, plus
a former synagogue close to the periphery;
(6) synagogue(s) between two urban
settlements in the case of towns with two
nuclei; (7) synagogue(s) between two urban
settlements in the case of towns with two
nuclei; (8) synagogues in each agglomeration
in the case of towns with an old centre and
newer satellites.
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(2) In the transitional form of synagogue interior from the central to the longitudinal layout
between the 1820s and mid-nineteenth century, the structure ﬂanking the bimah was removed (the
bimah itself still remained in the centre for a while), as in Óbuda (version 1820), today the third district of Budapest (images 4.136, 4.139). In the 1840s, however, the architecturally freed bimah was
moved in front of the ark, as in Baja or Pápa (B3), creating a pompous altar-like structure, called
mizrah, meaning east (image 330). Thus, the interior became elongated and focused to the east. A
bilateral or U-shaped women’s gallery was added and the cross section gradually became basilical.
In the longitudinal, basilical synagogue interior, used in the second half of the nineteenth century, the bimah sometimes remained in the centre but the spatial impact was
unanimously longitudinal (B4-B5).
(3) Finally, central arrangement returned with a bimah remaining in its new position, in the
eastern part of the synagogue, and large central dome (B7) constructed over the empty centre,
usually prompted by urban considerations, from the late 1880s on to around 1914. (There are
some earlier examples of central layouts, such as in Győr (1868) and Rumbach Street, Budapest
(1871–72) (B6), but they are not “post-longitudinal”—the latter has a central bimah and can be
linked to San Vitale in Ravenna in its plan and space conception. However, numerous synagogues were constructed with a longitudinal arrangement until the twentieth century, mainly
for smaller or more conservative communities.
In the case of Proto-modernist and the few modernist synagogues centrality continued
to prevail (B8). During the nineteenth century and early twentieth century the undivided
interior survived in the case of small synagogues, either with a central or eastern bimah (B1).
(C) Architectural language (decoration) of the interior
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Rundbogenstil (Round-arch style) was
one of the nineteenth-century historic
revival styles, a variety of Romanesque
revival popular in the German-speaking
lands, a deliberate, thoughtful creation of
a German national style in architecture.
Rundbogenstil was deployed intensely for
new genres in architecture, particularly
railway stations (1835-70) and synagogues
(1840-1880). Heinrich Hübsch (1795–1863)
designed the first Rundbogenstil synagogue
in Kassel (1839) with his student Albrecht
Rosengarten (1809–1893), who was among
the first German Jews to be permitted to
train and practice as an architect.
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Óbuda synagogue today is not a nine-bay
structure any more, but until Communist
times there were four central piers in its
centre, demolished when the building
was turned into a television studio. The
building was first remodelled in 1820
when substantial changes were made.
Presumably the nine-bay structure that
stood in the way of reform ideas was
rebuilt with a barrel vault, but central piers
were retained (or rebuilt) after parts of the
building cracked due to poor subsoil.
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Renaissance influence was limited in
Hungary, of which a good part was under
Ottoman rule from 1526/1542. During that
period the great medieval synagogue of Buda
was in use until the liberation in 1686, when
it was destroyed and the Jews expelled.
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At a later point, with the introduction of
the eastern bimah and more complex floor
plan solutions, the style would refer even
less to any major spatial-architectural
feature of synagogues.

Bearing in mind that synagogues seldom feature pure style, the following categories may
be distinguished:
(1) Late Baroque, called Zopf in Hungary (C1); (2) Neo-classical (C2); (3) Romantic –
Rundbogenstil (C3); (4) Neo-gothic, a relatively rare version in its pure form, though it often
appears in combination with some other stylistic variants (C4); (5) predominantly Oriental
(C5); (6) Eclectic or Free Style, culminating in Leopold Baumhorn’s Great Synagogue in
Szeged (C6); (7) Art Nouveau [usually restrained, as in Szabadka/Subotica (C7); (8) Protomodernist with some elements of late Art Nouveau or Wiener Werkstätte as the Kazinczy
Street synagogue in Budapest or the new synagogue in Trencsén/7UHQĀtQ (C8).
In any case, these stylistic terms are only partially applicable to synagogues and do not
correspond directly to their Gentile counterparts. Romanticism, for instance, lasted much
longer in synagogue architecture than in Christian churches or secular buildings, exempliﬁed by the Oriental style and its derivatives.
(D) Architectural language (decoration) of the ex terior
The architectural language of the exterior shows similar styles as the interior: (1) Late Baroque,
called Zopf in Hungary (D1); (2) Neo-classical (D2), (3) Neo-romanesque/Rundbogenstil (D3),
(4) Neo-gothic (D4), (5) Oriental-Arabic (D5), (6) Eclectic or Free Style (D6), (7) (Hungarian)
Secession (D7), (8) Wiener Werkstätte, Proto-modern (D8).
Architectural language (decoration) of the exterior is not necessarily completely identical to the architectural language of the interior. Often the interior was considered to be
more of a private issue of a given Jewish community, while the exterior had to meet the
expectations of a wider public, the Gentile population. Usually the interiors were more
elaborate, especially during the ﬁrst and middle part of the nineteenth century. Moreover,
the interiors usually displayed more Oriental elements than the exteriors, which corresponded with the supposed Oriental identity of the Jews (see later). From the 1860s exteriors also became very elaborate. The stylistic gap between interior and exterior narrowed
down in the late nineteenth century and Art Nouveau period.
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(E) Bearing structure and building materials
The bearing structure of the nineteenth century varied signiﬁcantly. The following typical
cases can be distinguished: (1) puddle wall, timber ceiling (E1); (2) timber-frame walls, timber
ceiling (E2); (3) brick/stone walls, timber ceiling (E3;) (4) brick/stone walls, vaulted ceiling for
undivided space, nine-bay structure, three-naved structure (E4); (5) brick/stone walls, cast
iron/steel columns, timber/steel ceiling (E5); (6) metal/timber completely (E6); (7) brick walls,
concrete ceiling (E7); (8) (visible) concrete skeleton, light ﬁll-in (E8).
Massive brick and/or stone synagogues were practically the only options until 1848, excluding peasant house (A1) type synagogues, regardless of their size, which until then was rather
modest. Predominantly massive synagogues sometimes used timber ceilings, but this circumstance did not change their general appearance and thus these buildings will not be considered
as hybrids. Communities which could not afford barrel or cross vaults mimicked barrel vaults
with timber, as was the case in Huszt, which imitates nine-bay cross-vaulting with timber. Totally
light metal/timber synagogues are relatively rare, as for instance Otto Wagner’s aforementioned
synagogue in Rumbach Street in Budapest, which had an extremely low budget, considering its
size and prominence. The hybrid structure began to emerge with the Dohány Street synagogue
(1854–59) designed by the Viennese architect Ludwig Förster, a pioneer of modern technology.
Almost all larger synagogues followed this pattern during the second half of the nineteenth
century: Perimeter walls were made of brick, columns were made of cast iron, later steel, and
ceilings, including the roof, used both metal and timber.
Around 1900, self-supporting shell-constructions started to emerge, replacing the suspended
Rabitz structure, as was the case with the ceiling in Szabadka/ǦȧȕȢȦȜȪȔ. And yet several Protomodern synagogues with reinforced ribbed ceilings, like the Kazinczy Street synagogue in Budapest,
for instance, built in 1912, which had a suspended Rabitz structure, resembling a barrel vault over
its nave.60 It was only somewhat later that the synagogue in Trencsén (7UHQĀtQ Slovakia) was built
using reinforced concrete for its ceilings and domes too, showing bluntly structural elements.
As structure inﬂuenced the interior space – scale and articulation – as well as the exterior look,
the appearance of reinforced concrete structures started to change established nineteenth century types. However, due to the relative conservatism of the architectural profession and Jewish
establishment after World War I in Hungary synagogues did not change as much as they could
have, nor as radically as they changed in Germany, for instance, until the Nazis came to power.
(F) Size – number of seats
Although the actual size of a synagogue is not strictly related to the number of seats, for practical purposes the number of seats may be taken as an adequate representative of its size. There
are many ways to deﬁne types according to size, here the following method will be adopted:
(1) 50> (F1); (2) 50-100 (F2); (3) 100-200 (F3); (4) 200-400 (F4); (5) 400-800 (F5); (6) 800-1500
(F6); (7) 1500-3000 (F7); (8) 3000< (F8).
Interestingly, the size of the synagogue does not necessarily correspond to its exterior
appearance. Some compositional types are almost completely unrelated to their size: the
Solomon’s Temple type (A4), for instance, may have 200 seats (little synagogue), or 1,000 seats
(large synagogue). Some other types are less size neutral, so the Byzantine church type synagogues (A8) are seldom below 800 seats.61 The largest example would have been the 3,500- seat
Lipótváros Temple in Budapest, but after roughly a decade of disputes the community declined
to construct this super-synagogue (see chapter 4.)
(G) The relationship of the synagogue vis-à-vis its immediate
surroundings – urban micro contex t
The question of micro and macro context of nineteenth-century synagogues is underrepresented in all major publications, due mainly to the proﬁle of researchers, who are more
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Still, the apparently massive barrel of
the ceiling betrays its light character
for people who can read structure: little
windows pierce it throught in the manner
of embroidery, which excludes massive
structure.
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Interestingly, the original Byzantine
pentyrigion type is much more size neutral:
The disposition of the relatively small
monastery church in &Q@Ĵ@MHB@ (1321, today
Kosova) had been repeated many times
on a larger scale, up to the colossal new
Saint Sava Cathedral for 6,000 people, in
Belgrade (Serbia) on which building work
has been underway since 1935.
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inclined to art and architectural history than to urban morphology and its social aspects.62
The problem of location can be subdivided into two major categories: (1) the synagogue
in its micro-context — the location within its immediate surroundings; (2) the synagogue in
its macro-context — the location inside the town or city. Furthermore, due to topographic
circumstances, such as mountains and valleys, the synagogue may play a signiﬁcant role as
part of the townscape. This aspect has not been dealt with in this book.
The synagogue in its micro-context—the immediate surroundings including the buildings of
the Jewish community—faced the following typical situations: (1) rural/urban synagogue hidden
in a courtyard in the middle of the plot, usually free standing, sometimes built within the ensemble —often the solution in pre-emancipation times or for small synagogues within the framework
of a Jewish institution) (image 5.29) (G1); (2) rural/urban synagogue turned with its longer side to
the street, either on the street-line or recessed, loosely integrated into the urban fabric (image 5.32)
(G2); (3) rural/urban/suburban synagogue in the courtyard, visible from the street or near the street,
but detached from the neighbouring houses (the synagogue stands alongside community buildings built into the street-façade) (image 5.34) (G3); (4) urban/metropolitan synagogue composed
with auxiliary buildings into an impressive ensemble detached or integrated/surrounded by community buildings (image 5.38) (G4); (5) clearly visible urban/metropolitan synagogue on a corner
plot, in the axis or off-centred, detached, usually surrounded by vegetation (image 5.37) (G5); (6)
major urban/metropolitan synagogue on its own plot surrounded by streets or as closing façade
of a major public square (image 5.40) (G6); (7) an urban/metropolitan synagogue on a riverbank,
usually one lateral side turned to the embankment, the other one to a major street, with or without
a public square in front of the western entrance (image 5.41) G7; (8) metropolitan synagogue in
the courtyard of an apartment block, occupying the complete ground ﬂoor or ground ﬂoor and
mezzanine, either detached from the apartment blocks (Image 5.43), or built in (image 5.44) G8.
(H) The relationship of the synagogue vis-à-vis
it’s the whole village/town – urban macro contex t
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Anikó Gazda represents a rare exception.
She has approached synagogue architecture
as an urban planner and urban historian,
and initiated the research of context. The
present author visited synagogue locations
with her and his urban-contextual
approach is partly influenced by Gazda’s
way of thinking.

This aspect has also hardly been investigated and not yet classiﬁed, although some partial
research has been done on case studies, which furnish only general conclusions. The location of the synagogue depends on the location of the Jewish quarter or places where Jews
used to live, scattered among the Gentile population. This classiﬁcation is based on information about Jewish topography (generally from the shtetl to the capital city) and includes
different settlement types or different types of urban fabric within the settlements, ranging
from market towns in the Pannon Plain historically without a town wall to walled towns in
present-day Slovakia and Transylvania as well as Western Hungary.
The synagogue’s macro-context, location in the town or city may be summed up into the
following typical cases: (1) outside the continuous urban fabric of the settlement: Jews often
counted on urban expansion during the second half of the nineteenth century and purchased
cheaper locations further from the centre of town (image 5.19) (H1); sometimes their synagogues
remained forever outside the urban settlement if they miscalculated urban growth); (2) somewhere halfway between external perimeter and the main square, on the outer side of the city
wall in the case of walled towns (image 5.20) (H2); (3) closer than halfway between the external
perimeter and the main square, on the inner side of the city wall in the case of walled towns
(image 5.21) (H3); (4) somewhere halfway between the periphery and the town centre or on the
perimeter of the densely built central areas of village towns (either at an insigniﬁcant location
or at an exposed location) (image 5.23) (H4); (5) on the perimeter of dense central parts of village towns (usually at an exposed spot, but without direct visual contact with the main square
area) (image 5.24) there is also a former synagogue close to the periphery on the scheme (H5);
(6) smaller synagogues in the older part of a small town; there is also a large synagogue on a
street branching from the elongated main square (image 5.26) (H6); (7) synagogue(s) between
two urban settlements in the case of towns with two nuclei (H7) (image 5.27); (8) synagogues in
each agglomeration in the case of towns with an old centre and newer satellites (image 5.28) (H8).
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Each and every of the aforementioned criteria may serve as a starting point for a typology.
In this book the main criterion that will be followed is exterior mass composition of synagogues. Types established with the criterion of mass composition will be analysed according
to all other criteria, such as ﬂoor plan, external and internal architectural language, bearing structure, size, relationship to the immediate surroundings and to the town as a whole.

Examples
(A) Village house or cot tage t ype synagogues
Village house or cottage type synagogues are plain, usually one-storey high buildings with
a pitched roof, barely distinguishable from the surrounding peasants’ houses, located in villages or on the outskirts of village towns. They may have been built for religious purposes or
just adapted to it with simple additions or embellishments. Synagogue function is readable
from the fenestration and from some Judaic symbols displayed on the main façade – usually
the gable – or on the roof.
Speciﬁc fenestration characterised both the gable fronts and side-façades. In or below
the gable there is an oculus (synagogues in Recsk, Pusztakovács, Mihályfa, Bözödújfalu/
Bezidu Nou, Kóka) (images 4.5, 4.7, 4.23, 4.24, 4.25) or semi-circular window over the Ark
and often on the western end too (synagogues in Szabadszállás, Isaszeg) (images 4.12, 4.13).
On the side-façades one can clearly distinguish the place of the prayer room and the adjacent
functions, in certain cases including the women’s section. Sometimes there are two adjacent
entrances, one for women and one for men (images 4.18, 4.23, 4.25).
Village house or cottage type synagogues were presumably built throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, but from 1848 their construction became less frequent, as
from that time on Jews began to migrate to towns and cities and even to villages and to erect
more urban looking synagogues. Cottage type synagogues are relatively poorly documented,
as many of them had already fallen into decline before photography became available in the
Hungarian countryside.
The plan of peasant house type synagogues is rectangular and slightly elongated. The
women’s section is usually on the western side, somewhat elevated from the ﬂoor level of
the men’s area; rarely there may be narrow galleries on the two sides too (the synagogue
in Kóka) (image 4.23.) The stairs that lead to these galleries are integrated into the simple
volume of these synagogues. There are no annexes to this type of synagogue
The external forms of these synagogues follow the vernacular tradition, shapes stick
to the logic of materials and structures – stone, brick, puddle wall and even timber-frame
(synagogue in Mázmánfalva). As with vernacular architecture generally, there is some proliferation of stylistic elements from major historic styles in the form of so-called peasant
Baroque, rural Neo-classicism, village Rundbogenstil, etc. Oriental idiom and Art Nouveau
stylistic elements have thus far not been found.
As with the exterior, the interior also originates from vernacular architecture, but with
a stronger proliferation of motifs from urban synagogues, particularly from the period of
Romanticism. In interiors slight Orientalism joins the Western templates, mainly in wallpainting (the synagogue in Rajka) (image 4.11) and furniture. As renewals are less profound
in the case of these synagogues than with more urban ones, several stylistic layers may coexist in the interior: elements of Neo-classicism, Romanticism, etc.
Micro and macro location is rather unspeciﬁc; these synagogues do not strive for urban/
rural prominence. While period urban synagogues appeared mainly behind fences, these are
standing on the streetline like their neighbours. Eastern or nearly eastern orientation, however, sometimes forced synagogue builders to depart from the urban grid of the village and
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in this case an oblique setting makes the building distinct from other houses. In organically
built villages or in cases in which the plot allows easy eastern orientation, these synagogues
ﬁt neatly into the rural fabric.
The macro location of these synagogues is unspeciﬁc; they can be closer to the centre
of the village or further away from it, usually between these two extremes. Macro location
has little impact on the look or location of these synagogues.
(B) Burgher house t ype synagogues
This type was built from the eighteenth to the twentieth century. Initially these synagogues
stood in a ghetto, shtetl, village, or small town, but eventually became the most important
pre- and early-emancipation type in Habsburg Hungary. Later, after the Ausgleich of 1867
they took on a more urban look, remained restrained and were used less frequently and
mainly for smaller places of Jewish worship.
In the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century they remained entirely without a
distinctive ‘synagogue-like’ appearance, except for scale that sometimes exceeded the surrounding secular buildings, as in the case of the great synagogue in Bonyhád (images 4.80,
481). Yet, their well codiﬁed interior arrangement is visible from the outside: two ﬂoors on
the western side of the building and a two storey-high single space on the eastern side with
windows, which characteristically reﬂect the main space and the gallery as well as the heder
or other community space beneath the gallery.
Later, after 1867, these types of synagogues still remained secular looking, but more
elaborate details started to distinguish them from the neighbouring houses.
There are two options regarding the plan of these synagogues: the single cell or undivided
plan, and the nine-bay arrangement, both imported from Galicia and Moravia. The women’s
gallery is usually present and located on the western side of the synagogue. Its size varies from
roughly 15-20% of the men’s area up to 85% of it, as in Bonyhád (images 4.85, 4.89), which
is a rare example due to the large size of the women’s gallery. Usually, the gallery makes up
25-35% of the men’s space and very often it protrudes into it by 1/3rd 1/5th of its length. This
protrusion is often the product of mid- or late-nineteenth-century extensions. While the ninebay arrangement ﬁxes the position of the bimah structurally, in the single cell arrangement
the bimah can be moved from its initially central position to the east in the case of Neologue
communities. In earlier examples of the single cell arrangement the bimah is encased in a
wrought iron frame, which has two symbolic entrances from the north and south.
The men’s and women’s entrances are usually on different sides of the building. If the
building is not located on the streetline, being either in the middle of a courtyard or recessed
from the street, the men’s entrance is usually on the south, below the women’s gallery, as in
Bonyhád, Stomfa/Stupava (images 4.83, 4.104), Mád (image 4.68), Tarcal (images 4.56, 4.58).
Sometimes it is on the west, as in Apostag (image 4.95), Albertirsa (image 4.33), Mindszent
(image 4.50). In some cases men could enter the anterooms for the prayer hall both from
south and on the west. However, both eastern and northern entrances for men are practically excluded in free standing synagogues of this type. In cases in which the synagogue
is part of the street façade, the entrance may even be on the east, but in that case this is
not a direct access to the prayer room’s lobby, but a separate entrance (staircase), in which
men make a turn before entering the prayer hall as in the Bikur Holim synagogue in Bártfa/
Bardejov (image 4.52).
Women usually entered from the west or north; their staircase was probably incorporated
into the main volume of the synagogue as in Apostag (image 4.99), Albertirsa (image 4.35),
Huszt (image 4.124), or perhaps protruding from the west façade as in Mád (image 4.68),
Tarcal (image 4.53), Stomfa (image 4.104), Bonyhád (image 4.84, 4.85). The external women’s
staircase was usually a later addition as in Jánoshalma (image 4.60).
This type has the widest variety of stylistic options of all synagogue types, due to its
long building period, from the late Baroque merging with Neo-classicism, called Zopf in the
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Habsburg Empire, up to Art Nouveau, called Sezession in Austria-Hungary. The Baroque examples include Bonyhád, Mád, Tarcal, and early Neo-classical ones Albertirsa, Apostag. Later
Rundbogenstil is the main idiom and characterises late nine-bay synagogues of Huszt and
Zsámbék and numerous single cell examples. Real Neo-gothic is rare in this type, but inﬂuence of this stylistic variation of Romanticism is visible in the use of pointed arches in newly
built synagogues and even in the fenestration of earlier buildings extended or rebuilt in this
period. Often there is a combination of Neo-classical or even Free Style elements and pointed
arches of the Neo-gothic period, like on the façade of the Bikur Holim synagogue in Bártfa/
Bardejov and the synagogue in Mindszent. The use of ﬂying buttresses, vimpergas and other
explicitly Gothic, i.e. Christian elements is rare with this type. Free style, Eclecticism or Late
Historicism as it was called in the Habsburg Empire, took over in the period from the 1870s
and it characterizes many burgher house type synagogues. Although Oriental style appeared
as early as the 1850s, it is relatively rare on the exterior of these synagogues. All these stylistic
considerations have a limited validity as often the stylistic elements are mixed up.
Unlike Christian churches that consequently keep the same formal language on the interior and exterior, in the case of synagogue architecture even in this early type there could
be a difference between the internal and external style, particularly in cases in which the
Jews were not willing to come up with the obligatory Oriental style on the façade, reserving it mainly for the interior, ‘among themselves’. The split between internal and external
style occurred mainly after 1848 with every type of synagogue. As the burgher house type
synagogues belong to smaller and modest communities, this split was not frequent even after
1848. Thus, almost all the aforementioned external styles apply to the interior too.
This type of synagogues started to be built in the middle of Jewish community courtyards in Hungarian towns and villages. (In Moravian shtetls they may have stood on the
main square or near it, typically on the streetline.) In courtyards they were usually not
visible from the street. More often however, they did stand on the streetline with their
longer or shorter front usually recessed and behind a fence, which was for a long period
the rule in Habsburg lands. After that period Orthodox Jews used to build them in a more
concealed way, harking back to earlier periods, as they often distinguished themselves from
the Neologues by some kind of conservatism, either in architectural idiom or just in the
location of their synagogues. In all cases, however, these synagogues were surrounded by
community facilities in the same block.
The macro location of burgher house type synagogues varies greatly. The early ones were
usually built on the outskirts of the town, like the synagogue in Mád (1798) and subsequently
synagogues began to be built nearer to the centre as time went on. The synagogue in Mád,
despite to its marginal location, enjoys a prominent setting on the hillside, overlooking the
town. From the same period, the synagogue in Bonyhád (1795) is closer to the centre and
takes a dominant location between the Catholic and the Lutheran church in the townscape.
However, the majority of the burgher house type synagogues were constructed further
from the centre even in the ﬁrst half of the nineteenth century, as in Stomfa/Stupava (1802),
Albertirsa (1808), Jánoshalma/Jankovac (1820), Apostag (1822), Bártfa/Bardejov (1836).
(C) Protestant church t ype synagogues
These are medium-sized town synagogues of the early Emancipation period (1820-1860) with
a more or less pronounced portico, which follows the pattern of period Protestant churches
in Habsburg Hungary: a relatively compact mass, emphasis of the western entrance façade,
sometimes with restrained central projections on the side façades, but always without any
towers or turrets. (Historically only Catholics were allowed to erect church towers until
Joseph II passed his Edicts of Tolarance in 1781 and 1782.) There may be vases on the ridge
and the Tablets of the Law usually adorn the western façade.
As the example of Óbuda shows (see chapter 4) (image 4.136), the plan evolved from
the nine-bay arrangement with the addition of a northern, second women’s gallery, easing
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the structural frame of the bimah, and with that the introduction of a longitudinal thrust
to the interior. Soon, a second lateral gallery was added on the southern side to all ensuing
synagogues and with that the gallery’s plan evolved into a U-shape arrangement, lending
further emphasis to the longitudinal axis of the interior (image 4.142).
The bimah was architecturally freed: in Óbuda just four decorative pillars ﬂanked it, but
without a structural connection to the ceiling in the 1820 version (image 4.139). Later this
freedom was enhanced yet further and in many cases the bimah was shifted to the east in
front of the Ark, as in Baja (image 4.186).
While early examples are characterized by banded barrel vaults (Óbuda (image 4.142),
Liptószentmiklós/Liptovsky Mikuláš’s ﬁrst version, Várpalota (image 4.178)), at a later point
a light bearing structure started to take over, changing the proportions of the space (nave/
aisles relationship, the proportions of the galleries) and the interior as a whole. In some cases,
like in Abony, which is a contemporary to Óbuda, erected by the same master-builder, the
light internal structure - in this case still timber – is a cheap ersatz (image 4.152). The portico
usually has one row of four to six columns, but sometimes it is a closed portico with pilasters,
as in Hunfalva/Huncovce (images 4.153, 4.154) or just semi-columns with architrave/freeze
and pediment, as in Várpalota.
Due to the shorter period of construction of this type the stylistic variety is limited. Most
synagogues of this type have a basic Neo-classical concept that later adopted Neo-gothic
elements, like in Kiskunhalas. In some cases elements of Rundbogenstil (a Central European
version of Neo-romanesque) appeared.
While in the period of construction interiors were basically Neo-classical with some
Neo-gothic features in later buildings, renovations brought variety into the style of interiors.
In Óbuda some remnants of the Baroque version survive in the interior, in Baja wall painting over the banded barrel vault is Romantic (image 4.187) and Liptószentmiklós/Liptovsky
Mikuláš represents the most complex case of the Protestant church type synagogue (See
chapter 4) (image 4.189). Built in strict Neo-classicism in 1846, after the ﬁrst ﬁre it acquired
a completely new, Oriental style interior (image 4.190) with cast iron columns and some
Moorish style windows on the east side in 1878. However, after the second ﬁre, the Moorish
layer was taken away in 1906 and the interior became an elegant blend of Neo-classicism
and Secessionism. This was probably the best renovation of the famous synagogue architect,
Leopold (Lipót) Baumhorn (images 4.192, 4.193, 4.192, 4.196).
While in some cases these synagogues may be located in the middle of courtyards
(Óbuda) (image 4.154), typically they are street-synagogues with a large Jewish community
courtyard behind them. There are three typical cases: The synagogue faces the street with
its longer side, with or without a fence, the entrance is from the courtyard, of which this
entrance section is treated more solemnly than other parts (Baja, Abony) (images 4.197,
4.144). The synagogue’s western entrance faces the street (Csongrád, Várpalota) (images
4.169, 4.174). The third case is less advantageous, because the eastern façade faces the street
and therefore the faithful have to circumvent the synagogue before entering (Kiskúnhalas)
(images 4.206, 4.207). There are rare cases of completely free-standing synagogues of this
type, like Hunfalva/Huncovce, located on a riverside on the outskirts of the town.
Some of these synagogues stood further away from the centre of the town, like the aforementioned example, some of them were closer to the centre like the synagogue in Baja, and
some stood on the main square like the synagogue in Várpalota.
(D) Solomon’s Temple t ype synagogues
These synagogues were built in different sizes and ranged from small village synagogues to
the large metropolitan synagogues with everything in between. Their period of construction
encompasses the second half of the nineteenth century and the ﬁrst decade of the twentieth
century, but construction of these synagogues was more intense from the 1860s to the 1880s.
At ﬁrst it was a hallmark of reform communities and as these moved towards Christian tem-
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plates – Catholic church and Byzantine church – the Temple type synagogue became the
expression of Orthodox communities.
The Solomon’s Temple type synagogue, the epitome of emancipation, was created by
Ludwig Förster, the eminent Viennese architect. When designing his Tempelgasse Synagogue
in Vienna (image 2.69) (1853–57) he used the composition of masses that referred to period
reproductions of Solomon’s Temple, on the one hand, and the functional scheme of his
Lutheran church in Vienna Gumpendorf (1846) (images 4.380, 4.382, 4.386), on the other:
a basilical arrangement with a somewhat higher nave and two slightly lower aisles were
all reﬂected in the composition of the main façade (See chapter 2). This type usually had a
low pitched roof hidden by articulated battlements with crenellation that ran over the main
façade over the whole building.
This was the most wide-spread type of synagogue in the Habsburg Lands, particularly in its
Hungarian part, intended initially for emancipated metropolitan communities, but which soon
also spread to small and large towns in a smaller version. A lunette (the synagogue in Pécs, 186869) (image 4.278) or tympanum (the synagogue in Miskolc) (image 4.231) sometimes replaced
the linear battlements over the central projection, creating two subtypes. The third subtype has
linear battlements on the central projection, which is topped by a tower, as in the case of the
synagogues of Kecskemét (1864-71), Vágletence and Dicsőszentmárton (images 4.276, 4.275).
This type was built according to an elongated plan (width to length 1:1,5 – 1:2), nave and
two aisles after the revolutions of 1848, usually with cast iron columns and metal/wooden
ceilings and roof structure. There were synagogues with one or sometimes two tiered galleries (Kecskemét, Pécs) (images 4.270, 4.281), running in a U-plan, uninterrupted or interrupted in the corners by staircases. Smaller synagogues were built with just two staircases
on the west front, and larger ones with four staircases in each corner. (In villages there were
some small single cell versions with a western gallery only, but this arrangement is rare with
the Temple type synagogues.)
The placement of the bimah is architecturally free: it can be in the centre which is a less
frequent solution, or on the eastern end, as these synagogues most typically served reform
communities in their heyday.
This type is closely linked to nineteenth-century Oriental styles, although other options
and variations also exist. The archetype of this synagogue, Förster’ Viennese Temple, was
built in the Oriental style, and tried out on Baron Adolf Perreira’s Königstätten Castle at
Greifenstein on the Danube (1846–47).63 In most cases Oriental idiom was combined with
more Western styles, like Rundbogenstil, Free Style, called Eclecticism in the Habsburg Empire,
Secessionism or even Proto-modernism. A characteristic early example in the Hungarian
lands is the synagogue in Zágráb/Zagreb (1866-67) (images 4.244, 4.245), almost a copy of
Förster’s Tempelgasse synagogue in Vienna, albeit in a smaller version. After Oriental style
and free style version some of them were constructed in a blend of Art Nouveau and Protomodernism, like the Orthodox synagogue in Budapest Kazinczy Street (1912-13) (image 6.1).64
Some of these synagogues, however, avoided the Oriental style altogether, like the one in Vác
(1864) (image 4.214), using the Romanticist idiom of period castles in the empire.
The interior style of these synagogues tends to follow Oriental forms too. Moreover, while
the exterior is usually restrained – Oriental language is tempered by a Rundbogenstil idiom
–, the interior is more Oriental. The use of Oriental language was also prompted by the slender cast iron columns that were reminiscent of the slender stone columns in the Alhambra.
The raison d’être of this type is the monumental temple façade and therefore it is usually
exposed to the street. There are several variations of how this façade appears on the street.
In small towns and villages these synagogue are usually recessed from the streetline with a
fenced off forecourt. This forecourt can be larger as in Vác, or just formal, as in Zagreb in tune
with the traditional ban on building synagogues on the streetline even when this ban was
over. In some cases the temple façade is ﬂanked by adjacent community buildings and in some
cases the synagogue appears on the streetline. There may be monumental urban settings, as
in Pécs, where the synagogue closes a larger square. In some cases, as in the Kazinczy Street
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The Romantic corner turrets of this castle
found their way to the minarets of the
synagogue. Interestingly, Baron Pereira
had asked Förster to incorporate elements
of his Sephardi origin, i. e. some degree of
Orientalism. See: Rudolf Klein, The Great
Synagogue in Budapest, Terc, 2008.
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This synagogue is a creative rereading of
the original type. The central projection
is somewhat recessed from the street,
in order to create monumentality in
the narrow and winding street, and
the two side wings are bent in order to
communicate with the bend of the street.
However, the external arrangement departs
significantly from the original type due
to the freedom lent by the use of modern
reinforced concrete construction. See
chapter 6.
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synagogue in Miskolc, the temple façade appears on the street, but the entrance is from the
courtyard side due to the orientation of the synagogue (see chapter 4). In some cases, this type
was still built in the courtyard of the Jewish community, concealed from the street, like the
synagogue in Kecskemét (image 4.67). Interestingly, urban renewal brought this synagogue
‘out’ onto the street, where it now ﬂanks the eastern end of the main square.
The macro location varies from quite far away from the main square of the settlement to
some cases when the synagogue is situated closer to the heart of the town. As a rule, with
time synagogues tended to become ever closer to the centre of Hungarian towns, but this type
was still sometimes located far away from the centre even in the period around 1900, like the
synagogue in Szekszárd (image 4.257), but on a prominent location, in the park/street leading
to the railway station (see chapter 5). In rare cases, like in Szentes (image 4.291) a monumental Temple type synagogue is on the periphery of the town due to the inﬂuence of Armenian
tradesmen, who kept the Jews away from the better social and urban positions.
(E) Catholic church/cathedral t ype synagogues
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See chapter 6.
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The only exception would have been the
3,500-seat Lipótváros Temple in Budapest,
which was not built. It is noteworthy that
the architects who won the first prize in
the competition were Christians.

This type is characterised by towers that ﬂank the western façade and contain staircases to the
women’s gallery. These towers greatly differ from synagogue to synagogue in terms of height
and width. While they follow church towers in regard to their role in the overall composition
of these synagogues, they are clearly distinguishable from their Catholic counterparts in the
nineteenth century: onion-shaped spires and a combination of square and octagonal plan with
a speciﬁc transition between the two parts make these towers distinct from church towers.
The Catholic church/cathedral type synagogue in Habsburg Hungary is also a creation of
Ludwig Förster; his Dohány Temple in Pest being the prototype (image 6.18). While the Pest
Jewish Community wanted a large dome, the site was too narrow for that, and Förster resorted
to a new element in synagogue architecture to lend prominence to his building: the pair of
tall towers. His building synthesises of Albert Regel’s entry for the 1841 Monatskonkurrenzen
(image 4.377) and the Late Gothic Munich cathedral, the Frauenkirche (image 4.378).
In terms of plan these synagogues represent a clear-cut departure from all synagogue
tradition. They often have an elongated plan, with the proportion of width to length close
to 1:2, or sometimes exceeded that in larger urban synagogues. Smaller village synagogues
kept the former slightly elongated plan. These synagogues also started to appear from the
mid-1850s parallel to the Temple type synagogues, built almost exclusively for Neologue
communities. The bimah is in all cases in front of the Ark. Although sometimes seen from
the outside these synagogues may suggest the existence of a transept, actually they never
have one, as it would have been too much for even assimilated Hungarian Jews.65 A crossshaped ﬂoor plan was avoided in Hungarian synagogues.66
The bearing structure is hybrid: the perimeter walls are made of brick, the columns are
cast iron and the ceilings/roofs are metal-timber structures, until the late Art Nouveau and
Proto-modern period when reinforced concrete structures appear, but without major changes
in terms of plan.
The construction of this type spans 60 years, from Romanticism/Oriental style up to Protomodernism, ceasing to exist after World War I with the introduction of the ﬁrst anti-Jewish
legislation in Hungary. Stylistically these synagogues are all hybrids, containing a certain
amount of Oriental elements, with the exception of very few examples, like the Székesfehérvár
Neologue (image 4.394) or the Eszék/Osijek synagogue that feature Rundbogenstil as the dominant expression (images 4.390, 4.391). Even in that case, the towers remain distinctively
synagogue speciﬁc. Theoretically this type would be suitable for the Neo-gothic style due to
its similarity to churches, but this style seldom appeared in its pure form; more often it was
blended with free-style as is the case of the synagogue in Pálóczy Street, Miskolc (image 4.482),
where trefoil arches decorate the tracery framed by a large pointed arch on the main façade.
But even in the case of this rather churchy looking synagogue, the towers’ ﬂoor-plan changes
from square to octagon as with almost all the major synagogues of this type.
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In late the nineteenth-century Oriental style changes into free style with some Oriental
hints as exempliﬁed in the opus of Leopold Baumhorn which also adopted some Art Nouveau
motifs. However, there are few Art Nouveau synagogues of this type, mainly due to the
fact that by 1900 the synagogue building fever had abated and because the Hungarian
Secessionism was sometimes considered not suitable for synagogue constructions. (See chapter 4). Nevertheless, there is an interesting small synagogue in Kunszentmárton (image
4.487), which in addition to Hungarian Secessionism features elements of Scandinavian
National Romanticism ﬁltered through the opus of Károly Kós, the leader of the group of
Fiatalok (Young Ones), built in 1912.
The style of the interior is usually more Oriental than its external counterpart, as in
the case of the Dohány Street synagogue (image 4.388), of which the exterior is a moderate blend of Oriental style and Rundbogenstil, but the interior is clearly Oriental. This
discrepancy between the exterior and interior styles diminished in the period of late Free
Style, Art Nouveau and Proto-modernism. Most probably, the notion of total work of art, or
Gesamtkunstwerk, entails a more strict treatment of style than previous free style that had
allowed a great degree of freedom in the use of stylistic elements and their syntax.
Similarly to the Temple type synagogues, these also gain their raison d’être in the monumental church façade and therefore it is usually exposed to the street. There are several variations of how this façade appears on the street. In small towns and villages these synagogues
are recessed from the street with a fenced off forecourt. In some major towns they can stand
on the streetline without a fence. Moreover, in Osijek Gornji Grad, the great synagogue
(image 4.392) spills out onto the streetline and creates a dominant landmark. There may be
combinations of the typical solutions, as with the Dohány Street synagogue in Budapest that
originally had women’s entrances directly on the street and a men’s entrance at the forecourt.
Due to the obligatory orientation of the Ark towards the east and some plots that are
accessible from their eastern side, there is a set of synagogues with a reverse setting: they
have their towers on their street, but not ﬂanking the main entrance, which is from the
opposite, western end of the building. In these cases the towers have a clearly land marking
function, detached from the pursuit of monumentality for the entrance façade. A village version of this setting is in Monor (image 4.407), which is the reversed solution of the synagogue
in Malacka/Malacky (image 4.410), the usual small version of Catholic church type village
synagogue. A major synagogue of the reverse type is in Újpest (image 4.414). In both cases
there is a large rose-window over the Ark that communicates with the street and in Újpest
there is a blind gate too (image 4.417).
The macro location of Catholic church/cathedral type synagogues greatly varies according to the social position of the Jews in a given town. Sometimes expensive synagogues
were erected on second rate locations and vice versa, good locations were occupied by modest synagogues. As a rule, they were never built on the main square or very close to it, but
rather on a street leading to the main square: Eszék/Osijek (image 4.391), Nagyszombat/
Trnava (image 4.399). In these cases the view of the synagogue is limited. In the case of
Székesfehérvár, the synagogue appeared on the end of a street with a very long, imposing
view in a prominent location. In Szombathely (image 4.393) the synagogue is on a square
and its western and southern façades are exposed to the view of passers-by. The Pálóczy
Street synagogue in Miskolc faced a park in the central area of the town. In villages the
Catholic church type synagogue often appears on the wide main street with a good view as
in Nagykikinda/ǟȜȞȜȡȘȔ (image 4.405).
(F) Factory hall (chapel) t ype synagogues
Factory hall type synagogues display a closed volume, elongated plan, usually two ﬂoors
high with pitched roofs, customarily with minarets/turrets on the corners and alettes on
the main and side façades. They are located in smaller towns and major villages for smaller
congregations or sometimes major towns, where Jews were not well established or in cases
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of Orthodox communities. Smaller synagogues of this type can resemble simple chapels, as
in Kecel, Rimaszécs/5LPDYVNi6HĀ Alsólendva/Lendava (image 4.370).
These synagogues are contemporaneous with the Temple type and the Catholic church
type synagogues and their plans are therefore similar: a slightly elongated interior (width
to length 1: 1,5 – 1:2), nave and two aisles usually with cast iron columns and metal/timber ceilings and roof structure. This synagogue type had one tier of galleries, running in a
U-plan, uninterrupted or interrupted in the corners by staircases. Usually there are just two
staircases on the west front. In villages this type reverts to the simple chapel subtype with
a small single cell arrangement with only a western gallery, or a U-plan gallery with narrow
arms and just one staircase as in Alsólendva/Lendava (image 4.372). The placement of the
bimah here is architecturally also free: it can be in the centre or on the eastern end.
This type features stylistic options from late Baroque to Free Style and Art Nouveau, but
sometimes these synagogues are so simple that it is difﬁcult to discern an explicit stylistic
intention. Usually turrets/minarets and their onion shape spires carry the message of the
Oriental origin of the Jews, but the main volume carries Rundbogenstil elements even in
times when this kind of Neo-romanesque Romanticism was already over. This is partly due
to Orthodox communities which were architecturally also conservative. Minarets can be
tall and expressive, as in Losonc//XĀHQHF (image 4.347), Rimaszombat/Rimavská Sobota
(image 4.354); or restrained as in Nagyszombat/Trnava (image 4.345), Margitta/Marghita
(image 4.348); or sometimes absent, as on Bonyhád orthodox synagogue (image 4.351), and
the synagogue in Alsólendva/Lendava (image 4.369). Several of them display some Oriental
features on the main volume too, like horseshoe arches, such as the old synagogue in Losonc/
/XĀHQHF or the synagogue in Martonvásár, but basically semi-circular arches represent the
rule. Exceptions are few: Hajdunánás synagogue (image 4.356) features segmental arches,
the synagogue in Devecser (image 4.355), Pacsa and Hatvan display pointed arches, which
was a more frequent option. In rare cases these synagogue may have richer ornamentation,
like the synagogue in Tiszafüred (image 4.368) with its late Art Nouveau, Lechnerian façade,
a combination of white plaster and wavy yellow brick stripes.
The style of the interior largely follows its external counterpart and presents modest
options of the Historicism of the second half of the nineteenth century – a melange of
Rundbogenstil, slight Oriental elements and Free Style.
The micro location varies between wide extremes. Some of these synagogues are located
deep in their plot, albeit with a monumental view from the street as in Margitta/Marghita
(image 4.348). Some others are located on the streetline, like the old synagogue of Losonc/
/XĀHQHF (1863) (image 4.347), which is turned towards a winding street with its longer side
like a steam-mill. The Orthodox synagogue in Pásti Street, Debrecen (1893) (image 4.362)
faces the street with its main, west façade, which stands on the streetline. The synagogue
in Tiszafüred is clearly visible from the street but located behind a decorative fence (image
4.347).
The macro location also varies also between wide margins. The synagogue in Alsólendva/
Lendava (1866) stands on the outskirts (image 4.369), on the main road before entering the
little town, far from the centre, marked by the church tower. The Orthodox synagogue in
Nagyszombat/Trnava (image 4.359) is on the same street as its Neologue counterpart but
a bit further from the centre, albeit in a good location. The Orthodox synagogue in Pásti
Street, Debrecen (1893) stands on a street not far from the main square and its focal point,
the large Calvinist church.
(G) Byzantine church t ype synagogues
The Byzantine church type synagogues are impressive looking, major urban places of Jewish
worship with at least one emphasised central dome and more usually a pentyrigion arrangement: one larger central dome and four smaller ones. In some cases the central dome may be
shifted to the west façade to link up with the western towers. In that case the large dome is
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merely ornamental without any link to the interior. In some cases there are only two smaller
domes ﬂanking the larger central dome, usually located on the west façade. The central
dome is usually polygonal or circular in plan but in some cases it has a square plan. In that
case it is lower and resembles hipped roofs Cegléd, Ungvár/ǨȚȗȢȤȢȘ (image 4.542), Nyitra/
Nitra (image 4.584), Fiume/Rijeka (image 4.494).
Byzantine church type synagogues required a central or almost central plan in which
the bimah is in front of the Ark and the large space below the dome is ritually meaningless,
although in some cases architects attempted to attribute some religious meaning to it in
order to justify its existence.67
The evolution of this type of synagogue goes back to the Dome of the Rock (image 4.445),
which was mistaken for Solomon’s Temple by crusaders, ﬁltered through Byzantine and
Renaissance churches, and early German central synagogue projects (see chapter 2) from
which it spread to the Habsburg Lands.
The Byzantine church type synagogue’s central plan could be a square, an octagon or a
slightly elongated rectangle and in rare cases a hexagon.68
The four smaller domes/spires top turrets that contain the staircases leading to the
women’s gallery. This type of synagogue usually has one gallery and only in exceptional
cases, like the early example of Győr (1868), does it have two (image 4.462). In all cases the
gallery runs uninterrupted through the southern, western and northern sides and it stops
on the eastern side in order to preserve the prominence of the Ark and the bimah. In Győr
the second gallery spans the Ark (image 4.465).
In all mature cases the basically central arrangement has a longitudinal effect, be it the
extension of the main space towards the lobby or over it to the western wing of the women’s
gallery, or to the space in front of the Ark that usually also exceeds the central square, rectangle or octagon. Byzantine church type synagogues mostly served Neologue communities
and it was only rarely the case that an Orthodox synagogue followed this scheme, as in
Ungvár/ǨȚȗȢȤȢȘ, where the space below the dome emphasises the bimah.
Although the composition of the Byzantine church type synagogue suggests a Greek
cross plan from the outside due to the emphasized central projections on the south and
north façades, this is actually not the case, since the plan is a square or slightly elongated
rectangle. Any cruciform, be it in structure or plan, is all but excluded from synagogue
architecture, as mentioned earlier.
The external style ranges from Oriental idioms blended with Rundbogenstil to Premodernism, while the majority of these synagogues can be classiﬁed as Free Style variations,
designed by Leopold Baumhorn, who held an informal monopoly on late-nineteenth-century
synagogue design in Habsburg Hungary. Baumhorn combined Neo-romanesque, Neo-gothic
and Oriental elements into a characteristic, rich blend, such as in the great synagogue in
Szeged (image 4.506), until 1906, when his opulent style started to cool down into a Protomodern Historicism, exempliﬁed by the synagogue in Újvidék/Novi Sad (image 4.532).
Art Nouveau synagogues of this type are rare, like the one Szabadka/Subotica (see chapter 7) (image 4.522), Aszód (image 4.556), Marcali (image 3.18) and prominent Proto-modern
ones even more so Tencsén/7UHQĀtQ (images 4.592, 4.593), Nyitra/Nitra (image 4.583) (see
chapter 4). After World War I this type was no longer in use.
The style of the interior in most cases followed its external counterpart with more
Oriental elements until 1900, when the interior and exterior appeared in an almost identical
architectural language.
Byzantine church type synagogues require a prominent micro location. The two little
domes plus large central dome scheme is less demanding and could well stand in a row of
houses in a wide street, either on the streetline without a fence as in Temesvár-Gyárváros/
Timisoara-fabric (image 4.497), or fenced off as in Marosvásárhely/Targu Mures (image
4.501). This type has a special variation in Pancsova/ǤȔȡȫșȖȢ (image 4.502), a German
inspired Proto-modern synagogue that is connected to community buildings with doorways
set neatly into the street-façade.
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Architect Marcell Komor mentions the Tent
in the Wilderness in relation to this. (See
chapter 7.) However, these late synagogues
lack the ideological compactness of preemancipation period synagogues in which
every architectural element or piece of
furniture carried some codified meaning.
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There is one single case in Hungarian
synagogue architecture for the hexagonal
solution, design by Béla Lajta for the
competition of the Lipótváros Temple in
1899, following Edwin Oppler’s project
(see chapter 2). However, Lajta’s grandiose
temple was never built.
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The larger four little domes plus large central dome scheme were usually built on a corner plot, as in Szabadka/Subotica (image 5.37), or on a plot that had streets over its three
sides, like the great synagogue in Szeged (image 5.40). In some rare cases this type of synagogue may be located on a riverside, as in Nagyvárad/Oradea (image 5.41), or in Temesvár/
Timisoara, where it is exposed to a wider view.
The macro location is more variable than the micro location. Jewish communities usually
anticipated the expansion of central areas in Hungarian cities and purchased easier available
plots which in time effectively became more centrally located, an important factor with this
type of synagogue. Sometimes, as with less demanding types, Jews were overoptimistic and
a splendid synagogue remained in a peripheral area.
These great Byzantine church type synagogues did not necessarily follow the centre of
gravity of Jewish settlement in the towns and cities. They were often located on the border
between the exact centre and the more peripheral streets/quarter inhabited by the Jews, as
in Szabadka/Subotica (see chapter 7). However, sometimes a new, major synagogue was
constructed away from traditionally Jewish areas in a more prominent place, as in Debrecen,
and then Jewish settlement may have followed it.
Byzantine church type synagogues have a clear land-marking function. Although both
the great synagogues of Szeged and Subotica are somewhat further from the main square,
they play an important role in the townscape. Moreover, the intended very large Lipótváros
Temple (image 3.35) in Budapest would have created the fourth dominant dome in the cityscape after the domes of the Royal Palace, St. Steven’s Cathedral and the Parliament building.
(H) The palace t ype synagogue
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For instance, the Greek Orthodox church on
the main square of Brassó/Kronstadt/Brasov
could be mistaken for a synagogue if the
cross and turret were taken away.

Palace type synagogues do not look like a synagogue or any piece of sacred architecture but
rather resemble a town palace – urban, symmetrical, decorated and usually freestanding, as
beﬁts the town’s milieu. They frequently feature central projections on all façades that are
often very similar to each other, or at least on façades facing streets.
Palace type synagogues are either masked as urban palaces and they completely ﬁll the
palace-looking building, or they are a signiﬁcant part of an urban palace or apartment block.
The latter can be deemed to be synagogues only if their prayer room makes up a signiﬁcant
part of them. For instance, if a Jewish school or home for the elderly of some 1,000 square
metres contains a 200-square-metre synagogue, it will not be classiﬁed as a synagogue.
Palace type synagogues not only show little of their religious purpose in terms of composition of masses and style, but even fenestration is neutral: there is no sign of the characteristic dispatch and form of synagogue windows, or their double height. There are separate
windows on the ground ﬂoor and upper ﬂoor in the men’s area, unlike the traditional design
with windows that overarch from the ground ﬂoor to the upper ﬂoor. Thus, religious symbols,
when available, are the only distinguishing Gentile element.
In some other cases, when some form of concealment is not the reason for choosing this
type of synagogue, architectural language – mainly Oriental – may provide an indication
of the synagogue function. This indication, however, is far from unanimous, as eastern
Christian churches and adjoining secular buildings also may have Oriental language in the
north eastern counties of Habsburg Hungary, mainly in Transylvania.69
Palace type synagogues were constructed from the early nineteenth century to World
War II in towns and cities for different types of communities and in differing circumstances.
At the beginning they were preferred by major communities that did not want to be visible
or were not allowed to be. In the early-nineteenth-century synagogues were often permitted in peripheral areas in some cities of Habsburg Hungary. If Jews wanted to have their
place of worship in the central area of a city, the best way to achieve this was to hide in
or behind an urban palace. The most famous of this type in the Habsburg Empire was the
Seitenstettengasse synagogue (images 2.63, 2.67) in Vienna, a splendid Biedermeyer interior
hidden from the street by an apartment block (1825-26).
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In Habsburg Hungary the ﬁrst typical example is the synagogue in Arad (1834) (image 4.610)
which from the outside looks like a usual Neo-classical urban palace. Unlike its counterpart in
Vienna, the actual synagogue space is not behind, but inside the building on the street.
Palace type synagogues were also constructed in congested urban areas when Jews wanted
to have a community building and a synagogue on a small plot, as in the case of the Rumbach
Street synagogue (image 4.613) and community building in Budapest (1872). In this speciﬁc
case the available land also prompted this solution, as on the narrow plot no effective traditional synagogue design could have been built. However, an Oriental palace on the streetline
adequately presented the content and the octagonal prayer room was shifted to the courtyard,
which was almost completely occupied by it.
Palace type synagogues were being built when synagogues with explicit religious monumentality had to be avoided in the case of Orthodox communities, but it was still possible to achieve
a certain solemnity: Nagymihály/Michalovce, 1852 (image 4.616); Sátoraljaújhely, 1881 (image
4.618); Tokaj, 1890 (image 4.646); Kisvárda, 1901 (Image 4.638); Eperjes /Prešov, 1904 (image
4.624); Nagyszöllős/ǗȜȡȢȗȤȔȘȢȖ, 1905 (image 4.619), etc. The majority of these synagogues stand
in the north-eastern counties of Habsburg Hungary with a signiﬁcant Orthodox Jewish population.
Another kind of palace type synagogue was constructed in congested metropolitan circumstances in apartment blocks or other closed urban formations. Examples of this type are located
in courtyards, typically on the ground ﬂoor and on the mezzanine lit by a skylight. They were
constructed in the early twentieth century but mainly in the interwar period, when in Hungary
Jews faced discrimination and avoided impressive-looking synagogues such as the synagogue in
Budapest on Hegedűs Gyula Street (images 4.654, 4.662, 4.667).
In the second half of the nineteenth-century palace type synagogues had an elongated rectangular plan, typically with a central bimah and one tier of the women’s gallery running in a U-plan
on the southern, western and northern side. Unlike its contemporaries, the Temple type as well
as the Catholic or Byzantine church type synagogues, the palace type synagogues have modest
entrances, without any special architectural emphasis even for the men’s entrance in accordance
with the quasi secular look.
These synagogues are turned to the street typically with their longer side and the entrance
is either in the central projection or in the side projection on the street side. In cases in which
orientation does not allow this disposition, i.e. when the street runs in a south-north direction,
T-plans are used, as in Nagyszöllős/ǗȜȡȢȗȤȔȘȢȖ (images 4.619, 4.620, 4.621), or in Tokaj (images
4.644, 4.645, 4.647, 4.648).
In the T-plan palace type synagogues the prayer hall’s longitudinal axis is perpendicular to
the street. In order to keep the palace-like look, the street façade does not cover the prayer hall
only but extends on both sides and includes community ofﬁces and auxiliary rooms. Opposite
to the street façade, the prayer hall extends to the courtyard behind the wide palace façade. The
entrance to T-plan palace type synagogues is more solemn and easier to solve than the entrance
section of the rectangular plan palace type synagogue.
Palace type synagogues of the second type, located in urban courtyards have a simple typology.
They ﬁll the courtyard of the apartment block into which they were built, usually post festum. The
entrance section and the staircase to the women’s gallery is located in the street tract and the rest
extends into the courtyard. In addition to the courtyard, the surrounding built areas are also utilized.
Palace type synagogues were constructed in the Neo-classical style (images 4.610, 4.611)
(Arad, 1834); Rundbogenstil (Nagymihály/Michalovce, 1852 (image 4.616); Tokaj, 1890 (images
4.644, 4.645, 4.646), Hajdúböszörmény, in the Neo-renaissance style (Pápa, 1846) (image 4.642),
and there are some orientalising versions (Sátoraljaújhely, 1881 (image 4.618); Veszprém, 1865
(image 4.640); as well as those in the Free Style (Sopron Neologue, 1890-91 (image 4.641), and in
the style of the Hungarian Secession (Nagyszöllős/ǗȜȡȢȗȤȔȘȢȖ, 1905 (image 4.619). Their style,
particularly in the eastern counties, feature obsolete stylistic options, a hallmark of Orthodox
communities, which wanted to distinguish themselves from the Neologues and Gentiles.
As with other synagogue types, the interiors were more Oriental than the exteriors from the
1860s onwards, as exempliﬁed in the Orthodox synagogue of Eperjes/Prešov, (1904) (images 4.622,
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This freedom peaked in the period after
the revolutions in 1848 that contributed
not only to political liberalism, but also
to a more liberal approach to the arts,
a freedom that not only survived the
weakening of political liberalism after the
series of stock exchange crashes in the
1870s, but became more explicit in Free
Styles of the late nineteenth century.
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See: György Kunszt, Rudolf Klein, Peter
Eisenman – From Deconstruction to Folding,
Akadémia Kiadó, 1999.
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One may also argue that some relevant
philosophical stances of Jacques Derrida
– such as negative theology –also show
elements of Jewish thought, although the
philosopher referred mainly to Dionysius
Areopagita. When he was prompted to
elucidate his sources for negative theology
during his famous Jerusalem lecture
– a relevant element in architectural
deconstruction – he rather distanced
himself from Judaic thinking, probably due
to tactical reasons in order not to allow
the derailment of his line of thought into
possible Judaic disputes.
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Probably Gothic synagogues were the
first to deconstruct style in European
architectural history by creating a nonGothic sacred space in terms of proportion
and organisation with Gothic architectural
language. Moreover, the principles of this
language were also often challenged, when
synagogue builders concealed cross forms
in the structure and the crossing of ribs on
vaulting to avoid obvious manifestations of
the Christian cross form. This concealment
challenged the logic of Gothic, in which
the bearing structure and its full display
refer to the scholastic link between
modus essendi and modus operandi.
Similarly, as has already been suggested,
the Renaissance centrality of Christian
sacred space was partly adopted in period
synagogues in terms of centrality, but its
meaning was reversed: the central void
below the dome of the Western Christian
church was contrasted with the central
placement of a firm structure and liturgical
content, the bimah, flanked by columns
or pillars that anchored it in architectural
terms. Similarly, Baroque illusionism of
Catholic sacred space is non-existent in
the sober atmosphere of Baroque period
synagogues, which are not Baroque in their
spirit, apart from Baroque details on the
Ark or bimah.
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It is no coincidence that both Gottfried
Semper and Otto Wagner created
synagogues in the early stages of their
careers. The Dresden synagogue of Semper
(1838) was an early example of stylistic split
– the exterior using German Romanesque
traditions, and interior being reminiscent
of the Byzantine east. Similarly, as will be
shown later the Rumbach Street synagogue
of Budapest would anticipate numerous
later Wagnerian features of the Sezession.
It is easy to show how the Habsburg
Sezession essentially differed from Art
Nouveau in Belgium. The former was much
less structural, and was modern in terms of
displaying metal structure turning it into

4.624, 4.625, 4.626, 4.631). Here the exterior uses an obsolete basic Rundbogenstil language with
some orientalising trefoil arches. The interior, however, displays a very rich Oriental idiom. The
split between internal and external style decreased with Art Nouveau based on the Wagnerian idea
of Gesamtkunstwerk, a notion that is problematic in a Judaic context per se, but its effect nevertheless inﬂuenced synagogue constructions too.
Regarding style and palace type synagogues of the second type located in urban courtyards, there is little connection between the interior and exterior. Overarching structural
elements – columns, pillars – are often masked in the interior in order to adjust them to the
stylistic context of the prayer room.
The palace-like look dictated an imposing micro location: a close position to the street,
either on the streetline directly or fenced off. Besides the synagogues’ street life they intensely
communicate with the courtyard, as these synagogues served mainly Orthodox communities. In some extreme cases, as in Eperjes/Prešov (image 4.621), there is a blind entrance
turned to the street with a solemn gate on the fence and the actual entrance is from the
reverse side, from the courtyard because of the eastern orientation.
Here the macro location is less prominent than with other types which are in tune with
the restrained, non-sacred look of these synagogues and their Orthodox builders.
The location of palace type synagogues of the second type situated in urban courtyards
followed the availability of space and do not communicate as a synagogue with the city,
except perhaps for an entrance which may or may not hint at the existence of the synagogue,
as in the case of the synagogue in Budapest’s Hegedűs Gyula (Csáky) Street (1927) (images
4.657, 4.658, 4.659) and the synagogue in Budapest’s Nagyfuvaros Street (1922) (images 4.649,
4.650, 4.653, 4.654), respectively.
(i) Combinations, transitional t ypes and exceptions
There are some hybrid types which are codiﬁed to a certain extent — Temple and village
church, factory hall and village church, Temple and Byzantine church type, etc. Sometimes
there are synagogues that are unique in terms of mass composition but they are relatively rare.

The Architectural-historical
Significance of Nineteenth-century
Hungarian Synagogues
Nineteenth-century synagogues in Habsburg Hungary made two major contributions to the
architectural history of the region and even beyond: (1) they deconstructed the traditional
unities of architecture – form and content (function), expression of the buildings’ tectonic
reality on the façade, congruence between internal and external appearance – dissolving
the notion of style as a modus operandi; and (2) they paved the way from ‘Oriental style’ to
Sezession – both in Otto Wagner’s opus, from the Rumbach Street synagogue in Budapest up
to his Viennese Art Nouveau buildings, and in the Hungarian evolutional line from Frigyes
Feszl’s work on the Dohány Street synagogue and the Redoute in Pest up to Ödön Lechner’s
and his followers’ Art Nouveau or Szecesszió.
1. Deconstructing/dissolving st yle
Due to the image ban and traditional Jewish indifference to the visual related to it, synagogues have never presented a ﬁrm connection between ideas and form or codiﬁed architectural solutions like the sacred buildings of many other religions. However, the image ban
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in Judaic tradition is not against visuality per se, but rather against visual representation
of ideas, in order to avoid idolism. If cutting the ties between ideas and form is achieved,
visuality becomes acceptable. Moreover, such a cut created an unprecedented freedom of
composition in architectural history.70 Synagogues did not strive to become invisible, or
negate the visuality itself as such, but rather to take away its meaningfulness, its capacity to
go beyond the mere visual, to convey contents, particularly sacred ones. These ideas come
close to some tenets of architectural deconstruction as deﬁned by Peter Eisenman in the
1980s and 1990s.71 Conversely, one can argue that the roots of architectural deconstruction,
as presented by Peter Eisenman and Daniel Libeskind, go far back into the Jewish heritage.72
The matrix method elaborated in previous paragraphs has shown that the style in synagogue architecture was dissolved, unities of synagogue architecture as a genre was deconstructed and each building became a free combination of some sub-stylistic elements, a procedure which violates the birth of style as a unity of ideas and form. This freedom enabled the
architects and their Jewish communities to pick freely not only from stylistic elements, but
from other aspects of architecture too: structuring interior space, constructing bearing structure, creating external composition and to respond to the immediate and wider urban context.
While in the second half of the nineteenth century this architectural freedom peaked,
it was nevertheless just the tip of the iceberg: this principle goes way back into Ashkenazi
synagogue history as far back as the Middle Ages.73
Although synagogue architecture never represented the mainstream in any period or
has never been a determinant genre in any region, its achievements impacted general architectural trends, since they were a fertile ground for experimentation. Inﬂuential architects
came across synagogue design during competitions or even constructed synagogues that
impacted their complete oeuvre and liberated their approach74 (see chapter 2).

a ‘floral fabric’ and rather surface centred,
flattening surface, deploying surface
decoration as already seen in Oriental
style synagogues. This difference between
West-European and Habsburg Art Nouveau
can certainly not solely be ascribed to
the presence of Oriental style, but in Otto
Wagner’s opus, as will soon be shown, it
played a significant role.
76

The Oriental idiom fits into the series
of nineteenth-century free revivals of
Historicism. It goes further than its
ideological predecessors, Chinoiserie and
Turquerie, or its stylistic parallels, Neoromanesque and Neo-gothic, in dismantling
traditional architectural syntax.

2. Paving the way to the Sezession
The other major architectural historical contribution of synagogues, and Oriental style synagogues in particular, to the general architectural history of the region was that they paved the
way to Art Nouveau in Habsburg Lands, called Sezession in German, szecesszió in Hungarian,
secesja in Polish, QRYpXPėQt or secese in Czech, and secesija in Croatian.75 Oriental style synagogues were built all over Austria-Hungary during the second half of the nineteenth century,
becoming a hallmark of Jewish cultural presence, particularly in the Hungarian part of the
empire. Their extraordinary success may be ascribed to two major factors: (1) Oriental styles
ﬁt in well with an-iconic, anti-material concepts in Judaism; (2) Oriental modes also neatly
match certain ideas about Hungarian national identity – a common denominator between
Hungarian and Jewish identity.
For posterity their signiﬁcance lies in an important correlation between the idea of light
cladding of the surface in some Oriental style synagogues and the subsequent output of the
Sezession. This problem deserves further elaboration both in terms of social meaning and
in terms of architecture.
‘Oriental’ stands in the context of nineteenth-century synagogues as a relative notion for
a multiplicity of expressions, i.e., not as an historical style backed by any cultural paradigm
but as a construct of the West denoting ‘otherness’ – the unknown, exotic, and mysterious,
hidden behind veils or carpet-like walls. I avoid terms such as Moorish Style, Neo-moresque
Style, or Saracen Style as these seemingly signify an existing reference but actually cover
a relative notion. Furthermore, the idiom in question is a mixture of Moorish, Ottoman/
Turkish, Indian, and Orientalized Byzantine elements, which are usually composed along
Western structural principles and not their original ones. This idiom differs from the mainstream paradigms of Occidental architecture – Classical, Romanesque, Gothic, etc. – in its
emphasis on highly decorated surfaces which cover the actual structure.76
Scholars usually perceive Oriental style synagogues in Hungary and Central Europe
in general as an architectural historic curiosity, an outcome of nineteenth-century fancy
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77

He writes: “Das Leben der jüdischen
Gemeinde in Wien war von der
beginnenden rechtlichen Freizügigkeit
gekennzeichnet. Ein sich festigendes
Selbstbewußtsein lenkte das Interesse auf
eine glorreiche Vergangenheit. So ist es
nicht verwunderlich, daß bei jüdischen
Kultbauten maurische, arabische und
ägyptische Bauformen aufgegriffen
wurden.” See Pierre Genée, Wiener
Synagogen 1825–1938 (Vienna, 1987), 53.

78

“Neben maurischen Stilelementen
wurden auch assyrische – zum Beispiel
die ornamentalen Rundbögen sowie die
rautenförmige Anordnung der glatten
Fassadenteile – und andere Vorbilder
verwendet,” ibid., 55. Certainly,
nineteenth- century archaeological
discoveries in Mesopotamia furthered the
cause of architectural Orientalism, which
found its most conspicuous expression in
synagogue architecture.

79

Gazda Anikó et al., Magyarországi
zsinagógák [Hungarian Synagogues]
(Budapest, 1989), 63–64.

80

Rudolf Klein, “Leopold Baumhorn,”
Encyclopeadia Judaica, CD-ROM Edition
(Jerusalem, 1991). Baumhorn’s ‘style’
survived until the 1920s with some slight
changes such as eliminating ornamentation
and emphasizing structure and material, in
the spirit of Proto-modernist architecture.

81

However, it is important to stress, that
Oriental style synagogues in Germany
were less Oriental than their Habsburg
counterparts. The reason might have been
a more rigorous urban regulation and
denser urban fabric, but also the presence
of German fidelity to structure and its
proper display, derived from the school of
thought highlighted by the Berlin architect
Karl Friedrich Schinkel.

82

Harold Hammer-Schenk, Synagogen in
Deutschland – Geschichte einer Baugattung
im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert, 2 vols.
(Hamburg, 1981), 1:251–96. On p. 296
he writes: “Die neue Synagoge in der
Oranienburger Straße war Zeichen einer
kurzen Phase der gesellschaftlichen
Anerkennung, die über die gesetzliche
Gleichstellung hinausging.”

83

Rachel Wischnitzer, The Architecture of
the European Synagogues (Philadelphia,
1964), 207.

84

This idea can be traced back to Hittorf
and Zanth: “Les constructions sarrasines
siciliennes présentent tous les éléments
qui constituent plus particulièrement
l´architecture dites gothique [. . .] dans
tous les cas, cet arc (aigu) fut importé par
les Arabes dans l’Europe occidentale,”
Jacques I. Hittorf and Ludwig Zanth,
Architecture moderne de la Sicile ou Recueil
des plus beaux monuments religieux […]
(Paris, 1835), quoted by Hammer-Schenk,
Synagogen, 1:251.

85

Interestingly, German Oriental style
synagogues were more material and
tectonic than their Austro-Hungarian
counterparts precisely because of the

for the exotic that was at the same time related to the fashionable concept of Jews
as the ‘Asiatics of Europe.’ For instance, when analyzing the Viennese Tempelgasse
Synagogue (1853-58), Pierre Genée describes this idiom as an outcome of Jewish emancipation, which represented an architecturally viable option in the framework of historicizing Classicism or Romantic Historicism (historisierender Klassizismus; romantischer
Historismus).77 He also emphasizes that this idiom was enriched by Assyrian and other
elements and referred to the Temple in Jerusalem.78
Similarly to Pierre Genée, Anikó Gazda also mentions Romanticism as a framework
for synagogue architecture in nineteenth-century Hungary, where she distinguishes
two idioms, the Neo-gothic and the Oriental, which sometimes merge.79 This merging
occurred during Late Historicism (Romanticism and Eclecticism) by the end of the
nineteenth century, mainly in the works of Leopold Baumhorn, the most proliﬁc known
architect of synagogues, who incorporated elements of Neo-romanesque style as well.80
Harold Hammer-Schenk provided the most detailed account of the evolution of
Oriental-style synagogues, supported by ample evidence from German lands. In HammerSchenk’s view German Oriental style synagogues represent an interim phase, brieﬂy
celebrating Jewish emancipation and prosperity in the third quarter of the nineteenth
century.81 Oriental style synagogues emerged following the rather undistinguished preemancipation places of worship and before the other restrained period inﬂuenced by
rising anti-Semitism in the 1880s.82 Stylistically, Orientalist synagogues were preceded
by some ‘washed-out Neo-romanesque’ ones, as Rachel Wischnitzer puts it, 83 and followed by a more conspicuous Neo-romanesque idiom. The Jewish synagogue architect
and theoretician Edwin Oppler propagated this style, which embodies the self-defence of
German Jews conveying the message that they were Germans of Jewish faith rather than
the Asiatics of Europe. The earlier Oriental style became acceptable to the German public only as a precursor of the much praised Gothic one, 84 but its often highly decorative,
non-tectonic character distanced it from the mainstream architecture of the country.85 In
the Habsburg Empire, the Oriental style dominated the second part of the nineteenth century, and in Hungary it lasted almost until the Holocaust.86 Hammer-Schenk traces the
beginnings of Oriental style synagogues to the Großenhof Synagogue in Prague (1760),
which preceded the mid-nineteenth-century fashion by nearly a century.87 Carol Herselle
Krinsky puts oriental style synagogues into a wider context of nineteenth-century architecture, drawing a parallel between colonial architecture and Oriental style synagogues
in terms of the creation of a hybrid language with Western structural principles. 88 All
these readings have one thing in common: they view this genre of architecture as an
isolated phenomenon, considering it a historical dead-end expression without any further
impact on the architecture of the region.
Yet Oriental style synagogues exceed the Jewish or Orientalist context in general.
These buildings presented the opportunity for architects to experiment with new technologies 89 and introduce aesthetic innovations in the transitory phase from the plastically decorated façade of the second half of the nineteenth century to the completely
ﬂat façade after 1900, thus marking a signiﬁcant shift in the architectural history of
Habsburg Lands.
Western architects searching for new manners of expression discovered the ediﬁces
of the orient and the potential of their expressive power for building programs. This
occurred primarily in the nineteenth century, when traditional architectural paradigms
of the West – the Classical or Mediterranean and the Gothic or Northern – began to lose
momentum, paving the way for the search for alien elements. This process coincided
with emerging Jewish self-expression in architectural terms.90 However, the issue of style
– a codiﬁed system of links between ideas and architectural form – was, as elaborated
already at odds with the traditions of Judaism. Thus, the formation of a ﬁrm synagogue
style, in the sense of the great historic styles of Western architecture, would have contradicted the anti-visual spirit of the Jewish heritage.
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Architectural St yles
Versus Judaism

pressure from the surrounding society,
which insisted on tectonics and tangible
manifestation of ‘structural truth’ in
architectural form.

Halakhah (Jewish law), the legal basis for Jewish life, governs only specific components of synagogue design. It makes no stipulations as to the general external
appearance of the building, nor for the architectural elements of the interior – precise
proportions, details, or decoration. It is therefore no surprise that a coherent style of
synagogue architecture was never established. After satisfying the halakhic requirements for their organization – a bimah or pulpit for reading the Scripture elevated
by stairs above floor level and detached from the perimeter walls, the Torah Ark on
the eastern wall to house the Scrolls of the Law, and the injunction that the building be entered via double doors and have twelve windows (referring to the twelve
tribes) – synagogues have been built in nearly every conceivable form, usually following the architectural styles prevailing at a particular time and place.91 Antique
synagogues were built employing Classical Greek or Roman stylistic elements, while
medieval Jewish places of worship used Romanesque and Gothic structural forms and
details. Similarly, nineteenth-century Ashkenazi synagogues had minimal requirements in terms of spatial organization: the Torah Ark on the eastern wall, a bimah
in the centre or in front of the ark, men located on the ground floor, and women on
the upper floor(s). This should not be considered as evidence of Jewish incapability
for spatial organisation. Evidently, Jewish reluctance to translate ideas into tangible
material and form ruled out the establishment of a comprehensive architecturaliconographical program.92
For the Greeks, architectural representation of spiritual content evolved naturally
due to the presupposed firm connection between essence and visual manifestation,
reflected in the Greek notion of eidos (İȓįȠȢ), a term denoting form, but also idea, in
Plato’s philosophy.93 According to this conception, material can demonstrate ideas
and even incarnate the sacred. Greek sculpture was considered for a long time as theophany. As Gombrich pointed out, both Winckelmann, the father of art history, and
Hegel celebrated in it the “visible presence of the divine in a work of man,” seeing in
“all art a manifestation of transcendent values” 94 – a basic tenet of naturalist visual
representation, be it painting, sculpture, or architecture.95 In the case of architecture,
visual representation seems more abstract, as elaborated earlier, even though certain
building elements contain the narrative: the Doric column refers to the male body, the
Ionic to the female, and the Corinthian to the young adolescent female.96 In addition,
classical architecture was governed by the quest for correct representation of its internal logic: the truthful expression of its own structure. The tectonic principle exposes
the structural system, the supporting and supported elements and junctions.
However, for monotheistic religions – particularly Judaism – the representation
of the sacred contradicts the ban on images and consequently any visual depiction
demands caution. The Hebrew Bible opposes the representation of figures in two or
three dimensions, because of the danger of idolatry. The Hebrew term zelem (¥)
denotes both picture and idol, underlining these stances in linguistic terms. The
Hebrew Bible not only opposes representation, but plays down the material. Lionel
Kochan writes: “To convey the notion of matter as non-sentient, non-responsive to
human desire and undifferentiated, Hebrew uses the term hol ( ). This has ‘sand’ 97
as its literal meaning, thereby conveying the notion of neutral expanse, in the sense of
denying any distinction to any part of matter.” 98 If so, matter – dead, undefined, limited, devoid of any spirit – cannot represent ideas, especially the most supreme of all
ideas – the non-representable, unlimited, everlasting Lord. Here lies the core of Jewish
hostility towards visual arts.99 No wonder that emancipated Jews 100 found themselves
empty-handed when they faced the nineteenth-century need to express their spirit in
architectural terms to fit into the Gentile environment.101
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86

Twentieth century Oriental style differed
somewhat from its nineteenth century
predecessor: It was more restrained, solid,
and corporeal as modernism followed the
principle of ‘truth to material,’ which did
not allow the vision-like shimmering and
covering up of structural and material reality.

87

See Hammer-Schenk, Synagogen (…) Volume
2: Fig. 176. The Großenhof synagogue
followed the Baroque spatial model,
but its arches and blind-arches were
horseshoe-shaped.

88

Krinsky writes: “In the case of synagogues,
Western Christians devised an Eastern style
for newly visible and respectable people
who had lived for centuries in Europe,
whereas in India, the Western Christian
conquerors eventually tried to approach a
clearly impressive Eastern heritage which
they had earlier ignored or condemned. In
both cases, however, the dominant group,
not understanding the history and cultural
variety of the subject group, searched for
a mix of East and West to offer people
who might have wanted something else
if given their own choice. The dominant
group always found the Eastern elements
exotic, just as the Jews and Indians seemed
to be. The frequently awkward results
of both domestic and foreign colonial
design show the difficulty of speaking
fluently an unfamiliar language still in the
process of formation.” See Carol H. Krinsky,
Synagogues of Europe – Architecture,
History, Meaning (New York, Cambridge, MA,
and London, 1985), 80.

89

While in England, cast iron columns were
used to support structures, within the
sacral architecture of Austria-Hungary they
were first introduced in synagogues. Otto
Wagner proposed their use in the parish
church in Esseg (present-day Osijek, Croatia)
in the 1890s, but this was rejected.

90

An entirely different Jewish self-expression,
consistent with Judaism, was at work in
sixteenth and seventeenth century Galicia,
probably originating in Renaissance ideas.
Sergey Kravtsov points out that Juan
Bautista Villalpando’s reconstruction of
Solomon’s Temple had been known to Polish
synagogue builders, who interpreted it in
the form of the nine-bay plan. See Sergey
R. Kravtsov, “Juan Bautista Villalpando and
Sacred Architecture in the Seventeenth
Century,” Journal of the Society of
Architectural Historians 64 (2005): 310–39.

91

Not all synagogues followed all the rules.
For instance, locating the synagogue on the
highest spot in town was hard to implement
under the conditions of the Diaspora.

92

See Rudolf Klein, “Meaning and
Transformation of Ashkenazic Synagogue
Architecture,” in Jewish Studies in a New
Europe: Proceedings of the Fifth Congress of
Jewish Studies in Copenhagen in 1994 under
the Auspices of the European Association
for Jewish Studies, eds. Ulf Haxen et al.
(Copenhagen, 1998), 433–52.
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93

Eidos could be translated as shape, form,
look, or essence (Gestalt, Form, Aussehen),
which was related to ideas in Plato’s
philosophy and considered also as the
opposite to matter. See Simon Blackburn,
Oxford Dictionary of Philosophy (Oxford,
2003), 115; Anton Hügli and Poul Lübcke,
Philosophielexikon, Rowolts Enzyklopädie
(Reinbeck bei Hamburg, 1997), 305.

94

See Ernst H. Gombrich, Tributes:
Interpreters of our Cultural Tradition
(Ithaca, NY, 1984), 52.

95

Whether we agree with this or not has little
relevance to the general conception which
justifies Jewish reluctance to establish an
architectural style.

96

In addition to concrete formal elements,
Western architecture also referred to the
imago mundi through its space conception.
For instance, the Doric temple with its
concentric organization around the cell
refers to the concentric structure of the
Greek universe (Earth engulfed by water,
water in air, air in ether); the longitudinal
plan of Early Christian, Romanesque, and
Gothic churches exemplifies linearity,
the universe conceived in time (Creation,
Expulsion, Last Judgment).

97

Hol also means profane/mundane, as
opposed to sacred, kodesh.

98

Lionel Kochan, Beyond the Graven Image:
A Jewish View (London, 1997), 35.

99

It did not exclude, however, the possibility
of the evolution of Jewish art. Medieval
manuscript illuminators resorted to grotesque
forms and employed other techniques that
excluded the possibility of worship.

100

Numerous factions and nuances
characterized Ashkenazi Jews, a wide abyss
divided traditionalists from reformists,
also within these groups themselves. For
instance, Otto Wagner’s Rumbach Street
synagogue, to be dealt with later, answers
the needs of the so-called status quo ante
(the status before the split between the
Orthodox and the Neologue) faction by
providing an intermediate position with a
central bimah to please the traditionalists,
but a highly conspicuous architectural
language to compete with the Dohány
Temple of the Reform Jews.

101

Christian culture was less restrictive in this
respect, comprising some Greek elements
in addition to ideas adopted from the
Hebrew Bible. Neo-platonism upgraded the
status of arts and allowed them theophany.
The incarnation of God in Christ opened
the possibility for further incarnations,
through which matter could bear the
element of the sacred, even if indirectly
and only in some Christian denominations.
Nevertheless, in time, Neo-platonic stances
seem to have weakened. Gothic architecture
represents a high degree of abstraction
and de-materialization, and Protestantism
favours abstraction, too, reducing painting
and sculpture to a minimum. In the twentieth
century this tendency seems to have prevailed
in abstract visual arts and modernist
architecture as well as in atonal music.

Orientalism – The Architectural
Remedy for Emancipated Jews
Islam, and Orientalism as its Western projection, provided emancipated Jews with a
viable option for achieving a special kind of ‘idol-free’ or ‘idol-proof’ expression, a
cultural adaptation which paved the way towards architectural modernism in regions
under Viennese cultural influence. Islamic architecture, as the expression of a monotheistic faith other than Christianity and Judaism, offered a strategy for de-materialization 102 and de-signification.103 It did not strive for actual de-materialization by
reducing the quantity of material, like in Gothic architecture or that of modernist
architect Ludwig Mies van der Rohe, but settled for suggesting the impression of
de-materialization, by covering the structure with a textile-like layer of decoration.
This procedure of virtual de-materialization seeks to conceal structural material, the
tectonic reality of architecture.104 Islamic architecture may have been the inspiration
for Gottfried Semper’s105 Bekleidungstheorie 106 – one of the basics of nineteenth-century
architectural theory – although usually colours in Greek architecture are mentioned 107
as his main inspiration.108 It is hard to believe, however, that Greek architecture with
the painted structural ornament could have led to the idea of independent dressing
over the structure and that of architecture as textile – Wand and Gewand (wall and
textile in German). The analogy of the carpet and the wall is explicitly Islamic. This
covering up and concealing was later one of the preconditions for the division of the
building into an independent dressing and the actual bearing structure, which, via
Art Nouveau, led to architectural modernism proper in the 1920s and 1930s.109 The
latest offspring of this Islamic veiling technique are the Swiss Herzog & deMeuron’s
architectural oeuvre in the 1990s and the French Jean Nouvel’s opus from the mid1980s in which the cladding principle reduces the prominence of the bearing structure
as the main expression of architecture. They abolish the ‘real structure,’ reducing
architecture to a set of covers. (Nouvel’s most famous building, the Institut du Monde
Arabe in Paris, has direct relevance to Islamic architecture.)110
In Islamic architecture the surface turns out to be the primary bearer of content
and not the bodily constituent of architecture, its tectonics and ‘structural discourse.’
The surface, often abstracted from the building’s bearing structure, becomes a ‘book’
onto which external (non-architectural, often textual) contents are applied: the brick
or stone structure is clad with shiny ceramics decorated with a repetitive pattern
or calligraphy. With that, architecture automatically de-signifies itself: the surface,
detached from architecture’s internal contents (structure, static, etc.), becomes a
textual attachment conveying sacred script or neutral geometrical decoration. The
body of the building ceases to emanate the “visible presence of the divine in a work
of man” and, therefore, from a Jewish point of view, it avoids falling into idolism. In
the same spirit German art historian Carl Schnaase wrote about Islamic architecture,
which lacks, as he put it, the ‘“organic unity of Christian architecture,” i.e., the continuity from bearing structure to outside appearance and from the idea to its material embodiment. He explains this as the “contrast between material nature and the
spiritually conceived God” (Gegensatz zwischen einem geistig gedachten Gott und
der materiellen Natur), common to Jews and Arabs. He further stresses the abstract
nature of Jewish thought.111
A nineteenth-century Austrian source also points out the Jewish and Arab “spirituality and turning away from nature” and “formless spiritualism as well as artificial
way of thinking” (gestaltloser Spiritualismus und erkünstelte Denkweise) which all
result in the lack of “harmonic unity of ideas and form,” characteristic of Gothic architecture, in that of Islam.112 However, both Schnaase and the author of the article in the
Illustrierte Zeitung misinterpret Islam in their statement about the “turning away from
living nature” (Abkehr von der lebenden Natur). Art historian Seyyed Hossein Nasr
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writes: “The sacred architecture of Islam par excellence is the mosque which is itself
but the ‘recreation’ and ‘recapitulation’ of the harmony, order, and peace of nature
which God chose as the Muslims’ enduring house of worship. In praying in a traditional mosque the Muslim in a sense returns to the bosom of nature, not externally
but through the inner nexus which relates the mosque to the principles and rhythms
of nature and integrates its space into that sacred space of primordial creation [...].” 113
What really distinguishes Islamic from Classical Western architecture is the absence
of dominant body (embodiment, i.e., idol) through the emphasis on the void:
[…] the positive significance of the void in the Islamic religious consciousness was
thus able to create a space in which the very absence of corporeality led to inwardness and contemplation […]. The void then plays a positive role in both Islamic art
and architecture by making matter transparent and revealing its impermanent nature
[…]. Because in Islam the Divinity was never identified with any descent or concrete
manifestation or incarnated in a specific form, it has remained always in the Islamic
consciousness as absolute and infinite […]. It appears from the point of view of men
living in the domain of corporeality as a reality so transcendent and beyond the material that its presence can be felt in the corporeal world only with the help of the void.
The use of the void in Islamic art thus became, along with the use of geometric and
other forms of abstract symbolism, the only way to indicate through the means of
art and architecture the unity which is at once everywhere and beyond all things. 114
The architectural output of Islam coincides with the Hebrew Bible’s preference for
text, 115 although traditional Judaism never followed this path. Oleg Grabar emphasizes
the “rejection of mimetic representation in anything official or formal” in Islamic
culture. The concomitant result of the “rejection was the elevation of writing into the
main vehicle for signs of belief, power, legitimacy, and any one of the functions for
which images were used elsewhere.” 116 Indeed, writing and geometrical ornament –
actually another type of writing according to Grabar – took over the importance of
the surface in architecture. He explains that “geometry is a perfect intermediary, for
it attracts not to itself but to other places or to other functions than itself,” 117 thus, not
directly to ‘idolized’ contents. This geometry, however, is far from the Greek idea of
‘geo-metry,’ measuring the Earth, to establish an underlying meta-system, but seems
rather mediary. He continues:
In all cases, the geometry is a passage, at best a magnet, to something else that it
does not identify but which the culture deems desirable […]. On the other hand, some
geometric designs are an end in themselves, which, endowed or not with identifiable
connotative meanings, become their own objects of contemplation. At times, as in the
Alhambra, they even ac quire signs, poems in this case, indicative of their specificity.
At this, relatively rare, level, the intermediate geometry becomes the object of emotional or psychic involvement.118 Within this scheme, geometry is not different from
writing. It, too, is a system of arbitrary rules manipulated for (a) culturally signifi cant
purpose other than itself and ending up, because of this manipulation, by occasionally producing works of art.119
The Alhambra could be taken as the departure point for Oriental style synagogue
architecture. It attracted the first Viennese Christian architects of synagogues, Ludwig
Förster and Otto Wagner, who followed its language. 120 The first nineteenth-century
Oriental style synagogues, however, were constructed away from the Habsburg Empire,
in German lands. Gottfried Semper styled the exterior of the synagogue in Dresden
(1839–40) Neo-romanesque (‘German’), but the pyramidal roof, according to the architect’s iconography, stands for the tent-like Tabernacle in the wilderness.121 What is
more significant, the interior decoration was designed as predominantly Oriental.122
Subsequently, Semper became a leading figure among Viennese architects. The 1855
Leipzig synagogue, designed by Otto Simonson, already displayed a whole range of
Oriental features, such as horseshoe blind arches for surface decoration of the façades
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I use the term de-materialization to denote
the gradual process of the reduction
of building materials in the evolution
of historic styles. This process can be
extrapolated to the history of architecture
as a whole, Western and Far Eastern alike.
Not only the quantity of material diminished
from the Egyptian pyramids to Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe’s Friedrichstrasse project in
Berlin in the 1920s, but also its prominence
and expressive power. This is not only the
outcome of technical progress, but also the
spiritual, the shift from the touchable sacred
entity to the abstract along the evolution
of civilizations. This could be related to the
evolution of religious thought from animism
and polytheism to monotheism and atheism
(in its Western or Zen Buddhist version, for
instance).

103

Parallel to the process of de-materialization
runs de-signification, in which architecture
gradually loses its power to represent
external and internal content, which
produces more simulacra with references
further removed from the original, until
the extreme concept of non-referentiality.
The joint effect of de-materialization and
de-signification can be described as the
de-idolization of architecture, a process
which distances architecture from the
idol, or the material manifestation of
the sacred. De-idolization or idol-free
expression (actually non-expression) has
implications for synagogue architecture.
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This feature of Oriental style was
emphasized by period critics, who stressed
its ‘restless spirit’ as opposed to tectonics
and the concept of eidos behind tectonics:
“Mehr als man glauben möchte, und mehr
vielleicht als einer der vorausgegangenen
dürfte der arabische Baustyl für uns
anwendbar sein, mindestens insofern
der buntbewegte, rastlos strebende Geist
der Zeit in den reichen phantastischen
Bildungen einen entsprechenden Ausdruck
finden würde [...].” Rosenthal, “In welchem
Style sollen wir bauen?” Zeitschrift für
praktische Baukunst 4 (1844): 23–27,
quoted by Hammer-Schenk, Synagogen,
1:252. Rosenthal adds that this style lacks
any Christian element and architectural
character, being merely decoration and play.
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Gottfried Semper (Hamburg 1803–Rome
1879) was the most prominent German
architect of the second half of the
nineteenth century, who took part in the
events of 1848. He designed the Dresden
synagogue (1838–40), a turning point
in this genre. He designed the Opera in
Dresden and numerous public buildings
in Zurich and Vienna. He also wrote the
most profound theoretical architectural
treatise of the century titled Der Stil in
den technischen und tektonischen Künsten
(Style in the Technical and Tectonic
Arts, 1860–63) advocating a rational
interpretation of techniques as a source
of style, and recommending the use of
colour in decorative arts and architecture.
His direct influence on synagogues
with his groundbreaking synagogue
in Dresden and his indirect impact
via the Bekleidungstheorie (Theory of
Cladding), which served as the theoretical
justification of the Oriental style, cannot be
overestimated.
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Ákos Moravánszky translates
Bekleidungstheorie as “theory of cladding”
or “principle of cladding.” See his “‘Truth to
Material’ versus ‘The Principle of Cladding’:
The Language of Materials in Architecture,”
AA Files 31 (Summer 1996): 39–52.
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In 1834 Semper published Vorläufige
Bemerkungen über bemalte Architektur
und Plastik bei den Alten in which he
analyzed the question of polychromy in
antiquity with some references to medieval
and Renaissance architecture. Following
many other scholars, Hanno-Walter Kruft
concludes that polichromy had led Semper
to the concept of the “theory of cladding”:
“Die Polychromie wird für ihn zum
Ausgangspunkt seiner später entwickelten
Bekleidungstheorie.” See Hanno-Walter
Kruft, Geschichte der Architekturtheorie
(Munich, 1985), 356.
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The proof of this is his synagogue in
Dresden, where Oriental style was used in
the interior only. At this time an Oriental
exterior for a monumental synagogue
would have gone too far, as the constraints
of Neo-romanesque and Neo-gothic styles
were still strong in Germany. In smaller
places (Ingenheim, 1832; KircheimBolanden and Binswangen, 1835; Speyer,
1837; Heidenheim, 1849) synagogues
were less manifest and their builders
were less eager to assimilate; that may be
the reason for the use of some Moorish
elements. Later, mainly after the 1848
revolutions, codification in architecture
became less stringent and opened the way
to new architectural languages in Central
Europe. The first large scale ‘Oriental-style’
synagogues started to appear in the 1850s.
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This division was far from the original
intention of Islamic sacred architecture.
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For instance, Jacques Herzog and Pierre
de Meuron, in their Riccola factory in
Mulhouse, layered semi-transparent
acryl glass sheets in the external walls
in which the actual ‘wallness’ – the firm
differentiation between inside-outside and
explicit materiality – is avoided altogether.
They emphasize that this procedure makes
the wall spatial, i.e., it deconstructs the
idea of traditional walls. The newly added
glass façade to the SUVA building in Zurich
also makes the wall spatial. See Gerhard
Mack, Herzog & de Meuron: The Complete
Works, vol. 2: 1989–1991 (Basel, 1996).
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Carl Schnaase, Geschichte der bildenden
Künste. 2nd ed., vol. 3 (Middle Ages),
Part 1 (Düsseldorf, 1869), 404. Quoted by
Hammer-Schenk, Synagogen, 1:254.

112

We read in a report on the Dohány Temple
in Pest: “The style is Moorish, which is so
suitable for synagogues […]. The intellectual
characteristics [geistigen Eigenschaften],
the language and religious service of Jews
and Arabs display some similarities: the
leaning to speculative sciences [Hinneigung
zu den spekulativen Wissenschaften],
turning away from living nature, which
generates formless spirituality [gestaltloser
Spiritualismus] and artificial way of
thinking [erkünstelte Denkweise] and
rich fantasy. All these emerge like a fata
morgana in the Moorish forms in front of

and little horseshoe biphoras [engaged windows] as well as crenellation over the
whole building.123
Later, Austro-Hungarian Jewish architects, because of their cultural heritage 124
which implied severing of the link between idea and form, were freer to improvise over
this specimen. Thus, due to the ‘architectural vacuum’ in post-Temple Jewish history
and the expectations and requirements of the nineteenth-century Gentile environment,
as well as the religio-philosophical advantages of Oriental style, this genre became
the main hallmark of synagogue architecture in many regions of the Habsburg Empire,
particularly in its Hungarian part during the second half of the nineteenth century.125
The question arises: why didn’t Muslim forms and ornamentation appear earlier
in Central European Jewish sacred architecture? Jews, deprived of statehood since
antiquity, did not develop their architectural expression in accordance with their cultural paradigm. It is even questionable whether Judaism in its more advanced stages
would have allowed the formation of an architectural style in the conventional manner, connecting modus essendi (modus of being) with an appropriate modus operandi,
due to the severance of the links between idea and form. Islam, being a state religion,
needed a spatial-formal declaration, and developed an expression that largely avoided
naturalistic representation – both in architecture and the visual arts – but nevertheless carried the necessary content – sacred, political, etc. Inscriptions and geometrical
surface ornamentation achieved the desired ‘textualization of architecture.’ When
emancipated Jews were prompted to acquire an identifiable architectural expression,
then an Oriental style which permitted the application of an independent layer over the
actual body of the building yet retained a certain degree of ‘deconstruction’ emerged
as the less harmful option to many Jewish clients and their architects.
The congruence between Judaism and Islam in terms of visual representation – or
rather non-representation – strategy, made it possible for Jews to accept the proposal
of Christian architects to borrow the architectural language of the Arabs.126 However,
the Oriental idiom of synagogue architecture never constituted a true style, mainly
because of the lack of a modus essendi–modus operandi connection. It remained an
architectural language, or a dialect, a relatively free layer over varying internal contents – space conception and composition of volumes – in the framework of nineteenthcentury Historicism. Oriental-style synagogue architecture thereby succeeded for the
first time in Western culture in abolishing the notion of coherent style, i.e., the unity
of space and language.127
‘Oriental style’ remained a term independent from the various spatial conceptions
of the synagogue: the central organization in which the bimah stands at the focal point
of the interior, or longitudinal one, with a bimah joined to the ark on the eastern wall,
or a combination of these two. The degree of orthodoxy played a limited role in preference for the Oriental style, which was more a gesture of modernism than a religious
matter.128
Apart from its religious-philosophical advantages, the Oriental language for synagogues offered by Christian architects and welcomed by emancipated Jews presented
further advantages. While differentiating the synagogue from the Christian environment (Jews from Gentiles), it simultaneously initiated a dialogue with its surroundings
since, unlike older, undistinguished Jewish places of worship, Oriental style synagogues conveyed messages.129 Although ‘Oriental style’ appeared to oppose traditional
styles of Western towns and cities, it became part of the system, 130 securing a place in
nineteenth-century Historicism.
In terms of technique, the Oriental idiom enabled unorthodox uses of building
materials and advanced structures. Abolishing traditional arches and vaults, it opened
the way for the introduction of metal and timber structures into the Habsburg Empire,131
– one reason for the rapid deterioration of some synagogues.132 Furthermore, ‘Oriental
style’ synagogues, particularly small ones, were cheaper to build because there were
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fewer string-courses, cornices, central and side projections, columns, rusticated walls,
and so on. Repetitive decorative elements were usually prefabricated in industrial or
semi-industrial fashion to lower costs. The flat wall surface often enabled the use of
lightweight structures both in the exterior and interior (walls and ceilings), speeding
up construction and reducing expenses.133
In stylistic terms, the Oriental idiom reflects all the heterogeneity of its social,
technical, and aesthetic origins.134 No wonder that throughout its existence it remained
a complex of different stylistic or language elements, usually without a firm syntax.
It represents a transfiguration of Western into Oriental architecture during different
stages of Islamisation.135 In some cases “Oriental style” meant the adoption of smaller
elements only: horseshoe arches over doors and windows, stringcourses and cornices,
minaret-like spires, stripped façades, or stepped muquarnas structures. The main principles of Western architecture – pronounced tectonics, structural ornament, and bodily
character – usually remained untouched. In a number of cases structural principles of
Islamic architecture were adopted: flattening of the wall plane, enriching surface decoration, playing down or eliminating tectonics, masking load-bearing elements with the
bodily character vanishing under a glittering surface, and negating the massiveness
of material. The choice between these two extremes depended on the intentions of the
Jewish community leadership and the architect, as well as the stipulations and expectations of the local Gentile environment. Thus, in the general framework of time and
place a great variety of individual cases evolved.

our eyes, while the decoration displays
the most conspicuous Jewish penchant
for pomp. High Gothic, on the other hand,
contrary to Arab architecture, structured
individual architectural elements into
harmonic and organic unity. The Oriental
spirit differs from the Germanic. Arab
architecture impresses with richness
and mechanical repetition and not with
organic structure.” See “Die neue Synagoge
in Pesth,” Illustrierte Zeitung 34, no. 864
(1860): 48–49, by an anonymous author,
quoted by Hammer-Schenk, Synagogen,
1:255. These ideas relate to Semper’s
Theory of Cladding and to a certain extent
foreshadow some twentieth century antiSemitic arguments in the theory of arts, as
formulated by the proponents of the Nazi
concept of Entartete Kunst (degenerate art).
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Seyyed H. Nasr, Islamic Art and Spirituality
(Albany, 1987), 37.

114

Ibid., 190.
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However, the status of the synagogue
and the mosque differs radically. While
theoretically the synagogue is a mikdash
me‘at, a “little sanctuary,” and it is
also considered as the “Gate to Heaven”
(“This is the gate of the Lord, into which
the righteous shall enter,” Ps. 118:20),
architecturally it avoids profound cosmic
representation. The mosque and Islamic
architecture in general, on the other hand,
convey celestial messages: “But whether
in the Classical domed mosque in which
the centre of the dome symbolizes the
One, and on a lower level the ruh [Spirit],
while the octagonal belt, upon which the
dome usually rests, symbolizes the angelic
order and the four-sided base the earth
or the material world, or in the earliest
mosques in which all the elements of
the spiritual universe of Islam are not
visually symbolized, there is an inner nexus
between Islamic architecture and Islamic
cosmology and angelology” (ibid., 41).
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Oleg Grabar, The Mediation of Ornament
(Boston, 1992), 63.
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Ibid., 151.
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Ancient synagogues had similar geometrical
ornamentations and some almost codified
decoration on the frieze, but without
the mentioned emotional or psychic
involvement.
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Grabar, Mediation, 152.
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Architects of the nineteenth century
synagogues in the Habsburg Empire were
familiar not only with the Alhambra, but
with other Muslim – particularly Ottoman
– architecture as well. A good part of
Hungary was occupied by the Turks, and
some mosques and baths remained more or
less intact during the nineteenth century.
Soon after the liberation of Hungary from
Ottoman rule, some architects in the
Habsburg Empire showed an interest in
Muslim architecture. This goes as far as
the minaret on the Baroque Karlskirche in
Vienna by Johann Fischer von Erlach. He
made a study of a mosque, which shows his
understanding of Islamic architecture. With
the annexation of Bosnia and Herzegovina

The Relevance of Hungarian Oriental St yle Synagogues
Only a few Oriental style synagogues represent a pioneering achievement in architectural history. The most innovative ones displayed flat coloured façades with emphasized surface ornamentation, negating tectonics, and inventive structural solutions.
At their best, these buildings abolished the ‘carved image’ and bodily character of the
façade. For the first time in Austro-Hungarian architecture, they established virtual dematerialization and de-signification. A direct line stretches from Otto Wagner’s oeuvre
between the surface decorations of his early work, the synagogue in Rumbach Street
(Budapest, 1872) inspired by the Alhambra, to his later Art Nouveau buildings, exemplified by the Majolika Haus and the Karlsplatz Stadtbahn Station, as well as to his
Proto-modernist opus, all in Vienna. He used shiny, blue-glazed bricks on the façade
for the first time on his synagogue – a powerful de-materialization in contrast to the
material expression of the yellow and terra-cotta brick colours. The glazed bricks lack
permanent colour – they change according to the viewpoint of the observer and light
conditions. This was a deliberate measure adopted to evoke the immaterial vibration
of the Alhambra.136
The vibrating impression became a hallmark of Otto Wagner’s architecture and
Viennese Sezession in general.137 In the interior, the de-materialization and the link
to Islamic architecture became even stronger due to the carpet-like wall covering
decoration. As the walls reach the drum, the spectator realizes that they are very thin,
negating the solid traditions of sacred architecture in the Habsburg lands. The same
applies to the ceiling, also kept very thin, and almost immaterial. While Western architecture often emphasized the conflict between horizontal and vertical elements, in the
Rumbach Street synagogue, as in Ludwig Förster’s synagogue two streets away, this
conflict disappeared. All in all, the building gives the impression of a cardboard structure that foreshadows Wagner’s Stadtbahn Station on the Karlsplatz in Vienna. Thus,
the Bekleidungstheorie, inspired by Islamic architecture, found its way into Viennese
Modernism via Gottfried Semper and Otto Wagner and his pupils.
In Czech territories, Proto-modern architecture differed from Otto Wagner’s idiom.
Instead of rendering the buildings’ surfaces flat, in the manner of Otto Wagner, Joseph
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the empire encountered a vivid Muslim
culture on its own soil with remarkable
monuments of Islamic architecture:
mosques in Tuzla and Sarajevo, mosques
and bridges in Mostar and Višegrad.
121

See Rachel Wischnitzer, The Architecture of
the European Synagogues (n. 8 above), 200–
205. However, this roof was not so remote
from the roofs of German Romanesque
and Neo-romanesque architecture either.
This is probably the typical situation when
architects try to find ideological backing for
their design post festum.
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In those times the Orient gained
significance among Jews. Rachel
Wischnitzer wrote: “Disraeli‘s novel, The
Wondrous Tale of Alroy (1833), which had
been inspired by the author‘s trip to
Palestine, paved the way for change in
attitude towards the Orient. Disraeli’s
Orient was not the rigid Orient of ancient
Egypt, but a warmer and infinitely more
colourful one. The painters of the west
succumbed to the fascination for the east.
In 1841, the Salon in Paris exhibited a
painting by Eugene Delacroix, a member
of the French Mission to the Sultan of
Morocco. The painting, entitled ‘The
Jewish Wedding,’ depicted a Jewish nuptial
ceremony in an Arab setting” (Wischnitzer,
The Architecture of the European
Synagogues, 200).
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Otto Simonson, a Jewish pupil of Gottfried
Semper, wrote: “The Temple is built in the
Moorish style which I believe is the most
characteristic. Judaism is faithful to its
history, its laws, its customs and practices,
the organization of its ritual; its whole
substance is embedded in the east, its
motherland […]”; quoted by Wischnitzer,
The Architecture of the European
Synagogues, 201. In his synagogue design,
Simonson introduced the Arab horseshoe
arches; his Torah Ark strongly resembled
a mihrab, and his pulpit looked like the
mimbar of a mosque, exemplifying in
architecture the popular concept of Jews as
the Asiatics of Europe.
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Seldom really religious, they still bear a
Jewish spirit, following the main ideas of
the ban on images and hostility towards
the classical idiom. Jews appeared as
architects in significant numbers only
during the last decades of the nineteenth
century, and around 1900 their percentage
in the eastern half of the Habsburg
Empire – where the majority of its Jewish
population resided – reached a significant
level. (See the quotes from Károly Kós and
Ármin Beregi, n. 84 below.) This can also be
explained by the fact that this profession
was then linked to entrepreneurship, a
typically Jewish activity.
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It does not mean, however, that the issue of
style was not fiercely discussed. In AustriaHungary there were similar opponents to
the Moorish style as in Germany, but this
was much later, roughly around 1900, and
did not stem from fear of anti-Semitism
as was the case in the German Reich. In
Hungary the modernists favoured Hungarian
Secession, a style that was more Jewish
than anything else. See Rudolf Klein,
“The Hungarian Jews and Architectural

Maria Olbrich,138 and Joseph Hoffmann 139 or Frigyes Feszl,140 Ödön Lechner, and Béla
Lajta, 141 surfaces became plastic, reminiscent of the plasticity of local Gothic and
Baroque throughout Czech Cubism and later Rondo Cubism.142 Curiously, however, the
crystalline surface of this genre had little or nothing to do with the structural realities
behind the decorative plastic layer, and thus the façades of Josef Chochol, -DQ.RWđUD
and Ottokar Novotny143 were also in a way ‘detached’ from the actual building and
their fidelity to the Western architectural heritage was barely apparent.144 Synagogues
in Czech territories, such as the most prominent one in Jeruzalemská Street in Prague
(Architect Wilhelm Stiassny), departed from Ludwig Förster’s and Otto Wagner’s line.
The façade of the Jubilee synagogue in Jeruzalemská Street is rather plastic, with
Orientalism being applied only to the decorative details: horseshoe arches and coloured
façade strips.145
While the Oriental language of architecture emerged as an issue of Jewish identity
in Austria proper (formally, ‘lesser Austria’), the Czech territories, Galicia, and Croatia,
in Hungary (the Hungarian Kingdom, including Transylvania but without Croatia) this
language became a vehicle of the Gentile political agenda as well.146 The Feszl-LechnerLajta line of architecture bridged Orientalism and modernism for a time span of some
sixty years. Accordingly, the Viennese Ludwig Förster and Otto Wagner constructed
their most Oriental-looking synagogues in Budapest, rather than in Vienna where this
style could be clearly read as Jewish.
Frigyes Feszl, often labelled as the founder of national Hungarian style in architecture, offered a proposal for the ‘Dohány Temple’ in Budapest parallel to that of Ludwig
Förster (see Chapter 6). When the Budapest Jewish community broke its contract with
Förster, Frigyes Feszl ﬁnished the synagogue interior. This work bears the same decorative elements as his Redoute,147 considered to be the ﬁrst Hungarian style ediﬁce,148 still
standing in the heart of Budapest on the Danube riverside. Ödön Lechner became the
next torchbearer of Hungarian national style after Frigyes Feszl, pursuing ‘Oriental style’
more than anyone before him in central Europe.
In the struggle for cultural independence, Orientalism often created a Hungarian
differentia specifica within an empire consisting of German and Slavic populations who
were usually considered more Western. Hungarian tribes, latecomers to the European
family of nations, showed more Asiatic features – culturally and sporadically even
anthropologically. (This applies best to Hungarian folk music, which is often set in
pentatonic keys.) Orientalism pointed to the Eastern origin of Hungarians and thus
became programmatic for architects with nationalist inclinations.149 At first, Ödön
Lechner followed the spirit of British Oriental edifices inspired by colonial India;
later he adopted Hungarian folklore containing some Oriental features: detachment
of the architectonic element from the initial context and material background as well
as re-composition of Oriental elements in a compressed, repetitive manner.150 Otto
Wagner labelled Lechner’s Museum of Arts and Crafts in Budapest (1891–96) the
‘Palace of the Gypsy Emperor’. The Gypsy connotation was, however, in the times of
the late Romanticism of Johann Strauss’ Zigeunerbaron,151 free of the racist overtones it
acquired later in the Nazi era. Hungarians entertained themselves almost exclusively
with Gypsy music (cigányzene). Moreover, Hungarian music and cigányzene were synonymous until Béla Bartók 152 and his followers started to collect ‘real Hungarian’ folk
music.153 Otto Wagner’s snide remark, typical of a Viennese, suggested that Asia began
on the eastern outskirts of Vienna, the same observation having already been made by
Prince Metternich, the Austria statesman.
More important, the strong coincidence between Hungarian and Jewish Orientalism
was often emphasized by assimilated Jews. It went so far that the slightly orientalising decorated façade surface of the so-called Hungarian Art Nouveau style of
Lechner’s pupils was labelled by some of its opponents as Jewish-like (zsidós).154 Otto
Wagner seems to have overlooked the similarities between his idiom and that of the
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Hungarians. They both abandoned the Western type neo-styles: Wagner in the name
of modernism backed by Gottfied Semper’s ‘Theory of Cladding’ (Bekleidungstheorie),
Lechner and his pupils in the name of the Hungarian folk spirit. Demand in the cultural
market differed in Vienna and Budapest, but supply seemed identical: flattening of a
three-dimensional façade into two dimensions, while compensating for this loss in an
Oriental manner using an overflow of colour and decoration, a method well applied
in synagogue architecture.
Although appearing over-decorated and archaic, ‘Oriental style’ synagogues actually
pioneered new trends in Central European architecture. They abandoned the well-established codes of Western decoration, structural ornament, and conventional meanings,
and especially representation based on the classical paradigm. By doing so, and supported by the tenet banning visual depiction, they paved the way towards architectural
modernism in ideological terms and, as shown in the case of Otto Wagner and Ödön
Lechner, also in concrete architectural terms.
The next generation of architects in Vienna and Budapest, around 1910 – represented
by Adolf Loos155 and Béla Lajta – often considered radical or revolutionary, merely conﬁrmed this trend. Loos in his “Ornament and Crime” cites the problem of the image ban
for his ‘Asiatic friends’ 156 with Germanic ﬁdelity to principles and obstinacy. Moreover,
his concept of Raumplan157 may be seen as a further shift from the primacy of tangible
material towards the primacy of space, hence pursuing abstraction further. Lajta, 158 on
the other hand, as if teasing his religious father, carved biblical symbols on the façades
in an Arabesque manner – framed and intermittently blended with completely ﬂat surfaces – before saying a ﬁnal farewell to the principle of Oriental decoration. Both Loos
and Lajta removed the decorative veil from the façades, ushering early modernism into
the Habsburg lands.159

Conclusions
In the nineteenth century, Jews of Habsburg Hungary felt increasingly liberated from
the historic constraints imposed by the Gentiles and less obliged to follow their own
traditions. They full-heartedly embraced the whirlwind of change liberal capitalism
offered them in economic, political and cultural fields. Period Gentile architecture in
the course of Historicism also started to lose the constraints of conventional (Classical
and medieval) traditions and architects increasingly felt free to pick historic elements
liberally that coincided neatly with the traditional Jewish freedom from codification
in visual matters, allowing free association, sometimes even play, ‘pan’ and humour.
All these rendered synagogue architecture a fertile experimental field for architects
– Gentile and Jewish alike – and their optimistic clients, the board of reform Jewish
communities. A great variety of synagogues evolved, which however, still showed some
common features, enabling the creation of a typology.
The results of the investigation proved that creating a typology traditional methods
of art history, based on the stylistic approach, yield fewer results than a more complex
methodology which includes more factors, because: (a) the synagogue interior plan
evolution and external mass-composition as well as urban-contextual factors were
largely independent of each other and independent of Christian styles; they made a
major impact than style; (b) a real style never came into being in synagogue architecture – instead style was understood as an attached layer to the building and thus
could not serve as starting point for classification. This book therefore suggests a new
research protocol, i.e. the matrix method.
The matrix method introduced eight criteria for classification and enabled the
creation of an overview of typological elements and concatenation between them. This
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Style,” in In the Land of Hagar – Jews of
Hungary: History, Society and Culture, ed.
Anna Szalai; English translations, Chaya
Galay et al. (Tel Aviv, 2002), 165–72. The
conservatives still favoured the Oriental
style, being afraid that the Hungarian style
would induce nationalism. Commenting on
the entries submitted to the competition
for the Budapest-Lipotváros synagogue,
Simon Meller fiercely opposed the so-called
Hungarian national style as being antiEuropean, “forged and barbaric” and
called for Oriental style. See: Simon Meller,
“A budapesti új zsidó templom” [The New
Jewish Temple in Budapest], in IMIT Évkönyv
[The Annual of the Israelite Literary Society]
(Budapest, 1900), 280. Samu Haber, on the
contrary, argued that “The Moorish style, of
course, cannot be said to be obligatory, all
the less (so) since Jewry, that has become
free again, melts into the material and
intellectual world of those nations which
have accepted them as their sons. The
Jewish community here in Budapest has also
stated in the program of the competition
for the plan of the new synagogue that they
wanted to have the modern endeavours
of Jewry and of modern architecture, if
possible, expressed in their new temple
with a national character.” Samu Haber,
“A budapesti hitközség templom-tervei”
[Synagogue projects of the Jewish
Community of Budapest], Egyenlőség, 12
March 1899:12.
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In the Habsburg Empire this proposal was
made – as already suggested – by Ludwig
Förster, but wholeheartedly received by
the Jews, who finally identified their
architectural language.
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Earlier architectural language and space
conception were organically tied together.
For instance, the Gothic church followed
a strict space conception and codified
structural solutions – the two were
interlinked, as emphasized by Carl Schnaase,
Geschichte (n. 42 above), 404, quoted by
Hammer-Schenk, Synagogen, 1:254.
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At the time of its introduction the Oriental
style was supported by Reform Jews and
opposed by the Orthodox, but later, when
Art Nouveau was fashionable in the ranks
of Reform Jews the Orthodox stuck to the
Oriental style. However, in some cases,
as for instance the Rumbach Synagogue,
the Oriental style was accepted by the
Conservative congregation as early as 1870.
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There were some synagogues with Oriental
influences prior to emancipation in the
Habsburg Empire, such as the abovementioned
Großenhof synagogue in Prague and in
German territories as well: Ingenheim (1832),
Kircheim-Bolanden and Binswangen (1835),
Speyer (1837), and Heidenheim (1849).
However, these synagogues were not fullfledged Oriental style buildings with rich
surface decoration, only displaying some
minor Moorish details such as horseshoe
arches. Their scale also did not differ from
that of other period synagogues.
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These synagogues ceased to be silent
architecturally and started to convey an
understandable message to the Gentiles:
“We are slightly different, but willing to
integrate, to accept your rules.”
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Besides conservative taste, technology
also played an important role in the mid
nineteenth century Habsburg Empire. In
Britain, metal structures were common –
the most imposing bridge in the Habsburg
Empire, the Lánchid (Chain-bridge) in PestBuda (today Budapest) was also constructed
by an English engineer, Adam Clark – but
in the rather backward Hungarian capital
authorities refused to issue a building
permit for the metal dome in the Rumbach
Street synagogue. Otto Wagner had to sign a
special document to the effect that he and
Mór Kallina, the constructor, accepted full
responsibility for the new type of structure.
See Rudolf Klein, “A Dohány Templom, a
‘Rombach’ és a Kazinczy utcai zsinagóga
– Út a keleties stílustól a modernizmusig”
[The Dohány Temple, the Rombach and
the Kazinczy Street Synagogues – the
Pathway from Oriental Style to Modernism),
Világörökség – World Heritage, supplement
to Magyar Építőművészet 6 (2002): 10–24.
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It is true that metal structure is not entirely
a specialty of synagogue architecture –
Ludwig Förster introduced it partially in his
Gustav Adolf Kirche, the Lutheran church
of the Viennese suburb Gumpendorf in
1846. However, Christian churches kept
the traditional massive structure as a rule,
e.g. St. Stephens Cathedral in Budapest,
1851-1905.
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Examples: Barcs, Berettyóujfalu, Bicske,
Brassó, Breznobánya, Celldömölk,
Dicsőszentmárton, Losonc (old
synagogue), Marosludas, Nagytapolcsány,
Nagybecskerek, Nagyszombat, Szentes, and
Szekszárd.
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At first, i.e., in the mid nineteenth century,
there were relatively few printed sources
on Islamic architecture available in
Austria. The most notable was Owen Jones’
impressive monograph on the Alhambra,
published in London in 1842–45. One copy
was donated to the Viennese Museum
of Arts and Crafts by Baron Gustav von
Epstein, from which Otto Wagner took the
details for his synagogue. See Ines Müller,
A Rumbach Sebestyén utcai zsinagóga
[Synagogue in Rumbach Sebestyén Street]
(Budapest, 1993), 43. Such sources became
more numerous and readily available in the
late nineteenth century.
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This was mainly because the sources
were disparate and there was little
understanding of Islamic architecture.
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See Müller, A Rumbach Sebestyén utcai
zsinagóga, 58.
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The blue as a dominant ‘immaterial colour,’
the colour of the sky, was Ödön Lechner’s,
last word too: his church in Bratislava
(1907–13) is an undulating blue, slightly
Gaudiesque, vision. Ödön Lechner was the
creator of the so-called Hungarian Secession.
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Joseph Maria Olbrich (Troppau, Silesia
[modern Opava, Czech Republic] 1867–
Düsseldorf, Germany 1908) was a leading
figure of Viennese Art Nouveau, who in
1898–99 created the movement’s manifest
exhibition building, the Sezession in
Vienna, and later moved to the artist colony
in Darmstadt.

investigation has shown vividly the freedom with which Jewish communities and their
architects put together synagogues from available ‘modular elements’ – composition of
masses, plan, structure, style (internal and external), contextual factors. The matrix
method furnished an insight into how synagogue architecture deconstructed the style
as a firm package and created an open, multi-level dialogue with its cultural and built
environment.
The analysis of collected synagogues with the matrix method helped in the mapping of major changes in the investigated period. The Vormärz period’s typology relies
on historic synagogue templates with some upgrades or rather just a facelift. The
Revolution of 1848 represents a watershed in synagogue architecture, in which traditional types were supplemented with templates stemming from Gentile sources as a
consequence of Jewish-Gentile dialogue. Therefore, from the mid-nineteenth century
on, synagogue architecture in Habsburg Hungary was somewhat of a simulacrum of
major templates of Christian sacral or secular architecture as well as Solomon’s Temple.
And yet, these types would gain some form of codification after a few decades. The
mid-nineteenth century is thus a turning point in Hungarian synagogue architecture,
during which the organically evolved and linear one-way development branched into
parallel templates.
The matrix method has shown that the historic significance of Hungarian synagogues lies in the capacity to ‘deconstruct’ style as such, by placing space conception,
the composition of volumes and architectural materials/structure as well as architectural language, often called style, on different tracks. The deconstruction of style as a
firm package of thought and form (method) facilitated the rearrangement of different
elements of architecture, paving the way to Hungarian Art Nouveau and its eventual
transition into Proto-modernism.
Furthermore, Oriental style synagogues of Habsburg Hungary had a special role
in facilitating the creation of the flat façade surface. The congruence of the idea of
Hungarian and Oriental enabled architect Ödön Lechner to adopt the Oriental principle
from synagogues, to flatten façades and introduce Oriental or Oriental-like decoration,
crenellation and thus to overcome free style façade composition. His Jewish followers
spread his ideas and forms and gradually turned flat and colourful surface decoration
into Proto-modern architecture. Architects Béla Lajta and László Vágó represent an
important link between the Lechnerian orientalising Secession and Modernism.
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Joseph Hoffmann (Pirnitz, Moravia [now
in the Czech Republic] 1870–Vienna 1956)
was a leading figure of early modern
architecture, particularly the second,
so-called geometric, phase of Viennese
Art Nouveau. He was the founder of the
Wiener Werkstätte (Viennese Workshops)
characterized by a special formal language
in furniture design and the applied arts in
general.
Frigyes Feszl was a prominent mid
nineteenth century Hungarian architect,
who also submitted a project for the
Dohány Street synagogue, but eventually
the Jewish community opted for the more
established Viennese Ludwig Förster, who
had been working during these years on the
Viennese Tempelgasse synagogue. Feszl was
among the first Hungarian architects who
initiated a kind of national idiom prompted
by Count Széchenyi, the famous public
figure in pre-revolutionary Hungary.
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Béla Lajta (formerly Leitersdorfer) was
Lechner’s most talented pupil, whose short
life spanned from Art Nouveau to early
modernism. In 1899 he submitted a prizewinning entry for the Budapest-Lipótváros
synagogue competition with a floor plan
based on a Star of David.
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The preceding Czech Art Nouveau was also
more historical and more plastic than its
Viennese or Budapest counterparts. 3GD©
#ƑL©4LļMH©HM©/Q@FTD 1903–12 (architects
Antonín Balšánek and Osvald Polívka) is
more Neo-baroque – seen from a distance
– than Art Nouveau. Only from close up do
the decoration and the mosaics speak the
language of the Sezession.

of the Habsburg Empire as witnessed by
the Moorish style library (1880s) and the
Ashkenazi synagogue (1898). The latter is
a curious mix: its floor-plan proportions
and four spires resemble the Romanesque
cathedral in Pécs, but it is topped with
domes and embellished with Moorish – not
Ottoman – decoration.
147

The Redoute, or in Hungarian, Vigadó in
Pest was built contemporaneously with the
Dohány Temple. It was a venue for popular
entertainment and a supplement to the
more serious National Theatre and is still
used for the same purpose, attracting
mainly foreign tourists eager for some
‘Hungarian cultural experience.’
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Actually, his Redoute represents a Romantic
building with a slight touch of Orientalism.
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The emphasis on the Hungarians’ Oriental
nature facilitated the project of Jewish
assimilation, advocating common roots
for Jews and Gentiles. The opus of Ármin
Vámbéry, the prominent Jewish-Hungarian
orientalist, provides ample evidence for
this. See Ivan D. Kalmar, “Moorish Style:
Orientalism, the Jews, and Synagogue
Architecture,” JSS 7, no. 3 (date): 68–100.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Josef Chochol, )@M©*NSļQ@ and Ottokar
Novotny were prominent figures of Czech
Cubist architecture in the period from 1900
to World War I.
Similar detachment, though flatter,
characterized other Slavic figures and
movements throughout the empire – #TĄ@M©
)TQJNUHĴ’s and Stanisław Witkiewicz’s
architectural folklorism, for instance, which
applied folklore decoration on a flat surface
in villas and churches. Curiously, the Croats,
in spite of their very energetic quest for
national identity, did not put forward any
original movement, but just followed the
Viennese trends and their architecture in
Zagreb and other major cities. The main
synagogue in Zagreb also strictly followed
the Viennese example. In Slovenia, Jože
Ple nik strongly opposed the flatness of
Otto Wagner’s idiom and introduced plastic
ornamentation, as did his Slavonic fellow
architects in Prague.
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Some synagogues in Czech lands,
nevertheless, followed the Viennese
specimen. Examples are Chomutov, Holešov,
Hranice, Marienbad, Olomouc, Pardubice,
Teplitz-Schönau, and Weisskirchen.
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In Bosnia and Herzegovina, where
Western Orientalism met the real Orient,
the Ottoman tradition represents an
interesting case. In Sarajevo Western
Orientalism intended to reinforce local
spirit by merging Turkish imperial
architectural tradition with the taste
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Folklorism had greater success in music
than in material culture. This applies both
to the superficial folklorism of Johannes
Brahms’ Hungarian Dances and to the deep
understanding and sublimation of the folk
idiom by Béla Bartók and +DNĄ©)@MĜĴDJ.
Note that the libretto of Der Zigeunerbaron
(The Gypsy Baron) was based on a story
written by Hungarian bestselling novelist
Mór Jókai.
Béla Bartók (Nagyszentmiklós 1881–New
York 1945), the most prominent Hungarian
composer since Franz Liszt, started his
career as a folklorist but soon became the
exponent of modern music, though not in
the Schoenbergian-Bergian manner, but
still in the framework of tonality, following
a genuinely personal path by integrating
melodic, rhythmic, and textural elements
of peasant music.
Gypsies enjoyed a very good reputation in
Hungary, perhaps because of Hungarians’
sympathy for the orient. In the prestigious
A Pallas Nagy Lexikona issued in 1895 we
read: “Gypsies play the most important
role in Hungary [in the European context],
functioning as the repository of the
nation’s music, where they express
themselves the most characteristically and
where they may contribute to the national
economy and maintenance of the birth
rate” [my translation – R.K.], “Gypsies,”
in A Pallas Nagy Lexikona, CD-ROM Edition
(Budapest, 1998), record 42957/223985.
After the Holocaust, the term ‘gypsy’ was
no longer politically correct. Since then the
gypsy band has become a ‘folk music band’
(népi zenekar).
Architect Károly Kós, born as Kosch in the
German enclave of Transylvania, lamented
in 1910 that 99 percent of architects
in Hungary were of foreign origin:
“Ne felejtsük azonban el, hogy éppen
építőművészeinknek talán 99%-a idegen

származású ember […].”(We should not
forget, however, that 99% of our architects
are of foreign origin). See: Károly Kós,
“Nemzeti művészet” [National Art], Magyar
Iparművészet [Hungarian Applied Arts]
(Budapest, 1910), 141–57. Others spoke out
more bluntly: “Around the 1890s, Ödön
Lechner, our great teacher of architecture,
began to cultivate the ‘Hungarian
architectural style’. His receptive pupils
have improved it to its present perfection
of form. Quite a number of our modern
young architects are Jews or ex-Jews, thus
in 1908 at a meeting of architects and
engineers architect Jenő Lechner defined
the modern style as zsidós [Jewish-like].
This is how the Jewish question arose in
Hungarian architecture [...],” See Ármin
Beregi “Zsidókérdés Magyarországon” (The
Jewish Question in Hungary) in Zsidókérdés,
asszimiláció, anti-szemitizmus [Jewish
Question, Assimilation, Antisemitism], ed.
Péter Hanák (Budapest, 1984), 47.
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Adolf Loos (Brno, Moravia, Austria-Hungary
[now in Czech Republic] 1870 Kalksburg,
near Vienna 1933) was the first genuinely
modernist architect in Vienna before World
War I. He attacked both Art Nouveau and
Beaux-Arts Historicism, and as early as
1898 announced his intention to avoid the
use of unnecessary ornamentation.
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Adolf Loos’ “Asiatic friends” were his Jewish
clients (Goldman, Salatsch, Steiner, Weiss,
Mandl, Hirsch, and Rosenfeld) and friends
or followers (Karl Kraus, Peter Althenberg,
Zlatko Neumann, and Hugo Ehrlich).
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The Raumplan, literally ‘space plan,’
abolishes traditional vertical subdivision
of buildings into clear-cut floors and
introduces a free design with intermediate
levels according to the need of each space
– living room, bedroom, etc. Although
as modern as atonal music – mainly yet
another Austrian invention – the Raumplan
played a relatively minor role in subsequent
architectural modernism during the
twentieth century.
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Lajta similarly to Otto Wagner experimented
with an Oriental style synagogue. His entry
for the competition for the great “Temple
of Lipótváros” (northern half of Budapest’s
5th district), (never built), represents
a curious blend of Oriental and Gothic
elements and its originality was highly
praised by the majority of the jury, who
readily forgave the young talent the faults
of his project.
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While Adolf Loos was more programmatic in
his famous essay Ornament und Verbrechen,
Lajta excelled in the pragmatic and gradual
elimination of decorative elements on
his façade. The cleansing and modernist
abstraction reached its peak with the
façade of the house at 29 Népszínház
Street, Budapest, where all surface
decoration disappeared and the building,
built well before World War I, could easily
be mistaken for one constructed in the
1920s or 1930s.
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